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Children with chronic health conditions in South Africa are a vulnerable group of 
children, whose additional needs resulting from their condition places financial 
strain on their caregivers and families. Poverty plays a significant role, and often 
exacerbates the situation for these children and their caregivers They are a group 
of children who require additional assistance from the State - social assistance (a 
term used for financial aid in South Africa) is one form of support that can be 
extended to these children, The present social assistance provisioning for these 
children I;; iimited, and aS5.essrnent processes 8ml Instruments afe unsatisfactory 
This study is an examination of the application of international social assistance 
assessment instruments to the South African context, namely the Australian Child 
Disability Assessment Tool and the United Kingdom's Disability Living Allowance 
Claim Form. The study purposed to make recommendations for the development 
of an appropriate South African social assistance assessment instrument. 
Secondly, it aimed to demonstrate through the application of these international 
tools that there are areas of need related to chronic health conditions that are 
presently not provided for by the current South African social assistance 
programme. The study design assumed the form of a descriptive, comparative 
study of exsting international instruments. Non-probability sampling was 
employed, and the findings of the study are analysed via a combination of 
quantitative and qualitative data analysis. 
A small sample of 18 children from the Western Cape was selected, representing 
6 types of chronic health conditions, specifically disability and chronic illnesses. 
The caregivers of the children were interviewed on two occasions, for the 
administration of the two international instruments. An additional question was 
asked of the caregivers in relation to their concerns and problems that the two 
instruments did not identify. The data was analysed in relation to the needs 
identified by the caregivers, and the children were assessed for eligibility to the 
United Kingdom and Australia's social assistance benefits. Their eligibility for the 
South Airican social assistance benefit was also assessed. Data collected from 
this process was analysed to identify commonalities and differences between the 
three inscruments. Both international in.,truments were evaluated for its 
advantages and disadvantages as assessmeilt instruments, and it's applicability to 
the South African context 
Key findings indicated that the children had a vast array of needs resulting from 
their chronic health conditions. These included health care needs, educational 
needs, and needs related to activities for daily living. Primarily, these children 
required care, supervision and assistance to accomplish daily life activities and to 
maintain their .1ealth. The carers of the children indicated that they faced adverse 
circumstances the majority of whom were living in poverty, and providing care for 
a child who required extra care and attention on a daily basis. Factors that 
influenced their ability to care for their children optimally were lack of finances, 
difficulties surrounding travelling to health care facilities, and a lack of support 
structures, as well as the emotional impact of providing care. These carers also 











Findings also revealed that the majority (56%) of the sample was not eligible for 
the South African grant based on the current system In contrast, the large majority 
of the sample was eligible for the United Kingdom's benefit (94%,), and for the 
Australian benefit (S9%). Significantly, the majority of the children that were 
excluded based on the South African system were children with chronic illnesses_ 
The United Kingdom's tool was found to predominantly capture the needs of 
children with chronic health conditions, mainly through qualitative information. 
However, the tool is impractical because of its length, inappropriate questions and 
cumbersome structure. Conversely, the Australian tool IS a functional assessment, 
but it was _als" founrJ to C'l?tuw the children with significant needs. The instrument 
is easy to use, and the scoring process is fairly simple ,-
Recommendations tllat were made proposes that the scope of the South African 
grant be re-evaluated to consider children with chronic illnesses and other 
vulnerable groups. In addition, a holistic approacll to the assessment process and 
assessment instrument should be considered. It was also recommended that a 
simple and user-friendly mechanism for determining eligibility be developed 
Finally, it was recommended that a phased-in approach to the inclusion of a range 
of needs and conditions for SOCial assistance be considered in light of South 











CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
The 10110wi[1g chapter preS8rtts the motivalion for this study, "aliowed by eHl 
explartation of the derivation of the research topic and the research problem. 
Hereafter, the research design and methodology is introduced cwd the remairlder 
of the thesis briefly described, 
MOTIVATION FOR THE STUDY 
Social security in South Africa is currerllly undergoirlg large-scale revisior1 with the 
aim of developing a more comprehel1sive social security system (Report of the 
Committee of Inquiry into a Comprehertsive System of Social Security for South 
Africa, 2002). A primary ratiortale for this revision is the ul1satisfactory arld limited 
processes of assessment for determining eligibility to social assistsrtce, a form of 
social secur;ty, which pjagues tl18 preserlt South Africarl system. Other processes 
are also underway to reform the social assistance programme, particularly for 
children with disabilities. 
The Social Assistance Grant for Children With Disabilities 
The Care Dependency Grant is a financial grant of R630 per month, awarded to 
caregiv<:'rs of cllildren with s<:,vere disabilities as part of the presertt social 
assistance system. Tile grant is intended to assist caregivers whose child can only 
be cared for a: home. This r-esults in the carer having to remain at home to care for 
the child 01" employing a substitute carer (Report of the Committee of Inquiry into a 
Compr'ehensive System of Social Security for South Africa, 2002). The grant was 
implemented during a per'iod in South Africa when lillie other care options were 
available to caregivers_ A child is eligible for this benefit if he or she is aged 
between 1 and 18 years and requires permanent home care as a result of a 
severe physical or intellectual disability (Natiorla! Consultative Workshop Report. 
2001), Additionally, a means-test is applied to the grant applicabons. and 
consequently orlly caregivers receivirlg arl irlcome below the R48 000 per annum 











The Assessment Process 
Presently, a medical doctor, employed in a government hospital, assesses the 
ch:ld to determine severe physical or intellectual disability and verifies that the 
child is in need of care and that the parents of the child are able to adequately 
care for the child at home. Appl~cations are made through the local welfare offices 
(Guthrie & Sail, 2001), and the Pension Officer '11akes the final decision regarding 
the approval of the application. 
However, this system is fraught with many inconsistencies. These inconsistencies 
and limitations stem from the fact that The Care Dependency Grant is limited in its 
scope and purpose, and lacks clear eligibility criteria and clearly defined ter'11S. 
For exampte. terms such as 'severe disability' or 'permanent home care' are not 
adequately defined in the Social Assistance Act 1992 (Act 59 of 1992) (Report of 
the Committee of Inquiry into a Comprehensive System of Social Security for 
South Africa, 2002). Additionally, children with either moderate disabilities or 
chronic illnesses cannot access the grant, as the grant targets only children with 
severe disabilities requiring permanent home care (National Consultative 
Workshop Report, 2001). The current definition of disability is also based solely on 
a medical model of assessment (Report of the Committee of Inquiry into a 
Comprehensive System of Social Security for South Africa, 2002; Adnams & 
Guthrie, 2001). 
The current assessment tool that is completed by the medical doctor to determine 
whether the child is severely disabled and requiring permanent home care has 
serious defects and :nadequately measures childhood disability and functioning, 
The tool gives little appropriate consideration for age-appropriate functioning, and 
is based exclusively on a medical model. It does not address the special or extra 
care needs of children with disabilities, The tool relies fundamentally on the 
assessor's interpretations (National Consultative Workshop Report, 2001) and 
there is also a lack of guidelines and training in the assessment procedure and 











Consequently, children who do not meet these eligibility criteria are being 
assessed for eligibility, many of who are receiving the grant. Similarly, children 
who are entitled to the grant and should be eligible are being denied the grant. In 
practice, assessors and decision-makers do not strictly adhere to the legislative 
criteria as children with chronic conditions such as those in tne final stages of 
HIVIAIDS, and children with terminal cancers are granted the benefit (Guthrie, 
2002) 
As the concept of the Care Dependency Grant dates back to pre-1994, non-
governmental organisations, academic institutions and community groups 
concerned with children's and disabled persons' issues, have for many years 
called for the revision of the social assistance programme for children with 
disabilities These sectors have predominantly advocated for an assessment 
instrument that adequately captures tile social assistance needs of children with 
chronic health conditions_ As a result, these sectors have been involved in 
discussions with the relevant government departments about the need for a 
revised assessment instrument (Adnams. 2002) 
These sectors have engaged in national consultative workshops and meetings, 
where the limitations of the Care Dependency Grant has been dearly articulated 
and government has been C"llallenged to rectify the programme (The Child Health 
Policy Institute, University of Cape Town & the Children'S Rights Project, 
University of the Western Cape, 2000; National Consultat.ive Workshop Report, 
2001). A recommendation that was suggested based on these cOilsultative 
processes is that the eligibility criteria for sodal assistance be determined on the 
basis of a needs-test, rather than a means-test. Thus tile sectors are advocating 
that income level no longer be a key determinant for eligibility to this benefit, but 
Illat the additional needs due to the disability and Circumstances of tne child and 
caregiver are given priority. It was also recommended that government assume a 
needs-based approach to the assessment process, incorporating social. 











A further development is that the Regulations (No 22852 of 2001) of the Social 
Assistance Act, 1992 (Act 59 of 1992) have been amended as of December 2001 
introducing a Disability Panel as an alternative to the medical report submitted by 
the assessin9 doctor. This system of assessment may replace or compliment the 
medical doctor's assessment for the Care Dependency Grant. and does replace 
the PAnslon Medical Officer's final assessment of the application. Consequently. 
new assessment instruments are required for use by these assessment panels. 
The researcher was employed to ulldertake a study as part of the preliminary 
process for the development of an appropriate South African tool Based on the 
above-mentioned argument that the current South African tool is inadequate. it 
was determined that there is a need to investigate the use of social assistance 
assessment tools i[1 other countries. and to assess their applicability to the South 
African cOiltext 
DERIVATION OF THE RESEARCH TOPIC 
Preliminary reading of literature revealed that few assessment instn.lllents specifiC 
to eligibility for social assistance were readily available. It was also foulld that 
much of the literature focussed on functional assessment in the health and 
rehabilitatio[1 domains_ Additionally, minimal information is available pertaini[1g to 
needs assessment of children With chronic health conditions. As a result, it was 
decided that the international social assistance assessment instruments that were 
accessible would be applied to the current South African social assistance context 
In particular, it was decided that the assessment measures these instruments used 
to capture the needs of South Af(ican children would be examined 
THE OVERALL GOALS OF THE STUDY 
Consequently, the following research aims and 90als were developed due to the 
identification ofthemes and issues in the relevant literature 











Examine the application of 1\110 intemational instruments to the South African 
context for the purpose of making recommendations for the development of an 
appropriate South African assessment instrument: and 
• Demonstrate through the application of international tools that there were areas 
of need related to Children's chroniC health conditions that were not presently 
provided for by the South African social assistance programme. 
Ai> a (8SU!t. the fc!iO;'1ir:g r,"search objectives W(l~e determined: 
• To identify the major categories of social assistance needs through the 
application of two international social assistance assessment tools: and 
• To make recommendations for the inclusion of categories of need identified 
through the application of intemational social assistance assessment tools that 
are not captured in the current South African social assistance assessment 
tool. 
Thus, the underlying assumption or hypotheSIS of this study was that two 
international instruments (the Australian Child Disability Assessment Tool and the 
United Kingdom's Disability Living Allowance instrument) would more appropriately 
capture the social assistance needs of children with chronic health conditions in a 
South African context 
RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 
Based on the above, this study was designed as a descriptive, comparative study 
of existing intemational instruments. Non-probability sampling was employed, and 
a combination of quantitative and qualitative data was analysed. 
A small sample of 18 children from the Westem Cape was selected, representing 
6 types of chronic health conditions, specifically disability and chronic illnesses 
These children were assessed for social assistance eligibility using the two 
international instruments. Their eligibility for the South African social assistance 
benefit was also assessed. Data co[lected from this process was recorded and 
analysed to identify commonalities and differences in data, as we[1 as to determine 











Based on these processes, each tool was evaluated for its advantages aoo 
disadvantages as assessment instruments, and it's applicability to the South 
African context. 
FINDINGS 
Findings indicated that the child participants of this study experienced a wide 
variety of consequences as a result of their health conditions, such as their need 
for medical care, and tneir limited ability to perform life tasks_ Addil1onally, the 
carers of the children identified a range of factors that impact on their ability to care 
appropriately for these children, such as their limited household income and lack of 
family support 
Regarding eligibility for the respective grants, the majority of the sample of children 
was not eligible for the South African grant based on the current system_ In 
contrast, the large majority of the sample was eligible for the United Kingdom's 
benefit and the Australian benefit The United Kingdom's tool was found to 
predominantly C<lpture the needs of the children in the sample_ However, the tool 
is impractical because of its length inappropriate questions and cumbersome 
structure, The Australian tool was also found to capture the children with 
significant needs, This instrument is efficient and user-friendly 
CONCLUSION 
The remainder of this report will present the literatllre review, methodology and 
find'ings of this study, Finally, condusions and recommendations are provided 
pertaining to the aims of this study. The literature review in chapter 2 presents the 
international conceptual debates surrounding disability and health, as well as key 
approaches and definitions. This chapter also presents selected assessment 
instruments and measures used to assess children with chronic health conditions, 
Chapter 3 details the design and methodology employed in this study_ Hereafter, 
the findings of the study are presented and discussed in chapters 4 and 5. For 
ease of presentation, the researcher has separated the findings into two parts: part 











the outcomes of each tool_ Part 2 (chapter 5) presents an analysis of troe tools and 
discusses fao;;to!1; relevant to the South African conleld:. Lastly. chapter 6 describes 
the conclusions of the study and makes recommendations for the Improvement of 











CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 
SOCIAL SECURITY ASSESSMENT TOOLS FOR CHILDREN WITH 
CHRONIC HEALTH CONDITIONS 
This chapter presents a review of literature on social security assessment 
rrocedmes, particularly focussirg on 8.ssessment tools for determining social 
assistance eligibility for children with disabilities and chronic health conditions. 
Initially, the review considers the curren! social security context in South Africa. 
This is followed by a discussion of the intern<:ltional trends in the disability sector, 
highlighting common debates <:lnd definitions. The situation of persons with 
dis<:lbility in South Africa is discussed before a look at measures of childhood 
disability and existing international assessment tools. 
DEFINITION OF TERMS AND KEY CONCEPTS 
Table 1 below contains the key terms used throughout this thesis, In the absence 
of reference to a source, the researcher's definitions in relation to the purpose of 
this study are supplied. 
THE CONTEXT OF SOCIAL SECURITY IN SOUTH AFRICA 
Social security interventions are attempts by the state and society to protect 
members from the loss of income and the extra costs d:Je (0 social contingencies, 
or risks, such as unemployment, dis .. bility or pregnancy. Interventions occur as 
private measures, such as private medical aid schemes, and public measures, 
Public measures m .. y be contributory, i.e., social insur .. nce, such as the 
Unemployment Insurance Fund and non-contributory, i.e .. soo .. 1 assistance 
grants, such as the Slate Old Age Pension and Disability Grant. Soci .. 1 security 
interventions can also be in the form of indirect services, such as free health care 
(National Consultative Workshop Report, 2001). 
8 










Table 1: Set of Key Oefinitions and Concepts 
Social assistance eligibility: The State determines criteria for eligibility to a non-
contributory cash transfer, e,9., based on income level. severity of disability, etc, 
Means-test Income level may be an eligibility criterion. A mean-test is 
administered to determine whether an individuat or Ilousellold's Income level is 
below tile determined income tllresh-Ilold (National Consultative Workshop 
Report, 2001). 
Assessment tool/instrument The form that is completed and elicits information 
to determine eligibility for a sOCial assistance benefit Tilese terms are used 
interchangeably in this thesis. 
Condition: Broadly meaning state of health, It includes but is not limited to 
illness, impairment, disability, or other abnormal healtll symptom or manifesta(lOn 
(Stein, Bauman, Westbrook. Coupey & Ireys, 1993), 
Chronic or ongoing health condition: The expression of tile health condition 
over time. The concepts of duration and pattem of health condition are associated 
to this term (Stein et al., 1993) The concept indudes impairments and disabilities 
Carer/Caregiver, The primary individual who has assumed the role for providing 
appropriate care, attention and supervision on a continuous basis for a person 
with a cllronic health condition. 
Treating health professional (THP): A qualified medical practitioner 1'1110 would 
generally be tile person 1'1110 has the most knowledge of the Cllild-s medical 
coodition, e,g, the medical s~cialist who has been treating the child 
(CommonWealtil of Australia, 2001b) 
Benefit decision-maker: The person responsible for deciding I'IIlich applicants 
are eligible for the Disability Livin9 Allowance based on the information provided 
in tile assessment tools (Department of Social Security, 2(00). 
Needs: The needs that occur for a dlild with a chronic health condition as a 
consequence of Ilis or her Ilealth condition, These may be identified as need for 
services, need for care, etc (Aron, Loprest & Steuerle, 1996). 
HOwever, a universal definition of social security does not exist. Social security 
systems differ between countries as the concept is based on ideological and 
political positions. South Africa is constitutionally bound to uphold the right for all to 
have access to social security, including social assistance The White Paper for 











poverty alleviation, social compensation and income distribution" (Dixon, 1986 in 
Ministry for Welfare and Population Development, 1997. 45). 
Furthermore, the White Paper identifies four primary elements of the social 
security system. 
a) Private savings - people voluntarily save for contingencies such as disability; 
b) Social insurance - mainly consists of joint contributions by employers and 
6IliP:OY88S to pensi::ms Of pruvider.t fUrlds; 
c) Social assistance - non-contributory and inlXlme or means-tested benefits 
provided by the State to groups suc;h as people with disabilities who are ullable to 
provide for their own basic needs. Social assistance in South Africa primarily 
assumes the form of social grants; and 
d) Social relief - short-term measures to assist persolls facing crisis situations, e.g. 
those affected by floods. This measure is also non-contributory (Ministry for 
Welfare and Population Development, 1997). 
The present soc;al security provisioning primarily aims at poverty alleviation, 
preventing destitutioll alld ensuring an adequate standard of living (Guthrie & Sait, 
2001). To accomplish this, the South African system primarily uses non-
cOlltributory measures, unlike countries such as America, which predominantly 
utili;les contributory schemes. 
for persons with disabilities, the White Paper for Social 'Welfare presents a 
strategy to ensure a social security system that is more accessible in relation to 
physical environment, procedures and commufiicabon methods. In addition, the 
strategy stipUlates that options to provide financial support to care-givers of 
persons with disabilities will be explored, and that more effective assessment 
processes for grant application will be developed (Ministry for Welfare and 
Population Development, 1997). The following sections provide a discussion of 











INTERNATIONAL TRENDS IN THE DISABILITY SECTOR 
Perceptions Of Disability 
The rights of persons with disabil'lties have become a glo'bal focus with the Urlited 
Natiorls Decade of Disabled PerSOrlS from 1983 until 1992 A world wide move has 
been irlitiated, mainly spearheaded by persorls with disabilities, resulting irl arl 
ideological shift towards perceiving disability as socially constructed, rather than 
as all inherent mClliur:l;tio;) ,,,ithin the incLviduat (Mclaren, Philpott & Hlophe, 1997; 
Fougeyrollas, Noreau, Bergeron, Cloutier, Dion & 5t-Michel, 1998). 
Thus the defillition of disability is by no means conclusive, There remairls debate 
between key role-players such as the disability movement and health 
professionals, irlcludirlg leading experts such as the World Health Organisatioll, 
about the true nature of disability. The fUrldamental difference lies in the 
perceptions of these groups with regards to the concept of disability, 
The World Health Qrgan'lzat'IOIl, in the Internatiorlal Class'lfication of Impairment, 
Disability and Harldicap (ICIDH) 1993 version provides a useful framework for 
understanding disability_ They suggest a three-pronged concept: 
Impairments refer to the effects of disease at an organic level, 
Disability refers to the personal level, such as arl impairment causirlg problems 
with walking or dressing, alld 
• Harldicap refers to the social level, such as impairmerlt and disability resulting 
ill difficulties With participation ill school, occupational or social activities 
(Ketelaar, Vermee, & Helders, 1998: van Niekerk, 1997) 
These dimellsions suggest very differerlt perceptiorls of disability, Much of the 
controversy is associated with tile fact 1I1at professionClls tend to remairl at the 
level of perceivirlg disability as impairment with the resultarlt disabling effects, 
lvi1ilc persons with disability are primarily concerned with the handicap level and 
the resultant social effects, This is reflected in the cribcisms The World Health 
Organizatiorl received for their irlitial (1980) model of disability - organisations of 
P8l"sons with disabilities felt the model lacked the reality of the experiellces of 
persons with disability in their daily cOlltexts (Fougeyrollas et ai, 1998) 
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Persons with disabilities perceive the problem as resulting from the social and 
physical environment which they interact with continually, These environments 
disregard the needs of individuals, preventing persons with disabilities from full 
participation in society. In contrast, 'Able-bodied professionals have seen the 
problem as being one of functional limitation of the impaired individual.' (McLaren 
et al .. 1997' 6) 
n',e disabiiiti move",.,,!! essentially seeks to !'a::;!airr: medicine's 'liew of the 
impaired body as a .... purely natural object..: and place it in the realm • ... of 
history, culture and meaning .. : (Hughes & Paterson, 1997' 326). Consequently. 
medical views that the impairment is the cause of persons with disabilities being 
restricted in social contexts has been severely challenged by the disability 
movement who argue that the social system establishes barriers to their 
participation (Hughes & Paterson, 1997). 
Considering the ICIDH's terminology, it appears that the debate centres around 
the particular emphasis that a group or individual ascribes to - whether the 
emphasis is on the impairment, disability or handicap level. 
The diversion frorr the medical model of impairment and functional limitation to a 
social mod!:;1 of inclusion and equality is one that is essentially rights-based. The 
social model emphasises the role and responsibility that society plays in shaping 
the lives of its members, either through integratiorl and provision or sep.Slration and 
isolation (McLaren et al , 1997). Thus the focus shifts from changing ttil" individual. 
to eliminating the social barriers and hindrances that prevent persons with 
disabilities from oarticipating fully as members of society. Essentialiy, the social 
model incorporates the social and economic disadvantages (van Niekerk, 1997) 
that may result from impairment for example, the resultant income loss for an 
individual who has recently sustained a disability and can no longer work. 
Definitions And Models Of Disability 
Following from these perspectives of disability, various definitions of disability, and 











Organization (1980 in McLaren et aI., 1997: 5) believed disability to be '."any 
restriction or lack of ability to perform an activity in the manner or within the range 
considered normal for a human being .. :. In contrast the Union of Physically 
Impaired Against Sagregation (1976 in McLaren et al.. 1997: 6) define disability as 
" ... the disadvantage or restriction of activity caused by the way society is 
structured and organised which takes little or no account of people who have 
physical, sensory, or mental impairments ... Disability is thus imposed on people 
'wi i tl impa-,rments W"IO, as a result, becorne disabled net by tfleir impairmerll but by 
society" 
Another definition of disability that supports this view is that of the Institute of 
Medicine They define disability as " .. the expression of a physicat or mental 
limitation in a social context - the gap between a person's capabilities and the 
demands of the environment." (Pope & Tarlov, 1991 irJ Hayley, Coster & Binda-
Sundberg. 1994: 444). 
These different definitions of disability illustrate the two perspectives discussed 
above, thos·e of the social modal, in the laller definitions and the medical model in 
the former. These two concepts of disability have very rarely been found to meet 
on common ground and have been the basis of differences between those working 
within the field of disability, and those who experience disab~ity. Until recently, 
very little has been accomplished in attempts to unite or reconcile these two 
opposing positions. 
The World Health Orgarlization, in their latest edition of the ICIDH, now known as 
the International Classifica~on of Functioning. Disability & Health (ICF), have 
developed a model that apparently integrates these two opposing approaches -
the medical and social model. In their model. the World Health Organization daims 
to have assumed" ... a 'biopsychosocial' approach .. in order to provide a coherent 
view of different perspectivas of health from a biological, individual and social 
perspective.' (World Health Organization, 2001a: 20). Thus, the ICF is based on 
the integration of these two models, and seeks to include environmental and SOCial 











Recognition of Contextual and Environmental Factors 
It was recognised that a particular omission of the World Health Organization's 
(1980) initial classification of disability and diseases, is that of the environment as 
a key factor dete'mining the impact of the disability on an individual's life As a 
result, a general agreement has been recognised towards the end of the 1980's as 
to the importance of the relationship between the environment and the person 
experiencing a disability (Fougeyrollas et ai, 1998). 
-
As a consequence, the concept of environmental and contextual factors 
influencing the lives of persons with disabil'!ties is evident in various models of 
disability, and particularly for assessment purposes, In fact, Haley et al (1994) 
purport that this is not a new concept, and refers to assessment models of 
disability from the early 1980's, Furthermore, Fougeyrollas et al. (1998) identifies 
the relationship between Ihe increasing interest and development of person· 
environment models of disability and efforts to achieve the implementation of 
social participation policies, 
Various studies have highlighted the important role which context plays In the 
everyday functioning of persons with disabilities Haley et al. (1994) demonstrate 
In their study of young children, some developing typically and others with severe 
disabilities, that both groups of children functioned differently in different settings. 
They make the observation that no physical activity or task can strictly be 
performed without the interaction of environmental factors or social context This 
Implies that environillental and contextual factors will either hinder or enhance the 
execution of tasks and activities. SpeCifically, Haley et al. (1994) observe that one 
cannot measure fU1ctionai performance as abstract skills separate from contextual 
faclors, and motivate for rehabilitation and assessment to occur within 
environillental settings as far as possible, 
Hence, based on their findings, they state that function" .. may best be described 
in a contextual framework rather than as a general abstraction of capability that 
can be generalized across many tasks and settings." (Haley et ai" 1994: 448), The 
authors further highlight the responsibility of the clinician, therapist or any 
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professional conducting 3n assessment of an Individual with an Impairment, to 
consider the various environmental influences on the individual's functioning and 
well being. 
Similarly, Gannolli, Handwerker, Groce and Cruz (2001) recognise that accurate 
interpretation of assessments of per~on~ with disabilities require~ asse~sors to 
examine the context and environment In which the individuals live. Thus cultural 
values <lad bEliefs 0' a soc.iely regarding disabil:r,.' and health are also key 
considerations in one's assessment of environmental fadors. 
Significantly, Haley at al. (1994) relate the value of considering contextual faclors 
when assessing the functiona l abilities of children, and state thai it should be a 
primary factor in the measurement of GtliIdhood disability, partiGularly bec.ause of 
it's interaction with developmental factors. A holistic. perspec.tive is vital. one that 
considers the part icular soc.io-er.ortOmic and living conditions. as well as family 
relationsh ips that playa ro le in the individual's life situation 
These kind of Interactive models represent the principles of dlent-based 
programmes and rehabilitation that IS internisciplinary, systemic and holistic As a 
result, these models are Increasingly being used as a frame of ref9f'enc.e for 
rehabilitation programmes and policy planning Intema~ona lly. and have been 
mainly cultiva ted through the scclo-polltical movement for the rights of persons 
With disabilities and d inlcal practice (Fougeyrollas ot aI., 1998). 
Aron. Loprest and Steuerl€' (1995) write that essentially the different operational 
definitions of disability are chosen accorlling to the type of programme or benefits 
a service provides. This decision should be infermed by information on children·s 
disabitiloes In particular r.ontt1xts. The follOWing section c.onsiders the situation of 
persons willl chronic hoalth c.ondltions in South Africa 
CHRONIC HEALTH CONDITIONS IN SOUTH AFRICA 
Previous research conducted In tho disability arena has mainly focussed on 











there is a huge gap in information on the experiences and opirJions of persorJs with 
disability, Some of the limited literature available OrJ the experierJce of disability in 
South Africa is discussed below, 
The Socio-economic Context 
In South Africa, pertinent factors that cOrJfourJd irJdividuals' experiences of 
disability are poverty and inequality, societal attitudes and ignorarJce of disability, 
and a fragmerJted legislative framework reg'ardirJg aisability {Guthrie & Sait, 2001 j. 
It has been reported that South Africans who are disabled are disadvarJtaged irJ 
multiple aspects - rJot orJly are they disadvantaged as a result of their physical 
conditiorJ, but also because of their social arJd erJvirorJmental conditiorJs, 
UrJfortunately, the legacy of apartheid still has repercussions OrJ our society, with 
the majority of South Africans having experienced inferior educatiorJ, aM many 
still cOrJtinue a lifelorJg struggle against poverty, urJemployment arJd family and 
community dysfurJctiorJ. This situation exists because of lack of access to 
healthcare, educatiOrJal systems, arJd other social structures (van Niekerk, 1997), 
Thus, a strorJg relationship between poverty arJd ill health exists irJ the South 
AfricarJ context The characteristics arJd impacts of poverty must be cons'idered in 
light of this discussiorJ of chrorJic health coooitiorJs, As poverty is not a static 
cOrJdiliorJ, it carJ impact OrJ households due to lifecycle charJges. Thus, shocks 
such as death of an irJcome-eamer or chronically ill family members carJ result In 
increased vulnerability to poverty (May, Rogerson & Vaugllan, 2000), 
1\1any studies irl the South African Participatory Poverty Assessment (1998 irJ 
Budlerlder, 2000) indicate that a number of South Africans suffer from poverty-
related Illnesses Tuberculosis and measles are examples of poverty-related 
illnesses in South Africa, as they result from working arld liv'lng in urJhealthy 
cOrJditions, ConsequerJtly, persorls with ill health firJd it difficult to secure and 
mairJtain stable employmerJL Addiflorlally, if a family member requires part time or 
full time care, a family member is ofterJ obliged to forfeit his or her means of 











According to Budlender (2000: 119)' .. chronic degenerative diseases are on the 
increase among disadvantaged communities" Due to the impact of poverty on the 
lives of disadvantaged South Africans, social grants Ilave become a reliable 
source of housellold income security for millions (Budlender, 2000). 
Tile psychological well being of persons with disability is also at great risk. 
Furthermore, tile entrenched social conditions, such as violence and disease that 
many South Africans enColiiltar ddiiy perpetuates Lhe increasing rate uf permanent 
disability (van Niekerk, 1997). 
The Prevalence of Disability 
To illustrate the incidence of disability in South Africa, persons witll physical 
disability in the Western Cape alone are estimated at 150 000. In this region, 48% 
of physical disability result from illness, 32,7% result from trauma, 9,4% from 
congenital disease, and 8,8% are of unknown origin' (Oisler, 1986 in van Niekerk, 
1997). Additionally, tile highest incidence of physical disability is among black 
working-class populations. For example, in the black African residential area of 
Nyanga on the Cape Flats, it is estimated that there is one person with a disability 
in every seventh Ilome (Disler, 1986 in van Niekerk, 1997). 
This illustration of the Western Cape scenario does not do justice to the disability 
pllenomena across the country, as tile Western Cape is perceived as one of the 
richest provinces in South Africa. Indeoo, a study on Hle extent of moderate and 
severe reported disability in South Africa reveals that Western Cape (38%) has 
the second lowest prevalence rate compared to other provinces (Schneider, 
Claassens, Kimie, Morgan, Naicker, Roberts & McLaren, 1999). This study found 
a na~onal average prevalence rate of 5.9%, with Eastern Cape (8.9%), Kwa-Zulu 
Natal (6.7%) and Nortllern Province (6.3%) experiencing the highest disability 
prevalence rates in the country (Schneider lOt aI., 1999). 
A consequence of the conditions that persons with disabilities encounter is the 
environmental obstacles, particularly for persons with physical disabilities. In South 
• i'crccnta~c, as cited direc'ly from tho ,ouroe do not odd up to IOU'," 
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African rural areas and townships, it is common for persons in wheel chairs to 
encounter rough and irregular terrain, pothoied and slippery slopes on the route to 
the communal tap or bucket toilet (Hattingh, 1987 in van Niekerk, 1997). According 
to van Niekerk (1997: 236) the social and psychological functioning of persons 
with disabilities ',.,appears to be seriously compromised by the alienating 
environmental barriers which still prevail in South Africa" 
-- Van Niekerk (1997)conlinues to explore the consequences of such sQual and 
environmental conditions and concludes that these conditions have extensive 
implications for persons with disabilities and those in their environment. Though 
we are concerned with children with disabilities in the South African context for the 
purpose of this study. factors that have Implications for adults are likely to have 
greater implications for children, Groce and Zola (1993 in Ganno\ti et aI., 2001, 
1514) confirm that perceptions aoout children with disaDilities are' ... in part, a 
reflection of the opportunities and social roles available for adults with disaoilities: 
The following sedon examines some of the 'Issues pertalnin9 to children. 
Children with DIsabilities 
As indicated previously, disability is a complex phenomenon, with many factors 
influencing a person's experience of their disaoility (Schneider et al.. 1999), For 
children, the issue is even more complex; as their disability places them at a 
greater level of vulneraoility and need than children without a disability, 
Aron. et al. (1986' 9) stales that' __ .childhood disabilities are defined and 
measured in many different ways, depending on the purposes and needs of 
service providers. ,researshers, and pol'iCymakers" Thus, measures and 
prevalence rates of childhood disaDility are vital to inform appropriate and relevant 
programmes and policies related to childhood disability, A few statistics related to 
children with chronic health conditions in South Africa are presented below. 
Similar to the adult populat'lon. 10 to 12% of children and adolescents have a 
disability (Harper. 1991 in van Niekerk. 1997), Recent research reveals that 
children with physical disabilities tend to be a higher risk group for psychological 
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maladjustment than their able-bodied peers, Additionally, researchers have found 
that 10% of children with chronic illnesses and disabilities would experience 
psychological difficulties. Additionally, young people respond with higher levels of 
distress than older people do to amputations, chronic illness and cancer (Frank, 
Elliott, Buckelew & Haul. 1988 in van Niekerk, 1997) 
Considering these and other findings reflecting the vulnerabilities that children with 
disabilities encounter, it is imperative that strLJctures are positio~ed to protect the .~ 
most vulnerable members of society, our children. One such mechanism IS a 
comprehensive social security system that protects children from risks and 
provides for the basic needs of children with disabilities, and one that attempts to 
alleviate some of the adverse social and environmental conditions that children 
experience. 
Given the above discussion on international trends, it is apparent that there is an 
international move towards greater recognition of the rights and needs of children 
with disabilities, 
The Rights of Children with Disabilities 
The rights of children have become paramount as a result of many international 
initiatives to highlight the plight of children across the workl, The key authoritative 
international instrument governing children's rights is the United Nation's 
Convention on the Rights of the Child. This was ratified by South Africa in 1995, 
and recognises childrerl with disabilities as a vulnerable group reQuirirlg extra 
protection, The Convention expressly prohibits discrimination aga'inst such 
children (Guthrie, 2001). Furthermore, the Convention grants special atterJIion and 
assistance to children with disabilities It " .. ,erlcourages, subject to available 
sources, assistance which is appropriate to the child's cOrldition arld to the 
arcumstarlces of the parents or others caring for the child." (Guthrie, 2001: 2), 
Similarly, the African Charter of Human arld Peoples' Rights, also ratified by South 
Africa, echoes the role of government in providing social security support where 
the family carl not provide such protection With regard to South Africa's 
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responsibility to ensure that the rights of children are respected, the provisions of 
minimum benefits and adequate service delivery, Olivier (2001) states that in 
some respects, South African legislation is presently not congruent with the 
Convention on the Rights of the Child, 
South Africa having adopted many of the international instruments indicated 
above and others pertaining to rights-based practice, should be demonstrating 
mese values 'wiihin their 5ysterns and programmes. Ii thelefore stands to rea50n 
that South Africa should also be moving towards a holistic, social approach to 
disability. 
The current social security system for children with disabilities is, however, 
unsatisfactory, as described in the introductory chapter. The primary form of 
protection is a social assistance grant, which is non-contributory and means-
tested. There are additional indirect benefits, such as free basic health care for 
children under six years and free primary education. 
The following section considers existing approaches that measure childhood 
disability, and considers what an appropriate measure of the needs of children 
with disabilities should contain. 
MEASURING THE NEEDS OF CHILDREN WITH DISABILITIES 
Aron et al. (1996) reflects that exisling classification and diagnostic approaches to 
measuring childhood disability are limited, as they do not include an adequate 
measure for determining the service needs of a child. Additionally, even the use of 
'Individualised service plans in early intervention and rehabilitative programmes do 
not adequately identify individual and family characteristics related to the child with 
a d;sability, Aron et al. (1996, 16) proposes thaI a solution would be to develop 
" __ .summary measures which efficiently capture the nature and extent of children's 
neods .. 
As a result of the lack of adequate measures in exis!'~ng approaches, there has 












those used in the domains of medicine and rehabilitation. These assessments are 
increasingly applied to other fields where measures of childhood disability playa 
significant role (Aron et aI., 1996). 
An Appropriate Measure Of Needs 
According to Aron et al. (1996) an appropriate measure would account for the 
needs of a child with a specified profile of disabilities. Summary measures that 
explored the 'burden of illness' concept have Seen productive in medical and 
psychiatric contexts A study on tile length of hospital stays found the burden of 
illness to be closely related to a functional index of illness severity - the 
Computerized Severity Index_ However, in a related study in a psychiatric setting, 
a similar severity index accounted differently for the hospitalisation outcome, 
relating it to primary diagnosis (Aron et aI., 1996). 
Similariy, for individuals with chronic conditions, the concept of 'burden of care' 
has been sU9gested as a way of summarising the combined needs related to the 
demand for services and resources The application of summary measures has 
also been used in studies of families of children with multiple disabilities and 
chronic illness (Aron et aI., 1996). 
Additionally, a measure of disability should consider the unique cootext of a child 
in relation to the "_._financial burdens of care, time costs for caregivers. and related 
measures of care-load for service systems: (Jacobs & McDermott, 1989 in Aron 
et al., 1996: 17). Therofore, summary measures must take cognisance of both 
condition and severity, to ensure that children who have similar disabilities but 
different levels of severity would have different burden of care weiglltings (Aron et 
aI., 1996) As highlighted by Aron et al. (1996) the resultant needs of a child with a 
disability would incur financial costs for the caregiver of the cl'ild - thus the 
consequences of care for the caregiver and family should not be overlooked. 
The following section examines various existing tools and frameworks in light of 
tt1e above discussion_ The section discusses Ilealth-related assessment tools for 
childcen with disabilities as well as specific social security assessment tools. 
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ASSESSMENT INSTRUMENTS AND RELEVANT FRAMEWORKS 
The deficil in appropriate literalure on qualitalive research (Report on the ICIOH-2, 
2000), and the lack of research relaled to children with chronic heallh condilions 
generally, has contributed to the lack of il1formation on appropriate assessment 
instruments for children in South Africa. Hence, the following section describes 
illstrumellts used intematiollally, A number of instruments were examllled, 
however only a few were found to be relevallt to this study. According to 
Fougcyrollas et 211 (1998) although momentcus strides have beell accomplished 
with regards to the organic and functional consequences of disease and trauma, 
little has been gained with respect to the social cOllsequences of disease, 
especially in daily life situaticflS, 
Instruments that were cOllsidered are the Illtemational Classification of 
Functioning, Disability and impairment, the Functionallndependellce Measure, the 
Paediatric Evaluation and Disability Inventory, the Life-H Questionnaire and the 
Lifestyle Assessment Questionnaire. Additionally, the Australian Child Disability 
Assessment Tool and the United Kingdom's Disability Living Allowance tool are 
considered, All these instruments primari'y focus on disability. 
No tools were found that adequately assumed a holistic, needs-sensitive approach 
to children's chrollic health conditions, incorporating social and environmental 
factors. However, a fram work that considered children with chronic health 
conditions illcluding children with chronic illness is briefly described below, 
The Non-Categorical Approach 
A useful framework has recently been developed in America thai is of particular 
relevance to this study, as the framework is used to identify children with chronic 
health conditions using a generic approach, A non-categorical framework allows 
children with diverse conditions to be grouped together, and is used primarily · ".to 
assess the psychologic and social implications of living with ongoing heatth 
conditions," (Stein et aI., 1993: 343). Based on this framework, children with 
chronic health conditions are not denied access to services or programmes 
because they have been diagnosed with a specific condition. This framework 










therefore uses an approach, independent of the medical diagnoses, to identify 
children with chronic nealth conditi01s (Stein et aI., 1993). 
Tne framework is based on consequence of disease, that is the resultant 
symptoms, functional limitations and impairments of the condition, if any. By 
identifying the consequences of disease, one is able to determine tne severitv of 
tne condition. An important consideration as well is the varying perceptions of the 
severity ot Hle condition. the healtn professional may perceive the severity of the 
child's condition differently to tne parents or tne child. Using the framework, one is 
able to apply different perspectives, depending on the purpose of tne assessment 
(Stein et al., 1993). 
A useful characteristic of tnis framework is that the number of consequences 
created by the condition can be used as a measure of severitv. Additional criteria 
can be included within various domains. The severity criteria can be varied and 
implemented depending on the purpose of the assessment and the programme 
outcomes. The essential concepts of the framework are disability or limitation of 
function, dependency and service needs. The authors nave also developed 
measurable constructs from these concepts, and a screening tool (Stein et al., 
1993 j. 
The International Classification Of Functioning, Disability And Health (leF) 
The ICF and its predecessors are commof1ly referred to or used as a pair,t of 
departure for some of the taols described below. For this reason, a short overview 
of the ICF 'IS presented here 
The ICF is primarily a classification system, for the recording of information on the 
functioning & disability of individuals. This tool has been applied as a needs 
assessment tool as well as a social policy tool in various contexts, including the 
social security sector (World Health Organization, 2001 a). Though the tCF is not 
specifically geared towards children and presents merely a framework, it 











as the international standard to describe and measure health and disability (World 
Health Organization, 200tb) 
The purpose of the ICF is to provide a unified and standard "_framework for the 
description of health and health-related states, It defines components of health 
and health-related components of well-being_" (World Health Organization, 2001a: 
3). The ICF provides information on the functioning and disability associated with 
vanous health cOllditions_ Additionally, the ICF provides a list of environmentai 
factors, describing the context of individuals. However, the ICF remains 
fundamentally in the domain of health, and does not include circumstances that 
are not health-related, such as socio-economic factors (World Health 
Organization,2001a), 
It is structured in two segments, the first describes situations related to functioning 
and disability, and the second describes contextual factors, Each of these has two 
components. Table 2 below illustrates these components, their domains and 
categories or units of classification. These components, domains and categories 
provide a framework for describing poss'lble situations with regard to an 
individual's functioning and any restrictions (World Health Organization, 2001a). 
The functioning and disability segment of the ICF facilitates assessment in terms 
uf 'negative' limitations and restrictions as well as 'positive' aspects of functioning, 
Additionally, environmental factors are considered in relation to their h'lndering or 
facilitating impact on an individual's disability and functioning. However, personal 
factors are not classified because of their associated cultural and social variance 
(VI/orld Health Organization, 200Ia). 
An individual's sta:e is recorded by selecting the appropriate category code, and 
Oidding numer'lc codes or qualifiers that specify the extent of the functioning or 
disability 'In that category, Similarly, qualifiers are used to record the extent to 













Table 2. An Overview of the ICF Classification System 
, -- --
Func!i~nir1~~isability _ Contextual Factors 
: Components Body Activities & I Environmental Personal 
1-. Func!ions & Participation Factors Factors . Structures 
Domains Booy Life areas (tasks, External . Internal 
, functions actions) . influences on influences on 
Body functioning & fUnctioning & 
structures i disabilit I disabilit 
Constructs Change in : Capacity Facilitating or Impact of 
i b~d;, E:<ecu\ing tasks hi r.deri~g attributes on 
1 
' functions in a standard impact of I the person 
environment . features of the 
Change in physiC<ll, 
booy Performance , social, & 
structures Executing tasks attitudinal 
I Not 'pp""b',, 
in the current world 
environment 
Positive Functional & Activities Facilitators 
aspect I structural Participation 
mtegrity 
I ,;;;;;;;;c;;c-_~~o;c;;,!F~C.".C.~'~t~IO~'~I~C~~.~.;;::::1 ---+c~~~c. r Negative Impairment Activity limitation B~mi-e-rS.I Not applica-b-'-,-
I aspect Participation Hindrances 
restriction 
L.~=~~~J;::;;=:;;iD?i)I'~'~bi!!!Y ... __ . . ___ _ 
(Source: World Health Organization. 2001. Tile Illtemalional ClaSSification Qf Functioning. 
Oisab/li/y fOnd Health, Geneva.) 
Functional Assessment Measures 
The following section describes a few functional assessment tools specifically for 
children An important link related to the previous oiscussions, is that assessment 
focussed on the 'disability lever is also known as functional assessment (Ketelaar. 
Vermeer & Helders, 1998). 
Although there are a number of functional assessment instruments available for 
use with children with chronic health conditions, the majority are designed to 
assess motor function in children with developmental delay or motor disorders. 
Additionally, a literature review of instruments for the assessment of children with 
cerebral palsy revealed that most instruments were not adequately standardized, 
validated or reliable (Ketelaar, Vermeer & Helders, 1998). 
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Suitable health-related measures, specifically quality of life measures, are not as 
readily available for children as they are for adults (Mackie, Jessen & Jarvis, 1998: 
Stein et aI., 19B7). Of the instruments developed 10 measure the health and 
rehabilitation outcomes of children, few are relevant to children with chronic 
disabling conditions_ In addition, they do not capture the relationship between Ihe 
child's condition and social and environmental factors thaI impact on the child's 
well being A further criticism of tools measuring child health conditions by Mackie 
at al. (1998: 475) is that there is ' _ .8 tendency to neglecl generic meabures for 
use with disabling childhood conditions: 
Mackie et 81. (1988) suggest that an instrument developed to measure the impact 
of disability on the lives of children should contain the following aspects: 
1) It should provide a synopsis of the child's experiences based upon a systematic 
representation of a number of appropriate dimenSions, 
2) It should assess the impact of impairments or disabilities on the life of the child, 
not focus on the impairment or disability; and 
3) It should create a single score based on a continuous or quasi-continuous 
scale. 
In light of the characteristics of the ICF the following section will examine a few 
tools that are adaptations of the ICF or its predecessors. The instruments 
discussed if' this section predominantly have a medical purpose af'd background-
however. they do include sJcial and environmental factors to varfing degrees, 
The Lifestyle Assessment Questionnaire (LAQ) 
Though this questionnaire was developed initially to assess children with cerebral 
palsy, the authors g'lve the assurance that·., .there is little that constraif's its use to 
that condition: (Mackie et al., 1998: 484). They further justify it's use for other 
ilealth conditions by stating tilat the tool requires mif'or modification to be 












The function of the LAO is primarily" . to describe the impact of impairment and 
disability on the lives of children with cerebral palsy and their families." (Mackie et 
al., 1998: 473). The tool has also been tested as a reliable and valid measure of 
the impediments experienced by children with cerebral palsy (Mackie et aI., 1998). 
Significantly, the tool is based on the dimensions contained irl the ICIDH. A core 
reason for the adaptatiorl of the ICIDH irl the manrler pursued by Mackie, et aL 
- (1 993t is ihat the iCIGH i::, a ciassificatilJn systelll ueslyned specifically for aaults, 
therefore lacking applicability to children experiencirlg disability, and lackirlg 
specificity regardirlg a mecharlism whereby classifications can be made. Similarly 
the Report on the ICIDH-2 Workshop (2000) reflected that the ICIDH-2 was not 
child-friendly arld required modificatiorl to be used as a tool to assess child 
disability. 
Thus, the ICIDH is used as a poirlt of reference with regards to terminology as well 
as other cOrlsiderations. The authors attempt to operationalise the defirlitiorls and 
dimensions recommended in the ICIDH. An illustration of this is that of the term 
'harldicap', which is used by the ICIDH to describe the interactiorl betweerl the 
person with impairmerlt and his or her enviromnerlt Mackie, et al. (1988) uses the 
term 'handicap' to signify 'Impact of disability', and thus differentiate betweerl 
these frequerltly confused terms - disability arld handicap. This definition of 
handicap is ihe core concept underlying the development of the tool. 
The tool therefore retains the ICIDH model of describing the impact of disability 
along certain dimensions. They expand this model by irldudirlg both medical arld 
social experiences, and have developed a tool that can measure at a given point 
irl time, the impact of cerebral palsy on the lives of children arld their families 
(Mackie et al., 1988), 
The initial step to developing the LAO was adapting an existing tool. The tool 
chosen was developed on the basis of the ICIDH dimensions and was specific to 
childrerl with cerebral palsy. After this process, a set of 46 items was created 
(M<Jckie et aI., 1988), The 46 items are summ<Jrised irl Table 3 below in their 
respective dimensions, 
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(Source M~ckie, P., Jessen, to. a~d Jarvis, S 1998, The lifestyie assessment questkmmirc' 
an instrument to rreaSLJre tI'e iffiiloct of disahiity on the lives of children with cerebral palsy 
and their families. Child: C~re, He~ilh and Development, 24(8): 473 "486,) 
These items we"e converted into 37 questions, written appropriately for the 
respoose of caregivers The questions focussed on the child's functioning related 
to what the child did every day, The questions asked for a response" .. within a 
specific, actualtirle period (e,g, 'in the past week'} .. • (I\'lackie et al., 1988: 476) . 
• 
The dimensions were derived ". ,using multidimensional scaling analysis .. 
(Mackie et al., 1988: 478), The dimension of clinical burden was identified as a 
result of the scaling analysis, This dimension refiects the increase of the famity's 
need for numerous and cootinuous contact with professionals and services. The 
dimensions proposed in tile ICIDH have been adapted to accommodate children's 
particular c'lrcumslances e,g., occupation has been changed to schooling (see 
Table 4 below for a comparison of the ICIDH and LAO dimensiOlls). Mackie et al. 
(199S) conclude~ that the impact of the Cllild's Iwalth condition on the family 
emerges as a significant issue: hence irs representation in the LAO's dimensions 
and items 
Table 4: Comparison of Dimensions 
r:::=- .. I.C:JDH Dl!!1~n"lons 
I Onentatlon , . 
LAQ Dimensions 
-~-- -
, Pht.sic::ll. independence. ____ . ~hJ'sical iQ_clependence 
~::;:;,,,_,_,, __ . ____ ------.- .. ------.] ~~:~I~~ng 
Social!!2~ration _ .._ __. _§_o.c::i,a]integ..r:~~~ ___ _ 
~~~~miC self-suffkie~"L_. -----1 ~·~~T~~-~:~·Q----
(Sollt'cc: Mackie, p" Jessen, to. and Jarvis, S. 199B. The lifestyle assessment questionn~ire: 
an instrument to m",asure the impact of disability 00 the lives of cnildren will' cerc·~~i p~lsy 
and their families. Child' CaUl, Hcali,', Jnd Dcveiopmcnt, 24(6) 473 - 486,) 
The authors provi,je an assessment of the LAO in terms of the aspects IIlat such a 
1001 should contain as indicated above, and confirm tllat tile LAO meets these 
reql1irements. On practicatities, the LAO takes approximately 20 minutes to 
complete, and is viewed as user-friendly by both caregiver and professiOllal. 
Finally, it is the authors' opinion that tile LAQ provides a measure of the child and 
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family's perspective of the child's health condition, and thus does not rely on the 
clinician's perception of the child's experience (Mackie et ai" 1998), 
The Life--H Questionnaire 
Similarly, Fougeyrollas et al. (1998) developed a measurement tool, adapted from 
the ICIDH The :001 has successfully been tested for reliability on children as well 
as adults with disabilities The tool allempts to measure the life habits of an 
individual, i.e., the individual's activities of daily liVlng and social roles. It aims to 
determine the extent of disruption in life habits of persons with disabilities, in other 
words, identifying the 'handicap' situations experienced by persons with disabilities 
(Fougeyrollas et al" 1998) 
Thus, the tool represents a conceptual model of 'the handicap process', illustrating 
the interaction between the functional and organic consequences of disease and 
the contributing environmental factors (Fougeyrollas et al., 1988). In this model. 
life habit~ are defined as •.. habits that ensure the survival and development of a 
person in society throughout his or her life' (Fougeyrollas et al., 1988: no). 
Based on the life habits described in Table 5 below, The Life-H assessment 1001 
was developed to assess and document the person-environment interaction, 
particularly to deltermine the life situations that can generate and perpetuate 
difficulty in the accomplishment of life habits for persons with disabilities 
(Fougeyrollas, et ai, 1998' 132). 
Hence, the UFE-H was designed to consist of items that are congruent with the 13 
categories indicated if' Table 5. The final output resulted in a form including 248 
items, as well as a more general version containing 58 items. Fougeyrollas et al. 
(1998: 133) provide examples of items in the UFE-H questionnaire: "Holding a 
Conversation" (communicatiOll), "Taking bath or shower" (personal care). and 
·Planning your budget " (respoosibility). There are varying numbers of items 
corresponding to each category, i e nutrition has 18 items while filness has 9 
items (Fougeyrollas, et ai, 1998). 
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Table 5: Life Habits 
~~~~-~  Activities Of Dail livin Social Roles 
Nutrition - diet, food preparation, --1'Ro:;"OpoOOCO'~i"b;;;ility-: fin-o-ncial responsibility & 
meals ~~~=z~~=~"_-'-~""'P~O~c"'~ib,,"ili.t,,-:gw.!lrds others 
I 
Fitness - sleep, physical & mental Family relations - affective family 
other parental relations, relations with 
, 
i 
fitness ~I rel,tions, marital relations, paremal care, 
ccc==co=c-cc==-c===c- other rel,,~ti,,~,,"c",~~.~=~~~~=--! 
Personal care - hygierle, excretory Interpersonal relations sexual, affeclive 
I_~lg!~ne, dressing, health care & social rel<llions 
I Communication· expression & CommLmity" consumption of g0008 & , receptIOn of informatiorl services, voluntary associations, religious I 
.cCC,"==-CCC=CCCO=",==C--,"~;~o,o"., Residence - housing, mainterlance, EdLJcation - pre-school, school, 
, fumishing & other household occupational, other training 
_ applian~.~s 
Mobility -limited mobility. 
trans rtatiOrl 
Employment - courlselling, search of 
employment. paid & LJrlpaid employment 
Recreatiorl - sports & games, arts & I 
I culture, other habits J 
(Source: Fougeyro:ias, P., at al. 1991. The handicap creatiOl1 process, In. Fougeyrollas, p" 
Noreau, L., Bergeron, H" Cloutier, R Dion, S-A and St-Michel, G. 1998 Social 
Consequences 01 long term impairments and disabilities: conceptual apprQach and 
assessment of handicap, International Journal of Relwbilitation Resean::IJ, 2t (2): 127 _ 141 ,) 
A measurement scale was developed in relatiorl to these life habit items, and is 
based on two cOrlcepts. the level of difficulty experienced when performirlg a life 
habit, arid the type of assistance required to accomplish a life habit 
Two qLJestions are asked in the questionnaire, preceding the list of life habits: 
1, "For each of the following life habits mark how you-illUJ.flJa.Ib'..aG.compJiS.1l it arid 
with what type of assistance .' 
2. "For each of the followirlg life habi:s irldicate your degree of sat!~Ia_c:!iorl or 
gissatjsfacliQn with the way you generally acc0mplish it: 
(Fougeyrollas et ai, 1998, 134) 
Thus, the persorl completing the form should indicate the degree of difficulty 
experiencod ('no difficulty, with difficulty, performed by substitution, not performed, 
not applicable') wherl completing a life habit. Additionally, the respondent should 
indicate the type{s) of assistance required when accomplishing a particular life 
t1ab'lt: 'no help, technical aids, adaptatiOrl, human assistance', If an individual due 
to personal prefererlce does rlot attempt a particular life habit, this habit should be 











accomplishment of each life habit can also be indicated on the form, but these 
responses are not included in the scorirlg process (Fougeyrollas et aI., 1998: 132-
4). 
An accomplishment scale was developed from an integration of these two 
concepts - the degree of difficulty and assistance required, on a conlinuum of 10 
levels. A score is obtained for each category by adding the accomplishment score 
of each applicable Item, The lolal LlFE"H score is obtained by calculating the sum 
total of the 13 habit categories. A computer programme has also been developed 
to assist with the scoring process (Fougeyrollas et al., 1998), 
Fougeyrollas et al. (1998) indicates the significance of including the concept of 
type of assistance. Particularly if human assistarlce is required, it impacts greatly 
on the degree of accomplishment in comparison to the acc mplishmerlt of a habit 
that does not require the assistance of another persorl. In fact, the level of 
accomplishment ' Peliormed by substitution" specifically acknowledges that some 
life habits need to be peliormed enl'lrely by another person, as the person with an 
impairmerlt does not or cannot actively participate in that activity (Fougeyrollas et 
al., 1998: 136), However, this does not affect the scoring process, as each type of 
assistance is given equal value. This differentiation is mosl useful for analysis and 
for clinical intervention (Fougeyrollas et al , 1998) 
The inclusion of a satisfaction scale is us8ful, as it records the subjective 
assessment of the ind'ividual's accomplishment of tasks for daily living. This 
information can be perceived as arl irldicator of quality of fife, as well as iderltifying 
the specific life tasks that frustrate arl individual's quality of life arid prioritising 
Ihese for intervention. Therefore, this particular measure seeks to obtain riot just 
quantity but quality of social participation (Fougeyrollas et OIl., 1998). 
The Pediatric Evaluation Of Disability Inventory (PEDI) 
The PEDI was developed to measure the functional abilities and peliormance of 
children between the ages of 6 months and 7 years, However, it can be used for 











younger. II was designed to serve as a descriptive and discriminative measure to 
identify functionai delay (Haley, 1997) 
The purpose of the PEDI is to collate information regarding a child's typical 
performance in his or her significant environments It consists of two dimensions: 
functional skills and caregiver assistance, and covers the content domains of self-
care, mobility, and social function. The dimension of functional skills measures the 
performance-of functional tasks cmd activities, containing a set of behaviours that 
are perceived as vital for daily functioning. The caregiver assistance dimension 
measures the degree of help required to accomplish these complex tasks (Hale)' 
et al., 1994). The functional skills dimension and the care9iver assistance 
dimension are indicated betow in Tables 6 and 7, respectively. 
In the content domains, functional activities are measured by the identification of 
skills that the child has already mastered and has shown competence. Items for 
these domains were selected by the identification of meaningful component units 
that comprise complex tasks. A modification scale is also included, providing a 
measure of the environmental modifications and equipment used by the child to 
accomplish dail)' activities (Haley, 1997). 
The PEDI can be administered by professionals who have knowledge of the 
child's condition, or by a structured interview of the parent. The parent interview 
C<ln be completed ill approximately 45 minutes (Haley, 1 997). 
The PEDI consist of 4 sections 
Section 1 requests basic biographical information about the child concerned, 
the respondent. the interviewer, and the assessment: 
• Section 2 is the stan of the questionnaire, listing 197 discrete items of 
functional skills in the 3 content domains: 
• Section 3 lists the caregiver assistance and modification items in the 3 content 
domains; and 
Section 4 consists of the score sheet. 
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Table 6: Functional Skills in the 3 Content Domains of the PEDI 
(one item from each category is included here) 
Self-Care 
Food te~ture: 
Eats ground/lumpy foods 
Mobilit 
Toilet tr~nsfer~' 




Orient~ to sou~'~d'c.~==~--j 
Use ot ut"e~,O'"ilsC.----hc'h~,C"Ciw;;;;he;;;;eicliajr transfers-:----rCo-;;;-prehension of sentence 
Finger feeds Sits unsup~rted on ch~ir Or : complexity: 
bench Under~tands direction~ tilat 
, 
; Brushes or combs hair 
Nose care' 
Allows nose to be wiped 
Handwasiling' 
Dries h~nds thorougilly 
Washing body & face' 
Dries bodythorouglly 
garments' 
Puis on T-sh'lrt, dress or 
unsnaps 
Climbs or scoots in & wt of 
'" 
Walks without support 
distance/speed-
Moves within a rOOm with no 




Walks with(lut support 
on pants witil elastic surfaces-
, waro;t Up & d(lwn curbs 
-ShoesiSoc'"k~'---
Puis on soc~s 
, 
Walks down partial figllt 
stays dry 
, 
need to toe 
Faced with an ordinary 
problem. j~n adult ill 
i similar age)' 
Plays activities or games th~t 
, 
Can state fir~t name 
Time oi;"i"i;oo:-----! 
Has very simple time concepts 
to help care for own 











(Source: Ha'ey, S, Coster, W., Ludlow, L., Haltiwanger, J. and Andrello5, p, 1992. Pediatric 
Evaluation 01 Disability Invcntory, (vcrsion 1,0) In: Haley, S 1997. Thc Pcdiatric Evaluation 01 
~sability InlfQntory WEDI), Journal 01 ReiubilitMion Olltcome Measurement, 1 (1): 61 ·69.) 
Table 7, Summary of the PEDI Caregiver Assistance and fI"lodification Items 
Self-Care _1 Mobilit 
Eating: eating & d~nklng -Ch-aiifToilet Transfers: 
, regular meal child's wheel-chair, adult-
sized chair, adult-sized 
toilet 
, Grooming brushing teeth, 
, brushing & combing hair 
& caring for nOSE 
, Bathing: washinS' & drying 
face & handS 
I I 
il ti ,t il 
or external 
, device use, & hygiene 
Bladder 
control of 
Dowel cay & 
& 
Car Transfers: mobility 
1Nithin carivan, transfers 
Bed MobilityiTransfers: 
getting in & out & 
changing positions in 
, child's bed 
, getting 
out of adult-sized tub 
50 
II 
feet on levet surfaces, 
fOCllS on I ability to 
, ; 





, r~_quest~ & instructions 
Fun<:tional F.xpression, 
, ability to provide 
information about own 
activities & make own 
_,~~~93 kn.own __ _ 
Joint Problem Solving; 
include ccmmunication of 
problem & working 1Nith 
caregiver or other adult to 
caution in routine 
I 
. J 
n , P. 1992, Pcdiatric 
ili'l .1997 Tho Evaluation of 
1(1):61-69.1 
in section 2, the respondent is requested to score the child's ability to perform the 
task hy indiC8tina: 
"0 - unable, or limited in capability, to perform item in most situations, or 
1 - capable of performing item in most situations, or item has been mastered 
and functional skills have progressed beyond this level." 
{Sourcc: Haicy, S" Costar, W., Loolow, L., Haltiwanger, J, and Andrello5, P, 1992. Pediatric 
Evaluation of Disability Inventory. (varsion t ,0) In: Haley, S, 1997, The Pediatric Evaluation of 
Disa bil it)' I nvenlory :PEDI). Jooma/ of Rehabiiitation Out,ome Measurement, 1 (1 I: 61 - 69.) 
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In Section 3 the respondent is requested to score the caregiver's levet of 
assistance in the self-care, mobitity and social domains by circling the appropriate 
score for each item, as listed in Table 7 The caregiver assistance scale consists 
of: 
"5 = Independent; 4 " Supervise / Prompt! Monitor 
3 = ~',linimal assistance, 2 " Moderate assistance 
1 " Maximal assistance: 0 " Total assistance" 
{SourCR Haley, S, Coslcr, W, Ludlow, L, Haltiwangcr, J and Andrelios, P. , 992. Pediatric 
Evalu ation of Disability Invcntory- (versioo 1,0) tn: Halcy, S 1997_ The Pediatric Ev 31u alion 01 
Disability tnventory (PEDt). Journal of Rehabiiitatlon Outcome Measuremer)t, 1(1): 61 - 69.1 
Similarly, the respondent is requested to score the type of modification required by 
the child to accomplish each item in the 3 content domains, as listed in Table 6, 
The modification scale is as follows 
"N " No modifications; C - Child-oriented (non-specialized) Modifications 
R" Rehabilitation Equiprlent; E " Extensive Modifications" 
(Source. Haley, S Cos<cr, W, LudlOW, L" Haltrwargcr, J and Andrel:os. P. 1992. Pcd~tnc 
Evaluation of Disability I nvcntory. {version 1.0J tn: Haley, S 1997. The Pediatric Eval ualion of 
Disability I nvcntory (PED IJ Journal of Rehabilitation Outcome Measurement, 1 (1): 61 - 69.1 
Social Security Assessment Instruments 
Social security assessment procedures generally incorporate a process of the 
individual With the disability, or a custodian or caregiver, applying for the relevant 
benefit from the social security body responsible for the provisioning of these 
benefits, This body assesses every applicant according to predetermined, 
legislated eligibility criteria (Lennie & Van Hemel, 2002) 
In order for t1e assessment to occur rapidly and as accurately as possible, the 
applicant would be required to complete an applicat'lon form, also known as a 
claim form and provide all relevant data to enable the decision-makers to make an 
accurate and informed assessment. Depending on the legislation \,-xwerning social 
security, parts of these forms may need to be completed by a particular 
professional, e.g a medical professional. In some countries, such as Australia, two 











the other by a health professional (Common Wealth of Australia, 2001 a), These 
assessment tools or instruments require thorough and in-depth planning and 
design to ensure that it efficiently captures the most pertinent information required 
for the assessment. 
This research study and the remainder of th'ls review will focus on the evaluation of 
two social security assessment tools - one developed and employed by the United 
'Kingdom, the other by Australia, An analysis of ihese toois, and comparison with 
the current South African tool is hoped to provide a basis for the development of a 
new South African tool. 
The Child Disability Assessment Tool (Australia) 
The Child Disability Assessment Tool (COAT) and the related assessment process 
is governed by the Child Disability Assessment Determination of 2001, made 
under section 380 of the Social Security Act, 1991 (Act S 479 of 1991) 
(Commonwealth of Australia, 2001a), 
The development of the tool was initiated In 1993 and involved the pal1icipation of 
community organisations. Medical reference groups, chHd advocacy and disability 
groups comprised the consultant learn for the development and testing of the tool. 
The tool has successfully been tested a9ainst validity. reliability. bias and 
administration criteria (refer to Appendix A). 
The COAT is designed as a test to assess the functional ability, emotional state, 
behaviour and special care needs of a person under 16. to determine whether the 
young person's caregiver is eligible for the Carer's Allowance, formerly known as 
the Child Disability Allowance (Commonwealth of Australia, 2001a), 
The COAT measures a young person's level of functional ability or disability 
according to age-appropriate standards in the areas of communication, feeding 
self-care, social and community skills as well as mobility. In addition, it considers 
the young person's behaviOUr and special care needs The assessment is 











components - one for the child's treating health professional and the other for their 
caregiver. 
The COAT is purposed to identify ",.,a significant level of disability regardless of 
the type of disability or condition." (Commonwealth of Australia, 2001d: 1), 
Therefore, the COAT is aimed at determining the impact of the child's inability to 
function in important areas on the child and the family, It does not measure the 
care and attention required by the child, nor does it measure all possible functional 
abilities (Commonwealth of Australia, 2001d). 
According to the Gu'lde to Social Security Law (Commonwealth of Australia, 
2001e), functional abilities are actions that a child should be able to accomplish at 
several age-related developmental milestones Given this, the definition of a 
disabled child, whose carer would qualify for the Carer's Allowance, is one who 
has sufficient functional impairment to reqllire care (Commonwealth of Australia, 
20011), 
If a child does not have a recognised disability, the Instrument enables a score to 
be calculated based on age-related milestones, from the health professional and 
caregiver's questionnaires, which series as a test of qualification for the benefit 
Thus, a child would need to satisfy the following criteria 
1, Suffer from a physical, intellectual or psychiatric disability ANO 
2. A recognised disability as stipulated in the Child Disability Assessment 
Determination (Commonwealth of Australia, 2001 a: 42 - 44), OR 
3, Be assessed under the COAT and 
Has been granted a Treating Health Professional score above zero AND 
Has been granted an overall COAT score of +1 or higher AND 
4 Is likely to suffer from the disability permanently or for an extended period of 
time 
(Commonwealth of Australia, 2001f: 1) 
The THP and the caregiver scores determine whether or not a child is eligible for 












investigation once a score has been obtained from the THP's questiOililaire alone, 
and the score is greater than zero but less than -+1. This only occurs if a child has 
not met the cr.teria above. The scoring phase consists of eleven distinct steps. 
and includes the application of a rating method (Commonwealth of Australia, 
2001 c: 1). (Refer to Appendix B for a summary of the scoring process applied to 
the CDAT). Figure 1 below illustrates the researcher's conceptualisation of the 
assessment process. 





I COAT - caregiver's score I 
Combined 8. THP score = 1; >1 
Eligibility 
" I List of conditions I 
c:c-----:~c-l.~ 
Yes'" eligibility ~ 
COAT - THP score 
Combined & THP score not" 1 ; >1 
l 
Further investigation 
If a child does not have sufficient functional impairment to obtain a qualifying score 
on the CDAT, or does not suffer from a condition stipulated in the list of conditions, 
the child's caregiver might be eligible for a Health Care Card The Card can assist 
families by reducing some of the medical expenses children with health conditions 
may incur (Notes for Carer Allowance, 2001). A child can qualify for this indirect 
benefit if tile child's additional care and attention needs are above that expected of 
peers without a disability, and the child's additional needs exceed 14 hours per 
week (Refer to A:Jpendix A) 
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The applicant is required to complete a basic claim form, as well as a second 
questionnaire, the functional assessmenl. A comprehensive summary of the claim 
form and the functional assessment is provided in Appendix B, 
Thq FIl}JJ::tj9Daj ,A ~iir'i~[l1cnt 
The functional assessment consists of two sections: the first section measures the 
child's functional ability in key functional domains, while section two addresses the 
behaviour and special care needs of the chitd. The form is structured in a checklist 
fashion. 
The first section measures the child's functional ability in the following areas: 
communication; feeding and mealtime skills; hygiene and grooming skills' 
dressing skills; social and community skills; and hand and body movement. A list 
of nine or ten options is provided in each functional area, describing abilities or 
skills that a child should master at each developmental stage. The applicant is 
requested to choose one ability or skill out of the range, that best describes the 
child s functioning within each domain, 
The second section describes various behavioural difficulties and special care 
needs. The applicant is required to indicate all the options that apply to the child 
concerned. The COAT is predominantly a functional assessment, and has a 
greater emphasis on the medical report than the caregiver's report, 
Disability Living Allowance for Children under 16 (UK) 
The Disability Living Allowance (OLA) is a tax-free social security benefit for adults 
and children with disabilities that was introduced in the United Kingdom in 1992, 
The administralion of the benefit 'Involves seif-report'lng by the applicant and 
adjUdication by lay officials A Disability Living Allowance Advisory Board was 
established in 1991 as an independent statutory body, responsible for advising the 
State on matters relating to the DLA. The Board composed of persons with 
disabilities, a carer and health professionals, also plays a role in advising and 
training the Social Security Benefits Agency staff members and the adjudication 











Payment of the benefit is independent of income, not means-tested, and persollS 
ill hospital or residential care are not eligible, For children under 16, the benefit is 
paid for a child with a physical or intellectual disability or illness if they require 
extra care and attention than is appropriate for their age, as a result of their 
disability or illness (Social Security Benefits Agency, 2001)_ 
The assessmellt considers two aspects - the mobility and care Ileeds of the child, 
The care compollent has \hree payment rates, while mobility has two. A child can 
receive benefits from either one or both components. For verification, a statement 
from the child's medical practitioner, or any person WllO has knowledge of tne 
child's condition is required, simply describing tile disabling condition and it's 
effect on the Cllild, If the benefit Decision-Maker requires a medical report on the 
child's condition, a report may be requested from the child's doctor (United 
Kingdom, Department of Social Security, 2000). Figure 2 below reflects the 
researcller's conceptualisation of the assessment process, 
Figure 2: Assessment Process for the Ui1ited Kingdom's Benefit 
DLA claim form (caregivers complete) 
I 
T 
Benefit decision-maker/adjudication officer assesses claim 
requests additional reports from --- I Adequate information 
Ilealth profesSionals/other 
il'\lorrrlllnts -_. 1 
I Assessment' officer determines whether claimant is eligible for tile benefit 
~~ 
------
Insufficient need in care / mobility rs~-fficient need - officer determines l 
components" claim denied whether benefit is awarded for: 
L_.:..-_________ --' _ Care / mobility component or both 












An important point of departure for the United Kingdom's focus on disability 
assessment is that the effects of the disabling condition rather than the disability 
itself are the main considerations (United Kingdom, Department of Social Security, 
2000). 
ChHdren can receive the DLA if the child has care and mobility needs, which 
exceeds the normal requirements of children of the same age. Children can 
access the care component from as young as 3 months of age, but can only 
access the mobility component from the age of three years. Furthermore, care and 
mobility needs nust have been present for at least 3 months prior to application, 
and should continue to be present for the following 6 months (Social Security 
Benefits Agency, 2001). Additionally, children should have an unrestricted 
residency right to live in Great Britain, and should have been resident for alleast 6 
months of the year prior to application (United Kingdom, Department of Social 
Security [no date, bJ) 
Special concessions apply to children who suffer from a terminal illness: they 
receive payment immediately on process of their applicatkm, the 3-month 
qualifying period is waived, and their claims are prioritised. Additionally, a doctor's 
report is compulsory (United Kingdom, Department of Social Security, 2002). 
Qare and Mobilitv Components 
The care component is representative of two kinds of needs: attp-ntion and 
supervision needs. Attention needs are related to the child-s need to have a carer 
assist him or her with personal care that he or she is unable to conduct for him or 
herself. Supervision needs are related to the child's need to have someone in 
close proximity to ensure that the child is kept out of danger and does not 
endanger anyone else. The mobility component is for children who experience 
problems with walking or moving (Unitec Kingdom, Department of Social Security 
[no date, al). 












The child requires frequent assistance related to bodily functions from a carer 
for both the day and the night; or 
• The child requires supervision from a carer during both the day and night to 
prevent danger to the child or others; or 
• The child requires assistance with bodily functions during the day and 
supervision during the night, or vice versa, or 
The child is terminally ill. 
(UnitetJ Kingdom, Oepartment of Social Security [no aate, all -
The iligher rate of the mobility component is awarded if: 
• The child cannot walk; or 
The child is virtually unable to walk; or 
• The child has had both legs amputated above the ankle, or was born without 
legs or feet, or 
• The exertion required to walk would endanger the child's life or lead to a 
deterioration in the child's health: or 
• 
• 
The child is both deaf and blind; or 
The child is entitled to the higher rate of the care component and is severely 
intellectually impaired with extremely disruptive behavioural problems. 
(United Kingdom, Department of Social Security [no date, b]) 
The Middle Rate, for the Care Component only, is awarded if' 
The child requires assistance or supervision trom a carer either during the day 
or during the night. 
The Lower Rate for tile Care Component is awarded if: 
The child requires assistance or supervision for a significant portion of the day. 
The Lower Rate for the Mobilily Component is awarded if 
The child who is able to walk requires guidance or supervision from a carer 
most of the time when walking out of doors; and 
The child requires substantially more guidance or supervision from a carer than 
other children of the same age require. 











A child may be the recipient of only one award rate. If a child's condition changes 
significantly, w"rranting change in the award from a lower rate to a higher rate, the 
child must satisfy the condition for the higher rate for at least three months to 
qualify for a change in award rates (United Kingdom, Department of Social 
Security, 2002) 
Structurcof tho Instrument and Information RcgucsteQJCQfJl,tlle AppliciJnt 
The claim form for the Disability Living Allowance is divided into two sections: the 
first section requesting basic information on the claimant's details, A summary of 
section 1 is provided in Appendix D. 
The second se:::tion of the daim form requests information on how the child's 
disability or illness affects them. These questions are the more pertinent ones, as 
these are used to capture the nature and resultant needs of the child's illness or 
disability, The applicant is requested to be very specific when providing details 
about the child's condition, to the extent that measurements of time are used to 
elicit the degree of care and supervision a child requires for a range of activities of 
daily living (refer to Appendix OJ, 
The applicant is requested to provide detailed and descriptive information about 
the chitd's difficulties to perform a range of activities such as walking, eating, 
dressing, communication and attending to his or her toilet needs, Additionally, the 
carer should indicate the nature of the child's use of assistive devices A 
description of the child's special needs in relation to his or her condition is also 
requested, such as, use of medication or therapeutic services. In particular, the 
DLA requests the carer to indicate the child's need for assistance or supervision 
when performing these tasks (Refer to Appendix D for a summary of section 2 of 
the DlAj, 
The most significant difference between the DlA and the COAT is that the COAT 
is a benefit for the carer of the child with a chronic health condition, while the DlA 











The Care Dependency Grant- Medical Certificate (South Africa) 
The South African Care Dependency Grant assessment process and social 
security context has been referred to in chapter 1 and previously in this chapter. 
Figure 3 below illustrates the researcher's conceptualisation of the assessment 
process, 
The current South African tool consists of four sections. Section A requires the 
appiicant to provide the child and applicant's biographical details. Section B 
contains the consent and agreement of a medical practitioner and the applicant to 
the release of the child's medical details for the grant application, 
Figure 3, Assessment Process for the South African Benefit 
State Medical Officer (SMO) completes assessment form 
1 
SMO opinion & rocommendations 
~ 
Completed form sent to Welfare office 
" Pension Modical Officer makes final decision based (Xl completed assessment form & other rolevant information (e,g" income level) 
Section C contains the child's medica'i information, specifically the results of a 
medical examination, a diagnosis and prognosis. The State Medical Officer 
completing the form is asked for his or her opinion and recommendations in 
rolation to the child's level of disablement (severe, mild or not disabled), 
rehabilitation or special treatment and special education. The Medical Officer is 
also requested to submit his or her opinion as to whether the child requires 
permanent home care due to his or her disability, 
Section D contains a fUnctional assessment of children aged 4 years. The tool 
merely states "Functional Assessment (age: 4 years)" (Care Dependency Grant, 
1996; Appendix E). This includes an assessment of the child in the following 
domains: mobility self care, communication, psychosocial adjustment and 















Self Care: eatirog:, groomirog:, bathing, dressing, and toiletting; 
Communication: comprehension, expression, and speecll intelligibility; 
Psychosocial adjustment: social interaction and emotional response: 
• Cognitive functioning: copying, memory and orientation. 
(Care Dependency Grant, 1996; Appendix E) 
The Medical Officer is requested to submit his or her opinion on the child's ability 
to function in the mobility and self care domains. For the mobility domain. the 
Medical Officer indicates "yes' or "no" depending on whether the child can 
accomplisll a particular skill (Care Dependency Grant, 1996, 57: Appendix E), For 
the self care domain, the child is rated according to his level of dependence on a 
scale from 1 to 5' 
1 " total dependency; 3 '" 50% dependency; 5" independent 
(Care Dependency Grant 1996: 57; Appendix E) 
In the other domains, tile Medical Officer is asked to perform certain activities with 
the child and caregiver and to indicate the child's responses The child's response 
to one task or activity is tile basis of tile assessment for that particular skill, e.g, to 
assess the child's comprehension ability, the Medical Officer is requested to "Ask 
the child to fetell the book on the table and to bring it to yOll: (Care Dependency 
Grant, 1996: 58; Appe dix E), 
Tile Medical Officer is also asked if there is any fllrther information that will 
contribute to tile assessment Finally, he or slle is requested to submit Ilis or her 
opinion and recommendation as to the kind of care that the child requires: 
Full time care: part time care: whether the child is able to care for Ilim or 
herself; or whether the child should be referred for furtller assessment 
(Care Dependency Grant 1996: 59; Appendix E) 
The SOllth African instrument predominantly relies on the judgement of the 











as quantitative measures, particularly in the functional assessment. The functional 
assessment appears to apply only to children who are four years old 
The questions posed in the functional assessment are largely dependent on the 
child's performance on the day of the assessment. e_g" the measurement for 
social interactior is "Observe how the child interacts with you, his mother, or other 
children in the vicinity" (Care Dependency Grant, 1996: 58; Appendix E), 
There are no definitions of terms or guidelines for the use of the tool For example, 
definitions of the specific eligibility criteria of 'severe disability' and 'permanent 
home care' are not provided (refer to Appendix E for the South African tool), 
Categories of Assessment used in the Three Instruments 
The DLA tool and the COAT have clear categories of needs or indicators that they 
use as measures of assessment. Both tools use the categories of activities of daily 
Jiving such as feeding, bathing, walking, amongst other items of assessment. 
However the type of information elicited within each of the categories are either 
functional (Australian) or needs related (United Kingdom), A synopsis of these 
categories and the categories used in the South African tool are presented below 
in Table 8. 
As can be noted irom Table 8, there are many shared categories in these tools, It 
is also evident that the DLA requests more comprehensive information. It not only 
covers functional categories from a perspective oi the child's need for care, but 
also the child's need for supervision and care in various contexts 
CONCLUSION 
Fundamentally, tile perceptions of disability and chronic health conditions are a 
function of the fr~mework or premise that one adopts, as well as related to the 
purpose of a programme or service, In relation to the ICF's three-pronged 
definition. one is likely to assume one or a combination of !l1ese aspects oi 
d~bility _ the organic level, impairment level or handicap level. Ideally, a holistic 











categorical approach to chronic health conditions, A holistic approach would also 
include social and environmental factors and consider the extent of their impact on 
the individual's functioning_ 
Table 8: Categories of Assessment in the Three Instruments 
CI---.. -A·"C,C'~r_~lia 
I Listenir.g, reading & 
urlderstanding 
United Kingdom 




'_IaJ~i~g, writing or sig_ni~c~Ic,"=o"-,"=C­
Feeding & mealtime skills Eating & drinking 
, Hygiene & grooming 
skills 
Washing & bathing 
Hel with toilet needs 
Getting dressed or 
undressed 
.-...-~ Self care (eating) 
-- -- J Self ,:are-(grOOming & ---- --, 
i-t?llbIn9) _ , : 
Dressing skills 
Social & community skills Delay in social skills 
: Hand movement Delay in physical/sensory 
, skills 




Body Movement Walking/mobility Mobility 
Waking, getting up & going 
to bed 
; Movement & co·ordination 
'"wcccccc ______ --;M~c~'~'~cHg"'about indoors 




Special care needs Help With medication , SpeCial treatment / 
J 
Help with medical rehabilitation 
quiplTlent 
, Blackout~, fi~§"E!.i;:urlC~_ .. _------ .. _- ---- - - -- -_._---. 
Supervision Permanerlt home care 
Delay in leaming skills Cognitive functioning 
- . --_._---- ----- - - -- ---- -- ---- -- ------Help with therapy 
When the child is in bed at 
i 
Secondly, an approach that is not founded or defined by medical diagnosis or 
perspective would be most beneficial, such as the non-categorical framework 
Significantly, the majority of the tools examined in this chapter measure the 
burden' of the child with a chronic health condition on the careg'lver, family or 












personal care, while PEDI measures the caregiver's assistance and modifications. 
The non-categorical framework identifies the consequence of the condition, 
including the dependency a child may have on health care or caregiver assistance. 
This is a vital dimension that should be included in an assessment tool. 
All of the tools also consider activities of daity living, though the perspectives vary. 
Some approach it from the degree of care that a child requires, while others 
concentrate on the child's ability to perform tasks related to his or her age, 
However, the limitation of a child's daily functiol1ing as a consequence of the 
condition is an important consideraticn. 
111 part'lcular, social security assessment processes and instruments in South 
Africa should cOl1sider the impact of the condition on the child and the caregiver, 
as this domain has been sorely neglected. The costs of caring for children with 
chronic health conditions, whether financial or in other aspects, is a concept that is 
cf utmost importance The socio-economic conditions and context of individuals 
livil1g with chrol1ic health cOl1ditions should be paramount in any assessment 
process, given the gross disparities between communities in South Africa, 
This kind of approach would be most applicable to the South Africal1 scel1ario. It 
upholds a rights-based approach, as the individual's needs are paramount in the 
assessment process This chapter presented a review of relev8rlt literature 
pertaining to the social security assessment of children with chronic health 
conditiorls. The following chapter describes the research desigl1 and methodology 











CHAPTER 3: RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 
The following chapter will present tl18 design arid methodology employed and 
informing the data collection, data capturing and data 8rJalysis phases of the study_ 
The hypoti18Sis, instrumel1ts used and sample desigrl will also be discussed irl this 
chapter. 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE HYPOTHESIS 
This study assumed the hypothesis that the Australian inslrumerll and the Ul1ited 
Kirlgdom irlstrument would more appropriately identify and capture the social 
assistance rleeds of children with chronic health conditions in a South African 
context 
This hypothesis is founded on the belief that the current social assistance 
assessment tool used in SOUlll Africa to assess children with disabilities is 
inappropriate and limited. Orle major fiaw is that the instrument does rlot capture 
or identify the needs of cllildrcrl with cllronic Illnesscs, purely focussing Orl cllildrerl 
with disabilities. As a resull of the irladequacies of the tool, thc assessors 
administering the tool are required to rely fimlly on thcir opinions and judgement 
regarding the child's condition arid eligibility for Ihe berlefi!. To inform the 
devclopmerlt of an appropriate South African tool, it was determirled that a study 
of existirlg instruments used in other countries should be conducted. 
Following a search for appropriatc assessment irlstrumerlts. the Australiarl and 
Urlited Kingdom's tools were found to be fairly appropriate. contairling useful 
indicators and constructs that should capture the additiorlal rleeds of children with 
chrorlic health conditions. Both tools appeared to bc more compreherlsivc, with a 
broader range of questions that seemed serlsitive arid appropriate to address the 
issues not covered in the South African tool 
What is also significarlt for the purposes of this study is the manr"ler employed to 











Though a tool may identify a certain aspect or need, whether the extent or type of 
information is relellant in the South African context is an important consideration. 
As a result, it was thus hypothesised that both tools halle the capacity to capture 
and reflect the additional and holistic needs of children with chronic health 
conditions in a more appropriate manner than the current South Afr'lCan tool. 
THE INSTRUMENTS USED IN THE STUDY 
The following instruments were applied on a sample of 18 children with a range of 
chronic health conditions: the United Kingdom's Disability li'ling Allowance (DLA) 
claim form, and the Australian Child Disability Assessment Tool (CDAT). Both the 
CDAT's Treating Health Professional's (THP) questionnaire and the functional 
assessment completed by the caregiver were used for data collection Additionally, 
the caregiver's claim form was atso administered. The results and the application 
process of these tools were compared with the outcome of the current South 
African tool. 
The COAT, OLA claim form and the current South African tool are described in 
chapter 2. (The trree tools are attached as Appendices A, C and E respectively.) 
SAMPLE DESIGN AND SAMPLING METHODS 
The target population for this study was children with chronic health conditions 
attending tertiary health care facilities in the Western Cape. The sampte population 
consisted of 18 children with six types of chronic health conditions attending Red 
Cross War Memorial Children's Hospital services. 
Red Cross Children's Hospital selVes the largest number of children requiring 
tertiary heatthcare and offers the widest range of chronic health condition selVices 
in the Western Cape, therefore providing a representative sample of the main 
conditions affecting children. Generally, children who attend the Hospital are 













The sample size was chosen primarily because of the constraints of this study as 
a limited dissertation, and as an explorative study that would propose specific 
recommendations for the further developrr,ent of a South African tool. 
The sampling technique employed in this study combined purposive sampling and 
convenience sampling Babbie and Mouton {2001} reflect that interpretive 
research most often utilises purposive sampling techniques. Purposive sampling 
was used initially to identify the Hospital services or clinics that served the target 
populabon. Hereafter. from the children attending these clinic services, three 
children representing particular chronic health conditions were convenientty 
selected to participate in the study. 
Out of a list of a range of clinic services th<Jt served a broad population of children 
with chronic heal:h conditions, 6 clinic services were chosen. These were clinics 
that served children with the following chronic health conditions: HIV/AIDS, cystic 
fibrosis, developmental disability, cancer. cerebral palsy, and hearing impairment. 
These chronic health conditions were cllOsen primarily as the sample should 
represent both cr:ronic illness and disability. Secondly, these types were chosen 
because of their high prevalence rates, and because they were easily accessible 
at the Red Cross Children's Hospital From the chronic health conditions selected 
l!\ree are disabili:y types (cerebral palsy. developrrl€ntal disability and hearing 
impairment) and three are chronic illness types (cystic fibrosis, cancer and 
HJV/AIDS). 
Selected Chronic Illnesses 
As chronic illness has been excluded from social assistance el"lgibility in South 
Africa. the choice of conditions was very important. The impact of chronic illnesses 
on the lives of chiidren and their families in South Africa are not as well known as 
'or disability. HIVIAIDS was included because of the well known debates and 
COIlcems about the care of children who are HIV positive, the costs and access to 











Cancer was chosen because it manifests as either a temporary or permanent 
condition. Again, little is known about the effects of this conditiOll, whether 
temporary or permanent, on the lives of children in South Africa. Thirdly, cystic 
fibrosis was chosen as it represents a rallge of respiratory condillons, including 
asthma, which is a • ... highly prevalent disease in South Africa." (Zar & Weinberg, 
2002.2) Cystic fibrosis is one ofthe most costly respiratory conditions to treat and 
manage. particularly the costs of medication and equipment (Beatty. 2002) 
Selected Disabilities 
Hearing impairment was selected for this study as it represents the OIlly sensory 
impairment Included, and has fairly high prevalence rates. Similarly, cerebral palsy 
and developmental disability were selected because they are fairly common 
conditions, thus representing large numbers of children, 
OAT A COLLECTION METHODS 
Permission to conduct the study was obtained from the Provincial Administration of 
the Western Cape. Department of Health as well as the Heads of Department of 
each selected clinic. 
The two mternatiOllal instruments were administered to the caregivers of the 
selected group of ct;ildren i.e., each child's caregiver was interviewed individually 
on two occasions. The researcher conducted the interviews in English and 
Afrikaans, where appropriate An interpreter was available to assist with the 
caregivers 'Nho were Xhosa-speaking. 
Access to The Sample 
The Hospital services held clinics regularly - for example on a weekly or daily 
basis, on specific days The patients attended these clinics at the Hospital. 
depending on the clilic appointments given to them. The researcher attended the 
clinics after obtainillg permission from the clinic management OIl the specific days 












At the dirlics, the researcher informally approached carers to explain the full 
celails of the study 8rld to obtain their cOllsen! to pariicipate. The carers were also 
assured of confidentiality ano arlollymity throughout the process, ano carers were 
thel"l asked to complete a consent form (refer to Appendix F). 
The first illterviews to administer the Uniled Killgdom's tool were lherl COrlducted 
or arrangements were mace with the carer to conduct this interview at a suitable 
time. This procedure was followed ulltil three participants from each type of 
chronic health condition had been interviewed, Once the initial interview was 
completed, the researcher made arrangemerlts with the caregiver to cOl1duct the 
secone interview. usually for the following week. 
The Data Sets 
Thus, oata was collectl?{; through the application of the two instruments in an 
interview process. An adcitional question asked of carers is whether there were 
any other problems or concerns that the caregiver wanted to discuss that the two 
instruments hac not adoressed. Adoitionally, a State Medical Officer was 
requested to assess these children's eligibility for the South African grant, basee 
on current legislation, 
Data Collected for the United Kingdom's Assessment 
The majority of the initial interviews were conoucteo at the Hospital Private rooms 
and spaces were used where available to conduct the interviews. However, this 
was not always possible. and the researcher was obliged to coneuct a few 
interviews in shareo public spaces, such as waiting rooms 
Data Collected for the Australian Assessment 
The majority of the second interviews were conducted at the caregivers' homes, 
as this was more convenient for carers A few carers preferred to coneuct the 
interview at the hospital, ane the researcher then compensatee them for the 
travelling costs, Adeitionally, a food parcel was given to participants to 











The Australian system also uses a second questionnaire that is completed by a 
THP to help determine eligibility. These questionnaires were given to the 
children's treating doctors to complete. 
Data Collacted for the South African Assessment 
A third set of data was elicited from an experienced State Medical Officer who has 
been completing applications for the Care Dependency Grant for many years, and 
is very familiar with the legislative requirements. The Medical Officer was provided 
with a profile of each child's condition and circumstances, and asked to determine 
which children in the sample would be eligible for the Care Dependency Grant 
based on the present eligibility criteria and legislation. 
DATA CAPTURING AND DATA EDITING 
The data was recorded on the assessment instruments, for both the United 
Kingdom and Australian tools. The State Medical Officer provided data pertaining 
to the South African tool, including the reasons for each child's eligibility or non-
eligibility. 
As the United Kingdom's instrument contains predominantly qualitative 
information, and the tool was used predominantly as an interview schedule, the 
first interview's .material was captured and summarised in a short report, capturing 
the carer's responses to each question in the instrument. The researcher 
numbered each question in the instrument and then recorded each participant's 
response to each question It was therefore easier to compare carer's responses 
to specific questions. This was not applicable to the Australian tool as it contained 
predominantly quantitative information. 
The next phase of data capturing involved tabulating the responses of both tools 
according to the questions contained in the instruments. The most pertinent 
questions were operationalised into categories of a few words or phrases. This 
was conducted for both instruments, and simitar questions in the two instruments 
were given the same categories. The number of caregiver responses in a 











Additionally, info'mation collected in the interviews that was not a response to a 
question posed in the instruments was tabulated separately. This was done 
particularly for the carers' responses 10 the additional question, Emerging themes 
were translated into categories and the number of responses within each type of 
condition was recorded, 
DATA ANALYSIS 
The primary procedure used to analyse the data was thematic or conceptual 
content analysis, although this was not always appticable, Content analysis IS 
defined as the examination of · __ words or phrases within a Wide range of texts __ a 
researcher' is able to make inferences about the philosophical assumptions of a 
writer, a written piece, the audience for which a piece is written. "(Palmquist, 
1993 in Babbie & Mouton, 2001: 491). 
As this study is concerned with the kind of categories and measurements used in 
an assessment tool, it was felt that the analysis should particularly consider the 
content of the instruments, categories of assessment used as weI! as language 
and definitions 
Considering the data presented in the tables described above, the researcher 
analysed the data for similarities, differences and shortfalls within and between the 
two instruments, Particularly, attention was paid to the categories of assessment 
I"Ised in bah tools, the kind of information elicited from each tooi and the outcomes 
of each tool. Additionally, categories derived from the data not collected via the 
instruments were compared with those identified in the tools and th8se omissions 
were considered to be the categories of need relevant to South Africa's particular 
COntext 
Determining Eligibility Status 
Data collected from each international tool was used to assess the children's 
etigibility for the respective Country's benefit. based on each country's regulations. 
Additionally, a State Medical Officer was requested to assess these children's 











A fuIiher step ir the analysis of the data incorporated determining the eligibility 
status of each child, based on the data elicited from the toots, The data from each 
chitd's DLA tool was considered in respect of the United Kingdom's eligibility 
criteria a~; welt as the Decision-Maker's Guide. Based on these criteria and 
guidelines and the given data, the status of each child related to the United 
Kingdom's social assistance system was decided. 
Similart:/; the Ausiralian system has a mandatory scoring regime that is employed 
to determine children's eligibility for the Carer's Allowance, and through this 
process each ch.ld's eligibility status was determined, Refer to chapter 2 for a 
detailed d~,scription of the scoring process, 
To verify the results of this process, the researcher requested that a senior 
researcher and colleague who is familiar with the child disability field, assist with 
the scoring and determining of eligibility status for both the Australian and United 
Kingdom benefits. 
The results of this procedure were taoolated, together with the children's eligibility 
status in relation to the South African grant. The numbers of eligible children within 
each country's system was calculated and analysed. 
LiMITATIONS AND SOURCES OF ERROR 
The Test-Retest Method 
A shoIicomng related to the process 01 data collection is that the research design 
resembted the test-retest method, and may have some of the biases and 
Imitations related to this method As the two tools requested similar information 
from the paIiicipants and used very similar questions (Babbie & Mooton_ 2001), 
the paIiicipants may not have given an accurate response at the second interview, 
as they may have loond the questions repetitive and familiar 
The researcher attempted to counter-act the effects of the design by avoiding 
qUestions in the second tool that had already been asked in the first tool. The 











Researcher Bias and Selectivity 
As is relevant to any research study, an element of bias is presertt because of the 
researcher's role in the study and interaction with the participants, The researcher 
may have unwillingly influenced the participants' responses in a number of ways 
that may be related to personality traits, or perceived affiliation, for example, 
Additionally, the researcher may have exercised erroneous selection of data, 
contributin!l to a biased representation of the data (Mouton, 2001). 
The researcher attempted to limit these effects by being aware of potential biases 
and by remaining neutral and objective 
Sociat Desirability Effects 
This occurs when the participants do not respond honestly to a question, but 
rather prollides an answer that he or she feels is socialty acceptable artd 
appropriate, or will please the researcher (f'Jouton, 2001), This may have occurred 
in tllis study, as a few carers were reluctant to discuss the amount and extent of 
extra care that the'! give to their child with a chrortic health condition. 
To minimise these effects, the researcher explained the purposes and role of the 
study, enCO\.Jraging participants to be truthful and ensuring confidentiality. 
Availability of Subjects 
It Should be noted that the researcher experienced problems with obtaining 
YOII.mtary partiCipants As the researcher approached carers in the Hospital clinic 
set1ing, some carers were apprehensive and suspicious of the study, and did not 
Want to participate. These carers influenced others who may have been interested, 
This was particularly evident with the nigh profile health conditiOlls, such as 
HIV/AlDS. Ajditiortally, the researcher included carers who were recipients of the 
~t, as well as those who were not recipients. This may have influeflced the 











There wEire also delays in conductil1g the secol1d interviews with some of tile 
carers, as a few carers did 110t keep their appointrnel1ts Witll the researcller, As a 
result. Ule data captured il1 the second interview was differel1t to that captured in 
the first interview, for one or two children, because of their fluctuating condition 
Ttlerefore, to em;ure the full cornplemel1t of the sample size, the researcher was 
obliged to find repiacerll€nts for Ule carers who no 10l1ger desired to conduct the 
second irlterviev.., and minimised the potential bias of the differences in data by 
acknowledgil1g tllis in the presentation of data. 
Non-probability Sampling 
As the sample was selected primarily for purposive reasons and conveniel1ce, it is 
therefore not a representative sample, al1d the results canl10t be gel1eralised to a 
broader context. Thus, Ule scope al1d applicability of the study is limited, 
ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
The Role of the Researcher 
As Ule content of the instrurll€nts and Ule il1terview process could potentially elicit 
sensitive issues for the carers, the researctler was aware tllat her role as 
researcher might require tler to adopt the techniques and skills of a counsellor, 
The interviews were thus cOl1ducted il1 a flexible. sensitive manl1er, so that carers 
felt comfortable end supported in a nOI1-threatel1il1g context. Where appropriate. 
the researcher o"fered minimal advice, primarily referring carers to appropriate 
services for their expressed needs, In particular, where carers had queries 
regarding grants, the researcher provided the relevant information and advice. 
However, because of time constrail1ts on the data cotlectiol1 process, tile 
researctler had a minimal amoul1t of time to build rapport and a trusting 












Obtainin!l the Caregivers' Consent 
As the re,earch study is about the South African benefit for children with ~lealHI 
conditions" the researcher was acutely aware Hmt caregiver's might participate in 
HIe study because they expect to receive the South African grant, or perceive the 
research process as an apptication for the grant. 
Therefore, when recruiting participants for HIe study, the researcher explici~y 
stated thaI the research study did not inVolve an application for the Care 
Dependency Grant. neither would participants receive the grant or any immediate 
assistance from the State, This information was also clearly stated on HIe 
caregiver's consent form (refefto Appendix F). 
CONCLUStON 
This chapter describes the development anu design of this research study, 
including a discuss'lOn about the hypoHlesis. the instruments used in the study, as 
well as sampling procedures. Data collection processes are also identified, as well 
as data capturing and data analysis. Finally, this chapter explores the limitations of 
the study as well as the major difficulties and ethical considerations encountered in 












CHAPTER 4, PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF 
FINDINGS (PART 1) 
THE SAMPLE AND THEIR ELIGIBILITY STATUS WITHIN THE 
THREE SOCIAL ASSISTANCE SYSTEMS 
Following the adninistration of the instruments described previously on the sample 
of 18 children with chronic health conditions, the findings are presented and 
discussed in this chapter and in chapter 5_ In this chapter, the descriptive data of 
the children and their caregivers are presented followed by a discussion Df the 
outcome of the tools, with reference to the children's eligibility for the respective 
benefits. 
PROFILE OF THE SAMPLE 
The Children 
Of the 18 children who participated in this study, 11 (51 %j were male and 7 (39%) 
were female The children's ages ranged from 1 year 5 months to 16 years 8 
months, with an average of 5.6 years. One-third (6) of the sample was at 2 years 
of age, whi;e the median age was 4.7 years. AI118 children have birth certificates, 
and all are South African citizens. Table 9 represents the distribution of the 
children's ages. 
Table 9: Distribution of the Childl'8n's Ages 
·-A-ge'in Years '1 -·-5-~1-()- -1115 ! 16 anelOver-' 
I-NO. of':h_n_d __ "_'~_'2_L_3_-,-_2~_ -_ -_-_-_-_' __ -' 
Education 
Almost half (8) of the sample of children were attending some form of educational 
facility. These included children attending creche, pre-scho~, primary or 
secondary school Of the remainder, 3 of the carers reported that their children (1 
with developmental disability, 2 with cancer) no longer attended a facility because 











cancer was attending any form of educational facility. One child with cerebral palsy 
is of schacl-going age (8 3 years), but is not altending an educational facility. Due 
10 h'ls severe disability, he can only attend a special care centre, and there is no 
space curnnlly a'/ailable to accommodate him in an affordable centre. 
As the chiljren with chronic illnesses have fluctuating health conditions, they may 
be absent from school, depending on their cooditian. For some children in the 
sample, this occurred frequently. Half (4) of the carers of children who were 
attending educational facilities indicated that they were receiving support from 
their children's schools, as teachers were understanding of their children's 
conditions and needs, and provided assistance to their children where necessary 
Health Care Needs 
The following section describes the children's health-related needs. Table 10 
illustrates the children's health care needs according to the 6 primary health 
conditions selected for this study 
Table 10: The Health Care Needs of the Children 
Multiole Health Conditions 
As described in the previous chapter, the children in the sample were selected 
according to their disability or chronic illness type. Of the 18 children selected, one-
third (6) had multiple disabilities or illnesses, i.e., the primary health condition as 
identified by the selected categories, as well as a secondary health condition, 
These were children with the following primary conditions: 2 children with hearing 












Considering the 6 categories of health conditions, the children with chronic 
illnesses (HIVlAIDS, cystic fibrosis and cancer) frequented the hospital more often 
than the childre1 with disabilities, and spent longer periods in hospital than the 
children with disabilities. Children with cystic fibrosis and HIVIAIDS frequented the 
hospital every 2 or 3 months, ranging from a few days in hospital to a few weeks. 
The children suffering from treatable cancer were hospitalised for the longest 
periods: 6 months and 18 months and only going home for weekends. The child 
with non-treatable cancer was required to frequent the hospitat every 2 weeks. 
None of the children were in hospital at the time of the interviews, but were 
attending hospital services for treatment. 
Medlcatlort. lind Equipment 
The children's need for assistance with medication was widely acknowledged -14 
(78%) chitdrert required their carers to administer or supervise their intake of 
medicatiort. Children with all six conditions required medication. with all the 
childrert with developmental disability, cystic fibrosis artd HIVIAIDS requiring 
medication. The extent of assistance needed was relative to the child's age and 
functional ability. VIitlere particularly intricate measures and equipment was 
needed, carers supervised or administered the medicine, as was the case with the 
cystic fibrosis sufferers 
The children with cystic fibrosis required medication with every meal, while 
children with cancer consumed about a dozen tablets a day. In addition the 
children with cystic fibrosis all used some form of breathhg apparatus or 
equipment to assist their respirabon on a daily basis. The use of medication and 
equipment was increased during periods of illness for those with fluctuating health 
conditions. 
AffordabilityandAccessibilityto Treatment 
Of the 18 carers, 5 (28%) of the carers acknowledged that the child's medical 











of children wilh cerebral palsy, cystic fibrosis and HIV/AIDS. Additionally, travelling 
to and from hospital placed additional financial strain on some of the carers 
PaIiicularly for children with cystic fibrosis, carers mentioned that the costs of 
medical care are exorbitant. The costs of medication alone can amount to 
R9(1 000 per annum. Additionally, the equipment used, such as ventilators, costs 
in the region of R35 000 per item. As these children required hospitalisation for a 
few weeks every few months, the costs of hospitalisation were also high. For 
carers who benefited from medical aid or whose children were subsidised by the 
Stale, the financ.al pressure was lightened, However, for carers who could no! 
afford the necessary medical care their children required, these children's states 
of health were adversely affected. Carers also reported that they could no! access 
the most effective forms of medication for Iheir children because it was too 
expensive, Additionally, a few carers found that alternative medicines, such as 
homeopathic products, were helping their children However, these products were 
reportedly also costly. 
Similarly, the carers of children with HIV/AIDS described their concerns about Ihe 
lack of accessibility to affordable treatment that could improve both the carer and 
child's health coro:Jitions These carers would like access to anti-retroviral 
treatment and requested that the prices be reduced or that government subsidise 
the cost of this medication. Carers reported that the cost of this medication 
amounted to roughly ReOO per month. 
Of the 18 children, 5 (28%) are receiving treatment for epilepsy as well. When 
going out during the day or night, the children requiring daily medication and 
treatment would need to carry their medication and equipment along with them. 
ThOr8J2'i 
A hign percentage of children (11) receive therapeutic intervention such as 
phys'lOtherapy. The amount of therapy and frequency of sessions at the hospital 
varies, depending on the child's condition Many of the children also receive home 











the,;e children, 7 (64%) were children with disabilities. Children across all the 
health conditions except HIVIAIDS were receiving therapy. The frequency of 
attendance at the therapy sessions varies depending on the disability or illness 
type. Some attend on a weekly basis, while others attend every three months. 
Behaviour and Emotional Problems 
Half of the children (9) were identified as having behavioural and emotional 
difficulties by their carers. The majority of these children (5) were children with 
chronic illnesses. Behavioural difficulties such as frequent tantrums and 
aggression were more common in children with disabilities, such as the children 
with developmental disability. These difficulties may be related to the child's 
condition, e.g, hyperactivity and aggressive behaviour are quite common in 
children with developmental delays. Most of the children with chronic illnesses 
often became withdrawn, unsociable, and some became aggressive during 
periocts of poor health, impacting on their family relations and friendships. 
Activities of Daily Living 
For most of the activities of daily living, the children with chronic illnesses 
generally fU1ctioned at an age-appropriate level. However, it was during periods of 
poor health that they were likely to be unable to accomplish these tasks 
satisfactorily. As a result these children's functioning fluctuated, dependant on 
their state of health. It was also noted that these children's development regressed 
during periods of poor health, for example, the children with cancer could no 
longer walk, feed themselves or attend to their toileting needs during periods of 
poor health, which they were able to accomplish before their ill health. 
Mobilitv 
Half (9) of the children were identified as having mobility probtems, with 7 (78%) of 
these children suffering from a disability, e.g., cerebral palsy. Children with cancer 
and cystic fibrOSIS were identified as having mobility difficulties during periods of 











degrees of supervision, depending on the severity and duration of the mobility 
difficulties. 
The children with constant mobility difficulties, such as the children with cerebral 
palsy, required daily and continuous supervision, as well as requiring physical 
support to sit stand or walk. They also required additional means of support such 
as a buggy, similar to a pushcart, or special chairs. Using such devices and 
equipment poser problems for some carers, paIiicularly when taking the child 
outside of the home. These children required considerable assistance when 
travelling or going on outings. 
Comm!mication 
Of the 18 children, 12 (67%) were identified as having communication difficulties. 
The majority (8) of these children were those with disabilities - mainly children with 
hearing impairments, who made use of hearing aids, and children with cerebral 
palsy, These child,'en required assistance, whether by sign language or gesturing, 
in helping them to understand communication from others, and helping others to 
understand their communication. 
per§g_nal fjygifHlr?_ a[Jd::; elf:.CilIfi 
More than half (11) of the children had diffIculties attending to their personal 
hygielle and self-care aGtivities, such as bathing and dressing. Consistently, 
children with disatilities required help with these tasks, as they were unable to 
accomplish these tasks on their own due to physiGat impairment or low inte!lectual 
functioning. Chitdren with chronic illnesses held difficulties accomplishing these 
tasks during periods of poor heellth, or beceluse the child's development was 
delayed due to the illness, Children with cancer in particular were physically 











Eating and Drinking 
Similarly with eating and drinking, the majority of chHdren with disabilities required 
assistance, particularly cllildren with cerebral palsy Children with chronic illnesses 
were affected during periods of poor health. 
In general, children with chronic illnesses needed to pay particular attention to 
tlleir diets, and when severely ill, they required nasogastric or syringe feeding. 
With regard to nutrient intake, 2 children with cystic fibrosis required their bodily 
excretions monitored daily as an indication of their need for enzymes. 
Carers also highlighted that their children required more food than their peers, or 
required special foods that were expensive. To maintain their cllildren's health 
condition, carers needed to provide nutritious foods regularly, and for many of 
them this was costly. and required the resources of time, attention and effort. 
Toilating 
With regards to toileting needs, tile majority (6) of the children with disabilities 
required assistance. This ranged from the carer periodically aUending to the 
child's needs. as he or she is unable to communicate, to the child requiring 
assistance when using the toilet. Children uSing the nappy required to be changed 
several times a day and during the night. 
With regards to children with cllronic illnesses, children with cysbc fibrosis and 
children with cancer were mainly affected. Of these cllildren, 67% (4) required 
assistance, such as needing to be carried to the toilet because of physical 
weaklless. Some of these children suffered from diarrhoea and enuresis during 
the d<lY and nigllt, and lost control of IIleir bowel and bladder functions. Most of 
tilese children required such assistance during periods of poor health. However 
one child required continuous attention as she has poor control of her bowel and 











As.'!.is/ance Required while In 8.ed and During the Night 
Of the 18 childrerl, 7 (39%) had difficulties with waking, getting up or going to bed. 
The majority of these children were children with disabilities, These children 
required physical assistance to get in or out of bed, or when lying down. Children 
with chrorlic illnesses mainly had difficulties waking and getting up, e.g., the 
children with cystic fibrosis required more sleep than their peers. or were too 
physically weak to get oul of bed, such as the children with carlcer, 
More children with chronic itlrlesses required attention during Ihe night than the 
children with disabilities, These ch:ldren became ill frequently durirlg the night, arld 
needed to be attended to as wetl as having their bedclothes changed. The 
children with cystic . fibrosis may have required therapy dUrirlg the night if ~hey 
were coughing excessively. III comparison, the children with disabilities who 
required attentioll were those who rleeded nappy changes or to be turned from 
side to side while in bed. Some of these childrerl required some form of comfort, 
such as the presence of the carer. to fall asleep. 
In additiorl to the assistallce required with activities of daily livirlg, some of these 
childrerl required supervision Some of the carers also discussed the impact of 
providirlg care of their children 
Supervision and Care 
Olle-third (6) of the children were identified as requirlllg supervision mainly durirlg 
the day arld some at night. due to their disability or iltness, The majority of these 
children were children with commurlicatiorl, speech, behaviour or learning 
diffletJlties. These childrerl required supervisiOIl to ellsure that they were not a 
danger to themselves or to others becal'se of their irlability to perform certain 
flJrldiorls, such as hearing, talkillg or walkillg, Orle child with cystic fibrosis 
reQuired supervision al Ilight because of her struggle to breathe. 
Many of these childrell required continuous care, particularly tho children severely 
affeded by tho disability or illness such as those with cerebral palsy or cystic 











the amount of care the child required. 2 carers indicated that they were fully 
occupied by cahng for these children, and that assistance with their child's care 
would be welcomed, as it would provide them with some relief. One carer reported 
that she was considering placing her child in a residential care facility as a result of 
the high degree of care her child required. 
In summary, all of these children had supervision and care requirements, as they 
all required medicat treatment and assistance with activities of daily living. The 
degree of care required varied dependent on the individual child's health status 
and type of condition. Most of the children with chronic illnesses had a greater 
need for medical care than the children with disabilities. In addition, children with 
chronic illnesses have greater attention requirements with eating, and during the 
night. 
However, a larger percentage of the children with disabilities required regular 
therapy than the children with chroniC illnesses. Children with disabilities had 
greater mobility, communication and toileting needs, as well as the need for 
assistance while in bed Children with disabilities also reqUired more supervision 
during the day. 
The Carers 
The following section presents the data elicited from the interviews related to the 
carers' descriptive data and information pertaining to their households. The 
second section indicates the carers' responses to the additional question about 
their problems and concerns. 
The carers interviewed in this study were all the primary caregivers of the children 
selected, and all were female. A large majority (15) of the carers reside in low 
$Ocio-economic communities such as Khayel'ltsha, Delfdt and Atlant"lS. Of the 
remaining 3. 2 carers reside in afTluent communities. and 1 carer lives with her 
employer in a wealthy community. Half (9) of the carers indicated that their 
nousehold income was a huge factor limiting their ability to care for their children. 











Most of the carers (15) indicated that they come from non-English speaking 
backgrounds. All of the carers have identity documents, The carer's ages range 
from 23 years to 59 years, with an average age of 33,2 years and a median of 34 
years. Table 11 below illustrates the distribution of the carer's ageS. 
As can be seen from the table, the majority (10) of the sample falls between the 
age of 23 years and 34 years. However, it is most interesting that almost half (8) of 
the sample were in the age group of 35 to 59 years. As the majority of the carers 
resided in impoverished communities and was relatively young, it is concerning 
that they are primary caregivers of children with special needs Only 2 carers 
indicated that they were involved in volunteer work or training The rest are either 
employed or are unemployed - details relating to the carers employment status 
was not elicited in this study 
Table 11: Distribution of Carer'S Ages 
Relationship to the Child 
Of the 18 carers interviewed, 15 (83%) carers were the biological mothers of the 
child concerned, 1 was the 41 year-old grandmother of the child, one a foster-
mother (59 years) al1d the other was the child's older Sister (25 years), The 
gral1dnother was caring for her grandctlild with leukaemia, while the sister was 
caring for her sibling who had Hili infection, as their mother had died from AIDS, 
The foster-mother had beel1 caring for the child with cerebral palsy for 3 years, 
since he was 9 months old, All of the carers were caring for one child with a 
disability, and all personally provided care to the child ool1cemed. All of the carers 
had c<:lrcd for the child ooncemed for marc than 01113 yC<:lf. 
Flfmily Structure 
Of the 18 carers, 7 (39%) were single, 10 (56%) were married, and one was 
separatGd from her husband, Of the 18 carers, 5 (28%) were living with extended 











remaining 11 (61 '/0) were liv,ng with their husballds, children and/or grandchildren_ 
All of the children concerned are living in the same household as tileir carer_ 
Social Security Benefits Received 
Of the 18 carers, 3 (17%) were receiving tile Ciliid Support Gran! (CSG), whereas 
6 (33%) carers were receiving the Care Dependency Grant (CDG)_ The foster-
J)1other is receiving the Foster Care Grant (FCG). The amoonts of the grants are 
RnO, R630 and R450, respectively. Nearly half (8) of the carers specifically 
mentioned the role of grants in the family's income_ Table 12 below illustrates the 
carer's perspectives of the grants. 
Table 12: Carer's Views of the Three Ciliidren's Grants 
1- Role of""hO"--F'o","'O,O"C~," 







Care Dependency Child Support 




Of these carers, 3 (38%) mentioned that the Care Dependency Grant made a 
significant difference in the family's ability to cope financially. For one of these 
carers, the COG was the only form of income for the family. However. 2 carers felt 
that the COG was insuffici nt Similarly, carers who received the FCG and CSG 
ir1dicated that the grants provided for a minimal portion of the chitd's needs, and 
should be increased_ Of the carers of cllildren with chronic illnesses, 2 reported 
Ihat financial assistance would have been helpful during their children's periods of 
poor h'Jalth, but their children were not eligible for the COG. 
Only one carer was a member of a 11Ousehoid where a recipient of the State Old 
A{le Pension also resi-ded_ 
Utilisation of Health Care Services 
Significantly, when discussing their children's use of health care services, 10 











that they utilised only tertiary level health care services instead of primary level 
health care, These carers mainly frequented Red Cross Children's Hospital 
services, where their children were attended to by predominantly one specialist, 
One carer only utilised tertiary level care because there were no primary health 
carE, facilities in her community that could treat her child"s condition Of the 18 
carers, 5 (28%) carers indicated that they utilised both primary and traditional 
medicine as well as tertiary level services, while 3 (17%) indicated that they 
utilised both private and tertiary health care services Carers were also grateful for 
the support that they received from medical personnel at the tertiary hospital. 
Additional Problems and Concerns Indicated by the Carers 
Household Income 
Half (9) of the Cilrers indicated that their household"s income impacted greatly on 
the carers' ability to care and provide for the child concerned. Two-thrrds (6) of 
these carers indicated that no one in the household was receiving a stable 
income The remaining one-third (3) of carers ident'lfied one steady income-earner 
in their households, 
One-third of these carers also reported that there was often no food in their 
households as a result of the family's financial situation, Some of these carers 
borrowed food from others to feed their children. One carer also mentioned that 
she was unable to purchase the necessities her child required for school or 
provide for his transport costs to school. Another carer mentioned that she could 
not afford her child's smool fees, while another highlighted that the house they 
were living in could not accommodate the entire family, therefore some of her 
family and older children were living elsewhere. 
Significantly, two-thirds (6) of these carers were caring for children with Chronic 
illnesses, and thus the family's ability to provide for the child concerned seem to 
have a greater impact on the carers of children with ehron'IC illness. 
A few carers also mentioned that they havc other dependants to care for besides 












children as well as the children of extended family and thai the cost of providing 
food, clothing and schooling is great. 
The Financial Impact of ProvidL~~ 
Two-thirds (12) of the carers indicated that they were experiencing financial 
difficulty because of the related costs of caring for their children Nearly half of 
these carers (5) were struggling to provide the basic rJecessities for their families. 
The majority (8) of these carers acknowledged that the costs of caring for a child 
wih a chronic health condition was great, as they required extra or special food, 
medication, travelling costs, clothing, nappies and school fees. The carers of 
childrell with chronic illnesses, particularly cystic fibrosis 8rld C8rlCer, reported that 
the additional needs of their children are a heavy financial burden on the family. 
T£9.'i~fliflg 10 HO$pilal 
Half (9) of the carers specifically highlighted their difficulties with travelling to the 
hospital to attend therapy sessions or doctor's appointments. A targe majority (7) 
of these carers had problems with the costs of travelling to and from the hospital, 
some of who /requerlted the hospital on a weekly basis. Some of these carers 
found ways of obtaining finances, such as borrowing from neighbours when they 
were unable to afford the costs. If this were not possible, the carer would forego 
the child's hospital appointment. 
Arl additional factor was the distance that the carer and child neeced to travel, as 
the majority of carers did not tive in close proximity to the hospital. Some travelled 
from the outskirts of Cape Town such as Atlantis and Malmesbury. Related to this 
factor was the poor accessibility of public transport facilities from rural areas. 
Additionatly some carers of childrerl with mobility problems needed to transport 
the child using a buggy or other form of equipment, to the hospital. This created 
problems for the carer who used public transport, as she would be charged an 
additional fee for the transportation of the special aid. The other alternative was 













Of the 18 carers, 10 (56%) mentioned family support as a significant factor that 
impacted on the carers' ability to provide quality care for their children. Drily one-
third (6) of the sample of carers indicated that they were receivirlg support from 
their families, whether this is finarlcial, emotional or practical assistance, and only 
1 of these carers reported that the ch:ld's father was providing financial support. 
Almost half (4) of the 10 carers indicated thaI they were receivirlg flO support of 
any kind from their extended family. SOme of these carers ackrlOWtedged that they 
fell their families did not understand the child's condition and therefore could not 
offer support Particularly for the children with HIV/AIOS, the carers had rlOt 
informed family members about Ihe child's health condition because of the stigma 
allached, and fear of the consequences. 
It is interesting that 6 (60%) carers of children with chronic illness highlighted 
family support as a factor in comparison to 4 (40%) carers of children with 
disabilities. It may be that the emotional impact on the carers of children with 
chronic illness is greater than for carers of children with disabilities. 
Risks and Losses to the Family 
Almost half (8) of the sample of carers indicated that they had experienced certain 
risks or losses as a result of caring for a child with a chronic health condition. 
The large majority (6) of these carers indicated that they had experienced risks or 
losses with regards to their employment. Of these carers. one-third (2) reported 
that they were obliged to resign from their job because of their child's need for 
constant care. Another third (2) of these carers reported that their frequent 
absences from work as a consequence of taking their children to hospital created 
problems at their workplace. One carer had experienced dismissal from her job, 
and another had come close to dismissal, because of their frequent visits 10 
hospital when their children had been hospitalised. These findings suggest that 
carers of children with chronic health conditions are vulnerable to job loss and 













The other 2 carers highlighted that they had almost losl their houses as a result of 
their financial position after paying for the treatment and medical costs of their 
child. One carer also highlighted thaI the child's father had abandoned the family 
after rcee'lving the news of the child's health condition. 
Significantly, the vast majority (7) of the carers who mentioned these risks and 
losses are carers of children with chronic illnesses. This indicates that the financial 
strain and vulnerability to financial loss may be greater for the families of children 
with chronic illness than the children with disabilities. Thus, families of children 
with chronic health conditions may be at greater risk of loss of income and assets 
as a result of providing appropriate medical and other care for their children. 
Providing care for children with chronic health conditions may plunge families mto 
greater poveny. 
~mQ/lQnilllmpact 
One-third (6) of ;he carers highlighted that the child's health condition was iln 
emotional strilin on the child, Cilrer ilnd family The carer's mentioned that they 
frequently felt depressed and burdened because of the child's health condition 
iln<! when considering the child's future. An essential factor that increased the 
emotional strain was the financial pressure that carers experienced as a result of 
their child's health condition 
Significilntly, only carers of children with cystic fibrosis, cancer and HIV/AIDS 
mentioned the emotional impact of caring for their children. According to these 
carers, the children's periods of poor health were a traumatic experience that 
impacted on the entire family. Some carers mentioned that the child's illness often 
resulted in disruption and separation of family members 
For the children who were at an ilge where they were able to understilnd, they 
had many questions and themselves experienced trauma, anxiety and fear. 













The following section presents the outcomes of the toolS and the reasons for the 
exclusions and inclusions of the children for eligibility. 
ELIGIBILITY FOR BENEFITS 
After determining the eligibility status of each Cllild according to the eligibility 
criteria of each country, the following outcomes were found. 01 the 18 children in 
the sample, less than Ilalf (8) of the children were eligible for the South African 
grant, the Care Dependency Grant. The large majority (17) of the children were 
eligible for the U:lited Kingdom grant, the Disability Living Allowance, while 16 
(89%) children were eligible for the Australian grant, the Carer's Allowance 
The eligibility of the children within their disability or chronic illness type is 
represented below in Table 13. The figures indicate the numbers and percentages 
of children in that category that were eligible for the respective benefits. Note tllat 
the children eligible for the United Kingdom's allowance were eligible for any rate 
of the mobility andlor care component. 
Table 13. Eligibility by Type of Health Condition 
Category 
Significantly, the South African system excluded the majority (10) otthe children in 
this sample from accessing the South African grant, most (7) of who are children 
with chronic illnesses_ None ot the chikJr-en with HIVIAIDS are eligible for the grant 
- only 1 child with cystic tlbrosis. and 1 child with cancer, qualified for the grant. It 
is also significant that none of tll€ Cllildren with developmental disabilities were 












cystic fibrosis and carlcer should not have been included as eligible for the Care 
Dependency Grant. These children are not physically or intellectually disabled, and 
do not require permanent home care. 
Figure 4 below represents the number of children with disabil:ties who proved 
eligible in each country, in comparison to the number of children with chronic 
illnesses who qualified for the respective grants 
Figure 4: Percentage of Children Eligible across Chronic Health Conditions 
% of Children 
EIi<Jible 
count.'}' 
.Oi ... Lilily 
OCiLrC'rlic IIln . " 
It is apparent that the South African social assistance programme minimally 
provides for children with chronic illnesses. It is also significant that the United 
Kingdom provides for the full quota of children with disabilities (9), while Australia 
is close to this by providing for S (Sg%) of the 9 children. 
The United Kingdom and the Australian systems excluded only one of the children 
with chronic illnesses_ Additionally, the Australian system had also denied a child 
with a developmental disability from accessing their benefi!. The reasons for these 











The South African grant system clearly discriminated against children with chron'IC 
illnesses, children witll temporary Ilealth condiUons and cllildren with mild and 
moderate disability When consiaering the Australian system, the child who did not 
meet the requirements because his COAT score was too low, was a child whose 
functioning was fairly age-appropriate in most skill areas, and thus was not 
captured as having an adequate functional deficit to qualify for the Carer's 
Allowance, This child was, however, eligible for the Health Care Card, as his care 
and attention needs exceeded 14 hours per week, 
Table 14: Reasons for Exclusions 
:=C§"~"9"O;;:'YL==]5"O~".'hiAAfricO,;;o;-:::;::UU;;O"ite'd[KK'ii'o;g;d~o;;m;;::I::;:::~!A~";;'~'~"~Ii~'''":==:: - - .. ~ -r --- Child does not have a 
recognised disability & 
Developmental Disability is not d(}€s not score adequately 
, Disability severe on the CDAT. He therefore 
d es not satisfy the 
requirements 
, HIV;'AIDS : __ nisnotyet 
, 
I~~~~ i n IS _ 
I ,od 
Oncology , , 
, '0 
, 
: ;:t:~fyd~eS :;~ C - Fb ' - Condition is not yel Child does not satisfy the ystlc I roSIS ! disabling j reqUirements age requirements ---------- -" - -- --- . - -----------
The child W'10 did not me t tile age requirements of tile Australian and UK 
systems because he was older than 16 years, would have been eligible within both 
countries' systems based solely on his health condition. 
Eligibility Within Each Country 
fJnited Kingdom (UK) 
As described in chapter 2, the United Kingdom has two components to its benefil, 
and each component has differential ra~es depending on tile child's particular 
needs The results of the aTiount of children from this sample who qualiiied for 













Sigrlificarltly, 5 (28%) adaitiorlal children would have qualified for the mobility 
component based on their mobility difficulties, but they did flOt meel the age 
requirements. The mobility criteria applied ortly to children aged 3 years and older. 
These were children with hearirtg impairmerrt (2), cerebral palsy (1), arld C8rlCer 
(2). 





Care Com onent 
1 - higher rate 
2 -lower rate 
automatic 
, 2 - higher rate I 
Mobili! Componen_t 
lower rate 
~========~_~1 -lower rate I 
Deve!opmental Disabiliiy 1 - higher rate . 1 
2 - middle rate ........ -+-----, 
Hearirtg Impairment 2 - middle rate 
t=_~jg~!CU1lte ___ _ 
1 - middle rate 
!_g_-_h19_~~Ui'lt(J. ___ _ 
Cerebral Palsy 2 - higher rate 
I . 
It is also very sigrlificarlt that all 17 (100%) childrer'l who were eligible for the 
allowar'lce had care r'leeds, the majority (9) of them requirirlg the higher rate of the 
Cilre comporJerli. Cf the 17 childrer'l, 5 (29%) were awarded the middle rate, and 3 
(18%) were awarded the lower rate of care. It thus appears that the UK tool is 
&ufficiently ser'lsitive to capture these childrer'l's r'leed for care. 
If all the children t'ad met the age requirement, almost half (8) of the children 
WOUld have qualifiEd for the mobility component of the tool, also ir'ldicati'lg the 
1001's sensitivity ir'l ider'ltifyirlg this need As indicated ir'l the profile of the sample, 
50% of the carers had indicated that their children had mobility problems. 
It is also important to note that the children with chronic illnesses' need for care 
were adequately reflected by the Urlited Kingdom's tool, as most of them were 
Identified as requirirtg the higher rate. 
AUStralia 
The Children eligible based art the Australiart iool are remarkably similar to those 















different measures and methods of assessment. With the exception of one child, 
the Ausb-alian 1001 found the same children eligible based on their system as the 
UK tool. Irrespective of employil19 very different measures and methods, both 
lools qualified the same children for their respective benefits. A synopsis of the 
results from the Australian instrument is illustrated below in Table 16. 
Table 16: Children who Qualified based on Ihe Australian System 




, Developmental Disability 
,- - .---,--.-~- - 1 
Re uirements ' 
3 - reoognised d.isability (automa!k). ___ ' 
2 - CDAT scores reater than 1 
3 - ree nised disabilil automatic 
1 -- recognised disability (automatic) 
1 - CDAT score greater than 1 
, 3 - rec--nised disabilit---iUioiTl<ltic 
3 - recognised disabitity (automatic) 
~ntified Disabilitv and Chronic IIInlJ.s.~rn 
Significantly, children in 5 categories proved eligible for the Australian benefit 
because they were identified as having a recognised disability, as mdicated in the 
doctor's report. As described In previous chapters, the Australian system has 
identified particular health conditions that receive automatic qualification for the 
benefit It is assumed that children who have these COnditions would always obtain 
less than age-appropriate scores in the dOr"nains contained in the COAT, and thus 
obtain the qua Ii/ring score. 
All 3 children with cerebral palsy and the 3 children with hearing impairments were 
identified, as well as the child with intellectual disability. The list of recognised 
disabilities thus appears to cater for a wide range of disabilities. It is alSO 
interesting that the child with a developmental disability obtained a qualifying 
Score on the COAT, particularly in terms of the functional items. This is significant, 
.:IS this child has a marked expressive language delay, and thus the COAT is 
sufficiently sensilive to identify and capture a child who is greatly affected in one 
functional area. 
Almost half (6) of the children Who were identified with a recognised disability are 











Australia s list of recognised disabilities_ The other 2 children with chronic illnesses 
were found eligible based on their CDAT scores 
Weigbti[Jq of Special Care Need§ 
Significanlly, the "Special care needs' section of the CDAT is given more weight 
than the other categories, which is the reason that the children with cystic fibrosis 
were able to obtain the qualifying score (Carer Allowance: e, refer to Appendix A). 
This indicates that the Australian system does effectively identify the needs of 
children with high care needs due to chronic illnesses, particularly by the insertion 
of the special care needs category, which carries greater weighting than the 
functional categories. 
South Africa 
As described in the previous chapter, only 8 (44%) of the children in the sample 
were found eligible under the South African system, i.e. less than half of the 
sample was eligible for the grant. Only 2 are children with a chronic illness, i.e_, 
11% of the full sample of children. Table 17 below presents a summary of the 
children who are eligible_ 
Table 17 Children who Qualified based on the South African System 
I _ Category Reguire~_e!lts_S_atisfied ____ _ 
: Cystic Fibrosis I 1 - severe, permanent condition, resulting 
in h sical diSBblement 
j- Oncology 1 severe, permanent condition. 
HearLnlllmpairment ______________ 3_-::-s_eY~~lC_an<!Eermanent disabilit f§ r~~~iD.!lJi!e~long.treatment -
I Cerebral Palsy , 3 - severe, pcnnanent disab~ity requiring 
i total care 
Interestingly, the child with cystic fibrosis excluded by the Australian and United 
Kingdom systems on the basis of age was eligible under the South African 
system, as tre system caters for children untH the age of 18 years_ However, this 
child who has experienced 16 years of Irving with the illness, would only be able to 
access the grant now, as the illness has reached a stage where it has become 
disabling. At this late stage, the grant co~'ld do very little to enhance the quality of 












Significantly, the only child with cancer who was deenled eligible has a nOI1-
treatable condition, as opposed to the other two children who had treatable 
conditions. He presently requires frequent medical treatment, and would require 
treatment the remairlder of his life, However, the condition has not yet reached the 
stage of becoilling disabling 
The children with hearing impairment and cerebral palsy were eligible for the -. , 
grant on the basis of their conditions being permanent, severe disabilities. It is 
also noted that the children with cerebral palsy were requiring total or permanent 
care, indicating that they would !leed full-time care on a daily basis 
It should be noted that these conditions for eligibility were rlOt adequately defirted 
or measured in the South African tool. The medical officer completing the 
irtstrument is requested to provide his or her opinion as to whether the child has a 
severe disability that is permartent and requiring permartent home-care. 
If ,mother medical officer W<lS requested to offer his or her OplniOrt <lbout the 
children irt this sample, the results might have been very different, highlighting the 
subjective nature of the assessmertt tool because of unclear defirtitiorts artd 
guidelirtes. It is evident that the medical officer's opinion irt the currertt South 
Africart aSSeSSl11ent tool is a certtral factor corttributing to eligibility deterl11irtation-
the functional measures and other C0l11pOnents of the tool are largely irrelevartt 
and irtappropriate. 
Need For Care As A Measure Of Eligibility 
The followirtg section describes the Urtited Kirtgdol11'S ra~ng of rteed for care 
lower, middle or higher, and discusses the rates the children were awarded in 
relation to their eligibility status for each COUrttry. The analysis considers the 
children who were found eligible based Ort the three COUrttry's systems irt terl11S of 
the UK rate of care each child was awarded Figure 5 below illustrates the children 
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Figure 5 illustrates that the children eligible based on the Australian (16) system 
when compared with the UK rate of care they were awarded, had been awarded 
similar rates of care as those eligible based on the UK system, Of the 16 children 
eligible based on tle Australian system, 9 (56%) were awarded the higher rate of 
care, 4 (25%) were awarded the middle rate, and 3 (19%) were awarded the lower 
rate of care. 
In contrast, the comparable figures for South Africa reveal that 3 of Ihe 8 children 
eligible for the South African benefit were awarded the UK's higher rate of care, 
while another 3 were awarded the middle rate of care. ~Ione of the children eligible 
based on South Africa's system have been awarded the UK's lower rate of care-
j,e., the children who required C<'lre due 10 their condition, for significant parts of 
the day or night, were not eligible for the South African grant This confirms that 
the South African system does not cater for children who are suffering from less 
severe or non-permanent health condilions, whereas the United Kingdom and 












This chapter presented and discussed the findings of this study in relation to the 
children and caregiver's needs and experiences. Secondly, the eligibility status of 
the children based on the Australian, United Kingdom's and South African social 
assistance systems and instruments are compared and examined, The following 
chapter presents and discusses an analysis of the tools, considering the children's 
circumstances and respective eligibility awarded, Pertinent issues relevant to the 












CHAPTER 5: PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF 
FINDINGS (PART 2) 
AN ANALYSIS OF THE INSTRUMENTS AND CONSIDERATION OF 
THEIR RELEVANCE TO THE SOUTH AFRICAN CONTEXT 
This chapter presents and discusses an analysis of the tools in relatiOll to pertinent 
factors, specificaly addressing the applicability of the tools for the South African 
context The tools are analysed with reference to the descriptive data of the 
sample and their eligibility outcomes described in chapter 4. This chapter also 
interprets these findings, considering the literature discussed in chapter 2, and 
examines the data in light of confirmations and deviations. Finally, this chapter 
presents the significance of these findings. 
ANALYSIS OF THE INSTRUMENTS 
ConSidering the outcomes presented in chapter 4, it is important to understand the 
reasons for the varied or similar performances by the tools. The following section 
analyses the actual instruments, highlighting characteristics of the United Kingdom 
and Australian tools that are both advantageous and disadvantageous. In 
particular, the use and applicability of these tools in the South African context is 
discussed 
Type of Information Requested 
Questions that were common to both instruments were questions on gender, 
child's age, caregivers' age, caregiver's relationship to the child and details about 
the child's receipt of other benefits. Other areas of commonality are details of a 
spouse or partner, type of illness or disability. permanent residency, hospitalisation 
and residential care. 
However, the amount of detail and phrasing of the specific questions vary in each 
instrument. From a comparison of the type of information elicited from the 











descriptive data. For example, the question on hospitalisation elicits a 'yes' or 'no' 
response in the COAT tool, while the DLA tool requests information about previous 
and current hospitalisation. Details about the length of stay are also requested 
Similarly, details about spouses are more descriptive based on the United 
Kingdom's instrument than on the Australian instrument. The majority of the 
informatio'l collected about the children and carers in the prevIous section was 
elicited from the application of the DLA instrument. 
Information exclusive to the DLA were questions regarding the child's education, 
the family's receipt of welfare benefits, medical care and medication, as well as the 
identification of another informant. Information that was exclusive to the Australian 
form was details about marital status, and the carer's irwolvement in volunteer 
work or training. The Australian claim form seeks more detail about the conditions 
of care, i,e., whether the carer has more than one Cllild with a disability in his or 
her care, whether the carer personally provides daily care of the child, and 
whether the child has been cared for by this carer for longer than one year, 
Another piE'ce of information sought is the child's first language, and whether the 
child and carer live at the same address. 
A huge advantage of the DLA is that the final section of the tool contains an open-
ended question, requesting the respondent to contr'lbute additional information 
about the child's condition and it's impact that was not covered by the previous 
questions. This is a very useful section, and many carer's made use of the 
opportunity to discuss other issues and concerns. An additional advantage in both 
instruments is the inclusion of payment details, in relation to the carer's receipt of 
the regular benefit. 
As described in chapters 1 and 2, the current South African tool requests purely 
medical information about the child from a health professional. However, it is 
difficult for the Medical Officer conducting the assessment to offer reliable 
judgments 01"1 the severity of the child's condition, or to make recommendations for 
the care needs of the child without guidelines on what constitutes severe disability 











Methods of Assessment 
Each instrument contains a section requesting information about the child's 
functional abilities_ However, the approaches of the international tools are very 
different: the OLA tool elicits information about how the child's health eondition 
affects the child's daily functioning, wllile the COAT focuses on the child-s 
functional ability in relation to his or her age, For example, a child with cerebral 
palsy who needs assistance with toileting is represented in the COAT, as 'Child 
cannot do any of the things listed above: (Carer Allowance: 4, Appendix A). 
However in the OLA instrument the response acknowledges tile carer's role of 
changing the child's nappy several times a day and during the night 
The most significant difference in the type of data elicited is tllat the OLA tool 
specifically requests and allows for information about the carer's role - it even 
requests specific detail about how much time, and how often, the carer spends on 
a specific activity to assist or supervise the child_ This type of information is largely 
omitted in the COAT, as this tool has an emphasis on whether the child r.an or 
cannot perform age-related activities The kinds of assessment eonfirm that the 
OLA tool is specifically concerned Witll qualitative, descriptive data while the COAT 
is interested in a quantitative measure of tile child's functioning, 
The OLA instrument allows the respondent to provide an overview of the child's 
health condition Through these questions addressing a range of health conditions, 
one is able to identify the status of the child's health in the carer's perspective. The 
COAT does not provide SlIch an overview - the structure of the instrument 
provides one with a fragmented portrayal of the child, as it identifies the child's 
level of functioning in specific skill areas (e,g. dressing skills, hand movement)_ 
The CDAT excludes questions requesting information about the child's holistic 
functioning that would provide a picture of tile Cllitd's overall functioning and well 
being. Secondly, these questions allow secondary conditions to be captured, 
whicll is very important when assessing children with multiple health conditions_ 











However, the COAT does elicit some responses, which may not have been 
acknowledged in the DLA tool. It requires the respondent to consider a variety of 
options and scenarios; and then to indicate the options most relevant to the child. 
As a'esult, the respondent may identify behaviours and abilities that may not have 
been identified through an open-ended question requesting descriptive 
information. An e):ample is a child with hearing-impairment who has behaviour 
difficulties, was net identified as having problematic behaviour through the DLA 
tool. Howe",er, the specific phrase in the CDAT refiecting the child's behaviour 
made it possible for the carer to identify his behaviour. Conversely. the choice of a 
few options to describe a child's functioning can be restrictive, perhaps forcing a 
response that does not accurately describe the child's ability. 
What was common in the application of the DLA instrument is that many of the 
carers did not feel comfortable describing their child's conditions and their need for 
care. A number of issues may be related to this it may be that carers were not 
sufficiently confident or articulate to adequately express themselves. The research 
process may be influential in this regard, as carers were asked to respond to a 
stranger. It may also be related to carers' views that it is inappropriate to discuss 
the extent to which they assist their children - they do not wish to be perceived as 
complaining about their child's health condition, and do not wish their child to be 
perceived as a burden. The structure of the CDAT therefore catered for carers 
who could not verbally express problems with their children's level of functioning 
as required in the DLA tool, 8S it provided a range of statements from which the 
carers could indicate the mosi accurate description of their child's level of 
fUnctioning. 
The South African instrument predominantly relies on the judgement of the 
Medical Officer completing the form. It consists of some open-ended questions, 
but mainly close-ended questions, as well as quantitative measures, particularly in 
the functional assessment. As the instrument is phrased, the functional 
assessment applies only to children who are four years old, and measures the 
child's ability to j::erform activities of daily living, the child's psychosocial 










The grant is legislated to provide for children from 1 to 18 years of age who satisfy 
the eligibility requiremel1ts. it is not clear how the fUrlctiorlslity of childrerJ in other 
age groups are assessed, 8rld one assumes that the other sections of the tool are 
applied to these children. Additionally, the questions asked in the assessment are 
inappropriate 8rld do not adequately refiect child development or sensitivity 
towards children's needs and experiences_ The assessment is largely dependent 
on the child's performance on the day of the assessment 
As indicated previously, some of the categories in the DLA tool appears 10 be 
repetitious of similar categories, indicatirlg that such detailed categories may not 
be necessary in an assessment. 
Categories Not Adequately Captured By The Instruments 
A significant al1alysis of the findil1gs is a comparisol1 of the categories reflected in 
the tools (refer to chapter 2) with the additiol1al CGrlcems and problems that the 
carers halj expressed. These concems identify aspects that should be given 
particular attention in the South African context. This is represented below in Table 
18 
Table 18: Aspects of Need Indicated by the Carers 
Financial difficulties: housing, provisim of basic needs, r'1O stable il1c(}{lle 
Travelling to Hospital: costs, dis:snce, accessibili:y, transport of equipment 
Support structures: support from family, need for counselling 
Risks to Family: employmen:, finsl1cial s:sbility, property, loss of relatiol1ships 
Medical Care: costs of medication, equipment & hospitalisation 
Supervision/Care: costs Of assistant carer 
Need for Nutritious foods: costs of special foods/diet, amoul1t of food needed 
These are the additional concerns and needs indicated by the carers of the 
children participating in the study, These are carers who are both recipients and 
non-recipients of South African grants. It is essential to conSider these factors, and 
explore further categories of need, il1 light of the development of an appropriate 









These aspects are not at all reflected in the COAT, DLA tool or current South 
African tool. It appears to be a strong reflection of the South African context, as it 
reflects mainly the state of poverty and chronic lack of income that the majority of 
South Africans stili experience_ The experience of ill health and disability 
contributes to and exacerbates the state of poverty_ 
The social security system as a basic safety net plays a role in providing a number 
of benefits to its constituency: it should protect its members from social risks, and 
in the case of oisability, provide and compensate for the extra costs and risks 
associated with disability_ In the case of children, the family - primarily the carer, 
experiences the greatest impact of the child's condition. 
Structural Aspects 
It should be notee that for the majority of :he interviews, the researcher was forced 
to repeat or rephrase many of the questions in both tools to assist the 
respondents' understanding of the questions. The majority of the time, language 
and text had to be simplified and made appropriate to the South African context. 
Use of Concepts and Terminology 
I~QI.A_I!:JQ! 
The most significant difference in the use of language and concepts is that the 
DLA tool based their Questions on the caregivers' understanding of age-
appropriate functioning. The condition for receiving the DLA is that the child .1lust 
require more assistance or supervision than a cllild of tile same age who does not 
have the illness or disability. The respondent is requested to identify the child's 
extra needs as a result of the disability or illness. A specific question requests 
carer's to indicate whether their child has suffered a delay in their development of 
specific skill areas. Additionally, another question refers to the use of play to 
stimulate the child's development 
This requires the respondent to have sufficient knowledge and understanding of 









who is healthy and developing appropriately Also to compare a child to a peer 
who does not have the child's illness or disability is problematic, as children from 
different populations vary in their progress through developmental stages 
particularly in a country such as South Africa with many diverse communities and 
cultures 
The expectation of carers to provide information on the premise of this knowledge 
base is inappropriate and unrealislic for South Africa Most of the carers 
participating in this study were unable to adequately answer the given questions, 
hence the researcher rephrasing and askmg additional questions_ 
Additionally, the DLA tool uses terms such as " .,mental health problem", 
"learning ·jifficulty", and " __ severe behavioural problems" without any definition 
or explanation of these terms (Disability Living Allowance: 24, Appendix C). 
The DLA tool presupposes that carers are adequately educated and literate, and 
have a good command of language, to sufficiently provide the descriptive and 
comprehensive information requested. 
The DLA tool does attempt to provide some form of quantitative measures, e.g .. 
requesting how many minutes a child requires assistance with a particular activity. 
This kind of information is important to elicit and this is generally a useful 
measurement However, the feasibility and applicability In the South African 
context is questionable. These questions seemed inappropriate, and did not elicit 
useful information when the tool was administered in this study. Carers struggled 
to ascertain how much time he or she spends performing a particular activity for 
the cMd or supervising the child 
Additionally, the questions are phrased In terms of the child's /leed for care or 
supervision, not the amount of time the carer spends performing a task This is 
even more difficult, as it is requesting the carer to once again understand child 
development and related needs. A pertinent consideration here is that the child's 










a particul,1f task on behalf of the child, thus the phrasing of these questions may 
not be appropriate. 
The particular q~estion requesting information about the child's mental health 
state is ~llso problematic. Terms such as anxious. impulsive. frustrated ana' 
aggressive are used, which again presupposes that carer's have an average 
O'egree of literacy. as well as an awareness of their children's emotional states. 
There also appears to be a degree of overlap in some of the questions, e.g., there 
is a section that captures the chilo"s mobility needs. and a section on the child's 
movement and co·ordination needs. which are very similar terms. 
The COAT 
Conversely. the COAT does not require respondents to have knowledge of child 
development generally. but rather to have knowledge of the concerned child's 
abilities arid inabitities. The respondent is simply required to tick the sentence 
which best describes their child's abili:y. However. there is one option listed in 
every functional category: ·Child·s ability is the same as most other children of the 
same age" (Carer Allowance: 4. Appendix A). This does lend itself to the same 
criticism as the DLA tool- it is however, one option in a range of options. 
The COAT also uses terminology that may have different interpretations among 
the South African populations. There needs to be more qualification of terms ana' 
concepts. For example. within the communication category. one option provided 
is: "Child understands most adult conversations and concepts.'" (Carer Allowance: 
3. Appendix A). Definitions of 'aO'ull conversations and concepts' shoulo' be 
provided, as this would differ across cultures. Similarly, the term • ... common 
objects ... ' is used in two options - again, this would vary across cultures and 
communities, ana' words useo' to o'escribe this should be culturally sensitive (Carer 
Allowance: 3, Appeno'ix A). Overall, the only sections where the use of terms is 
problematic: are the behaviour and special care needs sections of the COAT. 
Similarly to the OLA tool, the language used in the COAT to describe the 
behaviour clf a chilo' is problematic, as it does presuppose a high degree of literacy 









behaviour,.: and' ... obsessional. repetitive behaviours ... " are used (Carer 
Allowance' 7. Appendix A), Even more so. the special care needs section uses 
terminology that requires a very high level of literacy and knowledge of medical 
terminology, for example, • . percutaneous entero gastric tube.'" and 
-", progressive suppurative lung disease .• (Carer Allowance' 8, Appendix A). 
JI].e. South AfriCf!n Tool 
The South African tool's use of language is fairly appropriate for the State Medical 
Officer who completes the forms. However, the definitions of the terms used are 
clearly lacking. as well as guidelines for the use of the tool. For example, 
definitions of what degree or types of disability constitutes "severe" disability and 
' ",permanent home care " are not provided (Care-Dependency Grant, 1996: 2, 
3). 
Utility of the Instruments 
Based on the information provided above, as well as the fact that the OLA is a 
lengthy form (26 pages). the COAT is far more efficient in terms of time and 
structure. As a result of its comprehensive and descriptive nature. the DLA took 
approximately 45 minutes to 1 hour to complete, while the COAT took 
approximately 30 to 40 minutes, The researcher was made acutely aware of the 
amount of time needed for the application of the OLA when an interpreter was 
used, resulting in interviews of approximately 2 hours. 
The structure afld format of the COAT made it simple and easy to administer. The 
claim form is cl3arly and attractively labelled, indicating what i1formation is being 
requested, The Claim form for Carer Allowance (no date: 8) clearly indicates which 
sections carer's should complete, e.g. "Go to Part K on page 28", The structure of 
the functional assessment in the COAT is easy to use, as the respondent merely 
ticks the appropriate box 
The structure of the DLA is cumbersome, as onc has to wadc through a number of 










Structurally, the South Africar'l tool combines qualitative alld quantitative 
questions. The format of the tool seems fragmented and repetitive. 
ISSUES FOR CONSIDERATION RELATED TO THE SOUTH AFRICAN 
CONTEXT 
FUr'lctior'lal Assessmer'lt Focus versus Needs-Related Focus 
Essentially, the fundamental differer'lce betweer'l the intemational tools is that tile 
CDAT is a functior'lal assessment, while the OLA tool is focussed on the care ar'ld 
mobility needs of childrer'l with disabilities and illnesses. The different products of 
each tool are ir'ldicative of the types of questior'ls asked The CDAT elicits a 
functional score that determines a child's eligibility for tile benefit; while the OLA 
tool elicits descriptive and qualitative informatiOil tilat is used by a decision-maker 
to determine whether the child meets tile eligibility requirements of extra r'leeds. 
As these tools indicate, a needs-based tool is likely to require more descriptive 
and qualitative data, whereas a fUr'lctiolal assessment tool provides information 
concerning the functional abilities of children related to child development stages. 
This is a more defined, contained measure that allows for cOr'lvenient scoring and 
quantitative results. Conversely, the r'leeds-based focus provides one with a 
holistic. detailed assessmer'lt of a child's daily livir'lg ar'ld functioning, as well as the 
impact of the child's fUr'lctionir'lg Or'l his or her family. tt may be feasible to combine 
these two methods of asSeSSmellt, by developing a needs-based assessmer'lt that 
is easily scored and has specific outcome measures For example. the special 
care r'leeds sectior'l of the COAT is quantified and weighted, and then combined 
with a functional score. 
Representation of Chronic Ulness versus Disability 
Both the UK and the Australian tools are more biased towards disability 
representation than chronic illnesses. Though the Australian system does cater for 
some chror'lic illnesses, as represellted in tile list of recognised disabilities, the 
actual tool is not sufficiently sensitive to tile needs and fUllctioning of children with 









mobilily and supeNision needs - two factors that are not necessarily relevant to 
children in the early stages of chronic illnesses, As is evident from the responses 
to the OLA instrument, only 1 child with a chronic illness required supeNision, 
related to the illness, both day and night, Similarly with regards to mobility, only 2 
children with a chronic illness were identified as having mobility problems, 
This trend is persistent throughout the OLA tool. In activities for daily living. 
significantly children with HIVIAIOS appear to require no or little assistance to 
accomplish these activities, At the time of the inteNiews, these children were still 
in relatively good health, hence their age-appropriate functioning and ability. II IS 
also significant that across all the chronic illnesses in the sample, reference is 
made to periods of poor health, indicating the fluctuating nature of the illnesses, 
which results in periods of good health and periods of poor heallh. This indicates 
that the children's functional abilities also fluctuate 
Though the OLA tool allows one to capture information about the fluctuating nature 
of a condition because of it's open-ended questions, it does request that the 
respondent ind'lCates the child s behaviour and needs that are constant (Disability 
Living Allowance, Appendix C), In addition, the phrasing of the questions does not 
indicate an allowance for health conditions that fluctuate. This discrepancy is 
notable with 2 of the children with cancer - though both children were healthy at 
the time of the interview, carers reported that during their periods of poor health, 
both children had regressed from being toitet-trained to both soiling and wetting 
the bed constantly. The OLA tool did not adequately capture these children's 
fluctuating health conditions. 
Similarly, the COAT is even less accommodating of children with fluctuating health 
conditions, A specific instruction in the functional assessment indicates that a child 
should be able to perform the activity " ... consistently or on a daily basis- (Carer 
Allowance: 2, Appendix A), With most of the children with chronic illnesses, carers 
were ambivalent when responding to the COAT, being aware that their children 
could generally accomplish a certain task, but would not be able to accomplish 
that task during periods of ill health, Carers of children who had cancer noted that 









domains of dressing, social and community and hand movement, for example, is 
·Child cannot do any of the things listed above" (Carer Allowance' 3, Appendix A). 
This occurred because the child's health and functioning had deteriorated from 
being age-appropriate to lower levels of functioning during the periods of illness. 
Inclusion of Social And Environmental Factors 
Both the DLA instrJment and the COAT did not specifically measure social and 
environmental factors, though they indirectly captured some information pertaining 
to these factors. 
The OlA instrument includes questions pertaining to the child's environment and 
social context. For example, it requests information about the child's indoor 
mobility needs - specifically requesting .....mether the chitd's home requires 
adaptation to enable his or her ease of mobility indoors Simitarly, the question 
requesting information about the child's needs when he or she goes out during the 
day does indicate the child's needs when involved in social and religious activities, 
This has been identified in other tools as a category of assessment such as the 
Life-H questionnaire (Fougeyrollas, et ai, 1988. 131). However, these identified 
environmental and social factors are limited. 
What is most advantageous of the DLA is that the open-ended questioning allows 
the respondent to retate the difficulties and problems arising for the child as a 
result of his or her context For example, one carer was able to share her struggle 
to transport her child with a physical disability to hospital because transportatIOn of 
the child's buggy using public services posed difficulties. The other questions in 
the tool did not capture this information. Thus, the method of assessment allows 
for the identification of environmental and social factors that may be hindering or 
promoting the child's ability to function. However, though these factors are 
highlighted through the assessment process, the DLA instrument does not 











Similarly, the COAT has one section that considers environmental factors, i.e., 
social and community skills. However, the method of assessment is focussed on 
the child's functional abilities, therefore the instrument elicits information on the 
chitd's ability to function within social a~d community contexts, and not on the 
impact of these settings on tne child's functioning. There is a minimal amount of 
options for the caregiver related to actual environmental and social factors. 
Thus, these two instruments lack the meaningful inclusion of tne impact of social 
and environmental factors on the child's ability to function, This does limit it's 
usefulness for the South African context, as the contextual limitations, for example, 
lack of adequate transport facilities, does impact greatly on the children's ability to 
function optimally in their environmel1ts 
Measures of Assessment 
The OLA's primary concepts used as measures of assessment are the extra care 
and attention a child requires due to nis or her health cOl1dition . and the times and 
frequency tnat the child's extra needs occur, The United Kingdom's system 
attributes a significant distinction on wnether a child's needs occur during the night 
or during the day. This aspect determines whether a child will receive the higher or 
middle rate of care. This seems an arbitrary concept whereupon the rate of care is 
determined. It appears to undermine the significance and intensity of the child's 
extra needs by qualifying and distil1guishil1g a child's need for care, al1d the 
amoul1t of benefit received, by day or night time care Once again, the United 
Kingdom'S concepts and measures seem to be artificial and removed from the 
reality of the disability experience. 
Though the COAT focuses purely 011 tne functional abilities of children and does 
not consider their attention or supervisioo needs, it is assumed that a child with 
marked functi-onal deficiencies would require substantial care and attention. The 
children who obtain a qualifying score on the COAT would have sigl1ificant care 









However, the health professionals' report for the COAT requests Ihe amount of 
hours thaI a child requires care and attention as a result of his or her disability_ If 
the child's care and attention needs exceed 14 hour~ per week, he is eligible for 
the Health Care Card. Similar to the DLA tool, for carer~ or health professionals to 
determine the ex:enl of care and attention required with reference to time seems 
inappropriate for the South African context. The burden of care for South African 
caregivers is a much more complex phenomenon than a mere reference to time. 
INTERPRETATIONS OF THE FINDINGS 
Perspectives and Definitions of Disability 
According to the World Health Organization's (1993) framework for disability, there 
are Ihree levels cf the disability experience: the organic, disability and handicap 
level. Considering these levels of disability it is evident that the COAT primarily 
operates at the disability or functional level. as it assesses the child's ability to 
fUnction. In contrast, the DLA tool predominant!y functions at the disability and 
handicap level, as it captures the needs of children in relation to their impairment. 
The South African tool mostly functions at the organic and disability level, the 
focu~ of the tool being the medical perspective. 
None of Ihe lools embraces the social model completely, which addresses the 
social and economic conditions that may result from impairment. Of the three 
instruments, the DLA tool incorporates the social model te a greater extent than 
the other two tools. Thus, the medical model is the underlying premise, to varying 
degrees, in all three tools, especially as the three tools compare a child with 
inlpairment:o 'norr~18r children of same age. 
However, as attempted by the ICF, a hclistic model would incorperate all of these 
perspective[: - the organic, disability & social realms of impairment. Haley, et al 
(1 994) proposes Ihe inclusion of contextual & social factors in relation to assessing 
functional ability - function mus~ be described within a contextual framework As 
can be seen by the literature reviewed, the assessment of contextual factors would 









family relationships, The assessment of these factors woutd include financial 
burden, costs of caring, and need for services, None of the tools evaluated in this 
study sufficiently incorporates these factors in their assessment processes, 
Assessment Processes 
It is important to note that the purpose of a programme inftuences the definition 
and approach to disability that is assumed (Aron, et aI1996). 
Noticeably. the United Kingdom's assessment process is similar to the 
'consequence of disease' approach that is described by Stein, et at (1993), The 
United Kingdom's approach describes the impact if the child's condition, which is 
then used to dete-mine the rate of care or mobility awarded to the Child. In light of 
Stein-s approach, the severity of the condition is determined by evaluating the 
impact of the condition on the child's daily functioning, uS'lng predetermined 
consequences, i.e. mobility & care needs. The child is awarded a rate of care or 
mobility determined by the level of severity (lower, middle and higher). 
Thus the OLA t081 assesses the social implications of living with the health 
condition, which IS also a characteristic of the non-categorical approach. It uses 
predominantly qualitative information to capture the consequences of the 
condition, rather than quantitative. It does not simply rely on medical diagnoses, 
but employs the caregivers' perspective, who is presumed more aware of the 
child's need::; and environmental context than the health professional. 
The COAT merely measures the child's functional ability for the purposes of grant 
e~gibility, no! considering the extra care needs of the children. This is sufficient to 
eliCit the informatiol required to determine eligibility, as the Australian system is 
based on the defi'lition that a child with a disability has sufficient functional 
impairment to require care, It is thus significant that the children who were found 
eligible were those with care needs as evident when considering the rate of care 











In comparison to the other tools, as well as those examined in the literature 
review, the South African tool does no! adequately measure the functional 
limitations of children It does not include social factors or environmental factors at 
all, and does not measure the resultant needs of children with chronic health 
conditions. 
Categories of Assessment 
Aron et al (1996) describes the 'burden of illness' and the 'burden of care' 
concepts in relation to measuring the needs of children with disabilities. The 
burden of illness concept concerns the child's needs related to the health 
condition. This concept is similar to the lifestyle Assessment Questionnaire (LAQ), 
described previously, which contains the calegOl), 'clinical burden'. The burden of 
care concept combines the needs related to sel"llices & resources. It is evident that 
the United Kingdom's tool captures both concepts in the broad category of care 
needs. The COAT captures these categories, however, to a limited extent, in the 
special care needs and behaviour domains. 
Consistent with the tools described in chapter 2, such as the LAO, the PEDI and 
the LIFE-H questionnaire, the three tools elicit information about the child's ability 
to accomplish activities of daily living The LAO, the lIFE-H questionnaire and the 
PEDI contain categories describing the child's extent of assistance required to 
accomplish t.hese tasks. The United Kingdom's tool extensively captures this 
Information However, the South African tool and the COAT do not directly refer to 
Il'Ie child's need for assistance in these areas. 
The LAO contains a category reflecting the impact of the impainnent on the child's 
education, as well as describing the economic burden on the family as a result of 
lhe child's health condition. Additionally, it provides a category describing the 
impact of the condition on the child and family's social integration. None of the 
100Is have categories of assessment related to the child's education, though the 
OLA tool reql..ests minimal information concerning the child's schooling. None of 
the tools address the economic burden on a caregiver or family - the South African 









measure the costs incurred as a result of the child's condition Similarly, categories 
reflecting the social and environmental impact are minimally applied in the DLA 
tool and the CDAT, and not at all applied in the South African tooJ. 
THE DATA: CONFIRMATIONS AND DEVIATIONS 
As the findings inaicated, the Australian system included the vast majority of the 
children as eligible for its berlefit. This was a very similar pattern to that of the 
United Kingdom's performance. This was a surprising result, as these two social 
assistance programmes, and assessment processes for children w:th disabilities. 
are very different The reason for this performance by the Australian system is 
related to its definition of a child with a disability as having sufficient functional 
impairment to require care. It is also surprising that the United Kingdom's tool, 
though more needs based than the Australian tool, is fairly inappropriate for the 
South African context in relation to utility and efficiency. 
The findings indicate that the vast majority of the children in the sample have 
significant needs related to their health conditions, The results also confirm that 
the South African system minimally proviaes for children with chronic illnesses, 
chilaren witfJ temporary health conditions and children with mild or moderate 
disability, which was expected. As the sample only included chilaren attending a 
tertiary health care facility, it minimally incluaea chilaren with mild or moaerate 
needs related to their health collditions, 
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE FINDINGS 
The findings are significant as they primarily reflect the continual bailie that the 
majority of South Africans experience who are caring for a person with a aisabllity, 
or who are experiencing some form of disability. The harsh reality is that the social 
and environmental barriers that hinders persons, particularly children, with 
disabilities fundamentally exists because of poverty These results confirm that 










Related to the i'llpact of poverty and the impact of their health conditions, these 
children experience a vast array of needs, including health care needs, transport 
needs, and the need for support. The results provide evidence that the current 
South African social assistance programme is not providing for the majority of 
these children, and not catering for the majority of their needs, such as transport 
needs. The exclusion of certain health conditions from eligibility. and the 
inappropriate assessment tool, suggests discriminatOlY practices withm the current 
Soutn African system - practices that do not incorporate a rights-based approach 
or prioritise the l1eeds of vull1erable children 
This study also evaluates existing assessmel1t instruments and processes that 
attempt to capture the social assistal1ce needs of children with chronic health 
conditions. Thus, categories of need and measurements used in other contexts 
have been identified and may prove useful for the South Africal1 cOl1texl. 
CONCLUSION 
This chapter presents and discusses an al1alysis of each tool and considers key 
factors in relatiorl to the South African context. It also preserlts arl interpretatiorl of 
the firldings, discusses corFfirmations and deviations of the data and considers the 
significance of the firldirlgs. The following chapter provides the conclusions of this 
study and makes recommendations for a more comprehensive South African 











CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
This chapter will discuss the main findings irl relatiO/l to the overall objectives of 
the study. The relevance of this study will also be described in relation to policy 
implications and where appropriate, recommendations for policy development will 
be made 
THE CHILDREN AND CAREGIVERS' NEEDS AND EXPERIENCES 
In summary, the fndings clearly indicate that the children participating in this study 
had substantial Iweds related to their health conditions, in particular children with 
chronic illnesses. 
A number of exacerbating factors influenced the caregiver's ability to provide 
adequate care for these childrerl. Additionally, the caregiver's and their families 
experienced a number of consequences and costs that resulted from providing 
care for a child with a chrooic health condition. These factors were particularly 
pertinent for the carers of children with chronic illnesses_ They greatly impacted on 
the quality of care provided to the child concerned and the emotional and 
psychological well be'lng of the carers 
The findings indicate that the carers' socio-economic status exacerbated the 
effects and consequences of providing care for children with chronic health 
conditions. The majority of these families required financial and other forms of 
assistance to help the caregivers cope with the burden of providing care. 
tHE APPLICATION OF TWO SOCIAL ASSISTANCE SYSTEMS 
The United Kingdom's and the Australian social assistance assessment 
instruments for children with chronic health conditions were applied to the sample 
of children. The results indicated that a high percentage of these children were 
eligible for the social assistance benefits of both the United Kingdom's and 









illnesses eligible for their benefits. In contrast, the South African social assistance 
assessment instrument, when applied, indicated that only a small percentage of 
these children were eligible for the South African benefit A large percentage of the 
children excluded by the South African system are those with chronic illnesses. 
Given these differences in eligibility status Detween the three systems, the 
assessment lools and processes were analysed. The following section 
summarises the outcomes of the analysis. 
Pertinent Aspects of the Two International Systems and Instruments 
Both international systems and tools contained aspects that appropriately captured 
and measured the needs of the children in the sample. These aspects are 
discL:ssed below. 
The United Kingdom's OLA tool allows descriptive, holistic and needs-related 
information pertaining to the child to be captured via an open-ended questionnaire. 
The decision-maker makes an assessment using this information to determine the 
child's eligibi[ity for the benefit. In particular, the child's need for caregiver 
assislance is given substanlial consideration. The children are awarded differential 
rates dependent on their needs, allowing children with lesser needs to receive 
social assi~tance as well. Thus, the severity of needs due to the health condition 
and its impact on the child and caregiver are the primary aspects whereupon 
assessment for eligibility for the benefit is based. This needs-based approach 
appropriately captured the situation of the children and carers in the sample, 
including children with chronic illnesses. 
Though the COAT incorporates a functional approach to assessment. it also 
includes the assessment of special care needs and behaviour. These two 
categories hold greater value in the assessment process than other categories. 
The Australian system uses the list of health conditions and the assessment 
instrument, ensuring that social assistance assessment is available for children 











reliable, quantifiable measure of assessment that captured children in the sample 
with significant needs, including children with chronic illnesses 
Considering the performance of the mo international instruments and their 
relevan! aspects, the current South African instrument failed to adequately capture 
the social assistance needs of the children in the sample: neither does it contain 
reliable or appropriate measures or indicators for assessment. The international 
systems and lools reveal the deficiencies in the current South African system and 
tool. There is therefore a need to reconsider the current South African social 
assistance provisioning and assessment of children with health conditions in light 
of the context of children with chronic health conditions in South Africa. In 
particular, serious attention must be given to the socia-economic conditions of 
families in South Africa and lts interaction with the provision of care for children 
with health conditions. This study particularly highlights the need to develop a 
more appropriate instrument for the social assistance assessment of children with 
health conditions. 
POLICY IMPLICATIONS 
The following section provides recommendations in relation to South Africa's social 
assistance provisioning and assessment of children with health conditions. In light 
of the scope of this study and its limitations, this study is able to inform broad 
policy agendas with reference to policy formulation and implementation. Based on 
the findings of this study, key aspects of policy pertaining to children with chronic 
health conditions are highlighted It is suggested that policies are revisited at a 
conceptual level as well as a practical level. 
As the current Care Dependency Grant assessment tool is outdated, and was 
implemented during a perioo when few options other than permanent home care 











The Scope of the Care Dependency Grant 
it is suggested thaI the overall scope and purpose of the Care Dependency Grant 
is reconsidered in light of the current South African context and the services and 
opportunities available 10 children with disabilities and their families. It IS 
recommended that policy-makers give seriolJs consideration to the extension of 
social assistance 10 children with health conditions other than severe, permanent, 
intellectual and physical disability_ Vulnerable groups of children such as those 
suffering from poverty-related illnesses, e.g._ malnutrition, and in particular those 
with chronic illnesses should be considered as high priority groups. Thus, an 
essential consideralion for policy-makers is the broadening of the definition of 
social assistance provisioning for children with health conditions. 
In relation to this, definitions of children with health conditions that would be 
targeted for eligibility should be provided. Definitions would be dependant on the 
approach that policy-makers assume, i.e., a social model of disability would define 
these children according to their resultant needs and contexts, whHe a medical 
model would emphasise Ihe health conditions at an organic or functional level 
(Refer to chcpter 2 for a discussion of definitions of disability). 
A Holistic Approach to Eligibility Assessment 
Based on the purpose of the grant and its target population, it is suggested that 
policy-makers revise the current criteria for determining eligibil'lty, which is situated 
within the framework of the medical model. It is recommended that a holistic 
approach to the circumstances of children with chronic health conditions and their 
caregivers be taken into account in the assessment process. A holistic approach 
would incorporate a needs-based assessment rather than a means-test and would 
indude an assessment of the caregiver's socio-economic status. Additionally, it 
would indude an assessment of the child's need for caregiver assistance, 
assistive devices, or other means of assistance. A holistic approach would 
consider the impact of the health condition on the child, caregiver and family, 











Another important consideration would be the impact of family characteristics. 
social, and environmental factors on the child's overall functioning, 
The function of the medical diagnosis in determining eligibility should be carefulty 
considerec. It is proposed that the medical diagnosis is not given greater 
emphasis than the needs resulting from the health condition· this should be the 
funda,:nental precept for determining eligibility. This would represent a shift away 
from the present medical model towards a social model. which would be more 
consistent with ccntemporary approaches to social assistance and programmes 
for children with health conditions. 
Policy Implementation 
Eligibility Determination 
Regarding the procedure of eligibility determination for social assistance, it is 
recommended that a simple, user-friendly process be developed Policy-makers 
should consider the end-users of the assessment process, Le. , disability panel 
members at a local level A basic mechanism of scoring or rating could be applied 
10 Ihe assessment A process that applies greater weighting to particular 
categories of need may be useful to ensure that children WIth particular needs are 
prioritised, e,g., health care categories 
Fiscal Considerations 
In light of economic limitations on social assistance provisioning, it is suggested 
that a phased-in approach be adopted, i.e, levels of need due to the health 
conditions are identified, and children with high rates of need are initially prioritised 
for benefits. In addition, policy-makers should consider the feasibility of providing 
indirect social assistance sucll as subsidised transport services or rn'!dical 
services for children with chronic health conditions, These services could also be 
provided to children with particular rates of need e,g, children with lower levels of 











Issues For Further Research 
ThiS study was able to capture limited information regarding the needs of a small 
sample of children with chronic health conditions from predominantly low socio-
economic communities in the South African context. It is necessary to collect 
large-scale information pertaining to the needs, experiences and circumstances of 
children living with chronic health conditions in South Africa - in particular, the 
impact of social and environmental factors. This would supplement the findings of 
this study and substantially inform policy processes regarding social assistance for 
children with chronic health conditions. 
The resultant burden experienced by caregivers of children with chronic health 
conditions should also be explored further - issues relating to employment, 
financial costs, time and other resources, Issues pertaining to the caregiver's 
support systems and coping strategies should al50 be explored. 
CONCLUSION 
The final ch8.pter presented a diSCUSsion of the salient aspects of this study. In 
light of these aspects. policy implications are discussed in relation to social 
assistance policy for children with health conditions in South Africa. Particular 
attention is p8.id to the development of an appropriate assessment instrument. 
Finally, issues pertaining to children with chronic health conditions in the South 
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""""",,( I1<fe=o:< ~.-.. 
s,o,334,0201 (P'. 1 '" gi 
~ 
To rewrn thiS form, 
fcld til. form .nd pi.ce it in the reply p'id 
arne[op" ,"!hilt m;" .ddrnss 'ppaars in 
i the e[1'/el~. window, 
....... 
CenlreJink ""1oi"" inlorm~tioo m)'OlJ to ,doj to tile jnfolm~tion prO'.'ide(j by \'G\.< doct",_ 
This ~ill he =d to" 
• O';sess )"ur ~.g;blity fe' fMnightly paym ent of Clrer AIt()¥lMce: or 
• reli"", ~ d. tailS to Me it)'OlJ Ciln continl>e ta be paid Ca<l)f AlIDII'3 I"Ce_ 
P le~se .n~ .. er til. qutstions in (hi, form ",d ret<ll1l il 10 )IOLIf la,,1 Cen!rei nk Custamer Selvic. Centre 
IS ,ron I> p!lS5ibll!. It)lOU do I!OI ge! this ;nform~!lon to US within 14 Oll'js af '.-c."in~ this form. :.oJ\Ir 
Carar Allowance migot 00 lej.cr. d '" cancelled. If )'OIJ M'II! tloob le eettin8 t~5 inform~tioo, plels~ 
CO"t!!c:t Centrl!!i", i rm1 edi~tely, 
This is 'n inlorfllltioo natice g~en under tI1e soci . 1 secLlfil)' law, 
n ~ form mu,t b. fille<! in by th. p."nt!!Uarrll.., -
_~"tails 
,. MoRE INFORMA.TION 
~ 
132717 
If \{)\J noed II<Ip to 'n""'" 'I"¥ 
of (he,e Q<Je<tio'" pleBSe ca . 
132717 dunr( oormlll busineSS 
haors j", too coot of ~ IocJI coli. 
'" oont.ct )<lur loe", Centre ' n' 
Customer ~i"''-KE Cent .. , 








Notes about Functional assessment 
FUII~tlonal aiSessllflInt 
• The kmctioMI .ss.ssm. m i, l/Sed to tlettrmint .ntitl~m.m to tI1~ fortni~htl) parmefll 
01 Carer Al O¥I.oct, 
• TIle function.1 .",.ssm.rt "" ~e/leral questions .bolll Ul . ch id's obilty to iJlictiOli 
in XI!)' areas 
• Its >,"",Oge is to me!sure t'w irr()act rt. ~ d~bIMty/ rnedtc!1 condition on the t ti ld and 
fam jy iI1 tor"" of the child', ILJrl~tKlIl3l obilit, •• , It dO<!$ not meaSUre tile C3fe , nd 
m. nt"", requilod by Ul. chid. 
• It do •• not 05X q,*,st""," aboot specir" d~bilti"'imf!di,,1 wndit,Orl';. This ~ 
~CjLJSe ,t is aesigr.ed to iClemif)' tM M of dis,blity re~"'dtess of the l).". of 
d'"allilit!/medic.loondit'OII 
• Th . funr:tioo3i a"essm.'" exarrines the jbijit1 01 the child to flxlct~n !t Ule levei 
oPllrtlprlale 10 his/her J~. 
IlIStroctions for Questlolls 1-8 
• This as~es!>lT1ellt reqllires the ~Omp letiorl of two part, of t"i, form; 
Fuoctioooj messmert (Qtie.tions 1-81: 
8e1\a\lioLr and sped1lf ca,. IlUds (Questions 9-10) 
• QJ.,;tiOn. 1-8 .re b.se(j On "~n fuoctiOn1lf ",ea~ for. ct:i ld. 
• FOI eJ,h qUestiOn. the tasks/ abilitie, ". list~d from the most olfficu~ .t the tap of the ~st to 
the e"le.\! at t". bDl:lom 01 the I~t 
• Please lick the statement listed in e<>:;h qu..suoo t;,at de"ribes yoor c!liid', BEST abiWty in 
the ~~ il~M \I, ",ad eaen list a/ld titk the rno.\! diificLit tas~)'OUI child Call peorlo!m)' 
the co ld h!s tho ~blll!y to do the functions listed ..-hen usi"l! ~jjs, ~ppllance. or '~ial 
equipment it.m" 
he/she tM do t'le t!:;I; when gr.en t~. opporturl(y; 
h. /!>he CM do the toSk COI1siSlen(ly or on ! d~i!y bMis: 
e.f , the chiid cannot 0. ,M! to "m.niJj/l! ni1il1rer "~flO roJ", ri"~ L,.;t~ mini,,",i _"j,r. nce· 
"nles. hel>he can do '0 more Or ~ss every day, 
heisne ~n do the t.s.'< to. rEawmbie stanoard: 
e.g. the chHd has Ihf! ability to ·0""" or otheflvi,e prrJfJf!i IJJm/hflrseif alMg" onl)' if 
hehne Can dI1 <0 ",[hoot dilficu~y, 
"heor.1he tJSk is in tI\'O pMS.I,," chijj must be at>. to do both PMt,: 
e,g. 'c~i!<! 01111 reiKJ and inJ:erPf_t • pOf1J~",pll from til_ from pal_ <t". d", i)' """"poper"; 
if )0" chlkj C1ll1oot do any of th. tli og; list.d, lick lh _ .. corK! last box: 









I C.mmuntca~on- Llstonlng, 
.. ~din& and un' . rstartdln:: 
Ti" tn. om w~i'~ cescribe. 
i<lur ,hild's best ~bi it)" 
rICk GM DO) oNj, 
SAJ3~.a:l1l1IPI~ J of 91 
Functional assessment 
Ustening, reading and understanding 
, 
_ .. ; <-lJ 
________ ---=.0; 
CIliIll can .. ad aM lllIIerslflnd " SIlM story ,,"tten for croldren of th. cnl d', ase gmlJll 
~~"::_"_oOO_'"_'_"'_ basic; ",,"It Sp~ecn !fid C~O reJd and lXld"rslfl"d ,..~~_Wri.~~_""'m .. '_·_~c' c." 
Ciliid loll"" oompje.1 ilistrurnt<>s wltl1 fW(l Of m"e ,tep' I.,i. 'plCk up tn. oook ond 
P<Jt t "" th. clla n 
_C·,. 
Chikj '.'P(;<1ds. to h' " Iler OI'In Mme, ... _. ,.J< 
CtJlkt " .... " " do a"l' of the t~ings IIst"1I obo\~, -------=.,.,' 
(~ikr. abilly is the """" os mest otller eMII"n of tn. ""me ,ge, '-' '·11 
l :::::::::::::::::::::::J::'~'~"~"~'~'~'~"~'"~'~'.'"'"i'~"~'~"~'::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::=;::= 
...... urrlcatiOll- T.lklni, 
-..z:o,signint:: 
.. the Ott; wIlicll describes 
". chiid', iH!SI ,;,ilil)', 
"'~bo, ooY. 
Child = discuss arMJ debate complex ;IWe. w:h as poUo:. or retipoo w~n 1111 aoolt 
cnld can t~1 ~ complexSlory 'I "" o/v"~ se.erll people and cllild 'In write a short st()f~ 
ChIld ,!" '..me the chikfs 0"'" firs[ nam" oy Mndwf1tlng or ty~i"g 
Ciliid 0"" "'" or "~n serwl<:t. "itn th'ee to lo"r"~. 
_ 'C·" 
c·" 
cn', 1j c!n clea-I, Si'If or'ign mae til"" 20 WOid~ lfid use tI'IO word, In oomoiliotiM . 1 
~L~'O~_,",i"~-------:--C-:-----C---:--:--:-:--'--i~' C·" 
Child ca" "!II '" """ three a rna" srnpl. I!<Jml I • .• . 'mum, 'did', 'drln,', ·bed'). 
Ch id WlIIe • ..-.t babbles 01 m,kes pUrpoSelJl '-'>.JOd. (.,t· \0 Mtr~c( atte"n_o_"_'. ____ --'c:~-,·: 0·" 
Oikj con mil'" ~ sound othBr tlla" cryi'1 ~ , 
om c/!llOOt do ~oy of the Illings .sted oOOve 









3 Feeding and mulUnre . kllls: 
n~k tn. b&; whi~' d.SClib.s 
)'Our cnllo', ~~t al);lity. 
Trek 0Ile box DIlCt' 
4 HyglM. and groomin, skill.: 
T~, th e bIN< w~cn d~scribe5 
)nur ctl'd'. o.st abi!lty. 
rIC!: ~,"" 00..: OIl,),. 
................. '_ ..... -..... '. 
Functional assessment 
Feeding and mealtime skills 
C,ild ~a" use ~II ~ook"S eqUI~nt and ~tcl1e" 'ppM"o", ( •. g. micrGw .. ,e Olen, 
"""tm: trypon. Gf min,.,') \\'tl\Gu! .,"'o~""  ••• ' ________________ =," 
Cr;ld ~iYI follo~ a "'C~. and pr.p~" . simple "",.1. _C3 
Ctlil<l ",n cook. «mple """" I!.g. toast) 
C'ilo""" prep"'. a Slmp,. UIl~ooke" $I\~cI< ( •. g_,.,':~=.,rn=)" _____ _ 
eNid can use. fork arid SPOOn ~t rn<aitl""'$. 
c :,",'.,,:.,",'=':_=:::':',.,'=~=',",'=~=':"=':<W=':.,':"~=-':" "'.) __________ =" 
- ''', 
Child can Orirl< fmm ~ normal rup witl1GlX ~Ip iYld can feed h"".,,11 ornerselt"l1l1 
r"gedGOos.. '·3. 
~~--------------------= 
Chid eM Orin' fr<)m ~ modified CUP ~'hen tile cup is held ITI )'00. 
CtJHd cann" 00 ""I Gt the thr'illS listed ab(M. 
Hygiene and grooming skills 
Ciliid oM attend to base hygi..ne I".g. I"" "llng, showetin~ aod tJru~"g na~) 
..-,Ihu<Jt ~",;,u"n~e. 
O"/d mOIl,*" MSIC hy~.!1I' (~,g. loil"t\1e, >IlG"",nng 1I<ld brushm& h1\l1'1 ~i1ll l.ttl~ 
as.sistan~". ,-4, 
~--~---------= 
Ch,ld can ~asI1 M"", and face ""d blLlStt G,," t""lh. -------Ch:td is refl.oiy roi ~I·Ira;ned dlJllng lhe day~"" can manag" (I\Im toile~ng 
"ith """llTlai a.,islE""" 
_co 
"." -------------
Child "Ill ",d1Cille 1O~~1 OO('dS dUMg ti,e d"l' b"t """ds SGm~ as"'Sli!n,,, ",til 
doth,ni"""" ..-ip"lIl. 





Child "amOC dO an'! 01 t~ l~in~ listed ~bO\'e _______________ ~= '. 









I I)re5slnl skUI,: 
TIo, thf 1:>0' whioh ,,"senb"S 
j<.lLll' child's best "t>.'irty. 
Tct "'"' IxJx ooIj. 
~ and commu"lty sk~ls: 
...... bo' whiCh dl"SCriOO!; 
_ tllilds best 'bility. 
.. OM bOJ ""'/. 
'''n 
l, _ I 
Functional assessment 
Dressing skill!; 
Child "'" purch"," ~nd C~t" !or GoI" clothing ,,;thoot assistaoce 
Chiki c.., 'I,'",h and i,,,,, D'/,~ clothifll;! ~ requ,red to ~·ith littl. '5>istMce. 
CMd c'n ,noose own cklthjn~ "I'Prupnal' to the ,,<'th", Md COn tt.ss ""d 
----=',.,' 
---~" 
LIM'''' "ithoul i'SS="C'C·C'C'_' ______ ---------------~c '" 
C'_'C"_,·_oo_·c'_"..c'_'c"c.'"_·c·coo-"c-___ c"c",,' ___________ -----c=' c·", 




,CC'_'_'C"_C'_"_"CC'_"C"C'c"'CC''':.c.C' ___________________ -c~ n, 
------------"0'--, ... 
Child C>V1not do ~~ of the Thill:" li,j.d - --------------,~o.'~ .. 
ChtId' •• b ~ty is t~ >arne as most other ci1ildten!ll the sam. "ge. """ 
Social and community skills 
Child eM use , I "-,,,!cr ,orr,iTllJr.;t) IOCillt' .' i •. g. s,mpol, MOO. ~octo"'l with 
IItll~ assi.",nce_ 
Chilo is 01:>1. tD <.OoertJke bosio .ct",~s ill t~ cornmun~!)' le.i_ shopping) 
IHh ~ttI€ '"1I"1\i,iO/l. 
Child unO",Sland. bas'.;: persono! <atet)' (e_g, hOW to cruss tM ,,,,,d Md fIOt to g, 
.. illl str'Ili'"I_ __ ________________________ -==C- .. 
Child is "ware 0( I:>emg ~~ in 1M ,~re of O!h e'" (o.i, schOOi te.rn., (If Child 
,"", """' ... ) w!i:Il(N/ j!etun~ uno .. y U~L 
Child pL!l:<s ~,th Olh..- children "rid klrms 00'" mendship' with ctMi" '~Idren. 
Cfljjd k"",,' whether he Of $h . i< " boy ()f • ~i~. 
ctild iri tiat€< cofltilot witl1 OII!er peopl . Jrto i"''O~es orner p"!Ip/e in games OJ octivl1i",. 
~ 
---' ,,~ 
--=-~I~:,~ds_~_" _____ "_-__ .,"_,.c.,',~,O,',',' ______________ _o'--"=' ~ 
U e-tb 
Child Smiles. ________________ '--""'i C,. --Ch~d oM nct do "11)' Of th e thing; li$ted above. __ , c-& 









7 Hand m ...... ment 
Tick th e bo:< wh<;h descnoes 
jOlII" chrld's best ~biI*. 
fd one bo.< "",",'. 
I ~movem""C 
JII:I; tile 00' "'hi'h descrioe, 
"'" mid', be" ao 'ily, 
Ib (I(W! 00< O'Ilj', 
Functional assessment 
Hand movement 
Child W1 \I.Se J \'~"ety of loo1s or h0btl! item. IOI!!1 Jccuro", 
{e.jl. for woodwork, 'WIling, lI'l;"ting or model m.;I<J;n ~\. ___ " 0-'1 
Ctlild can lIo'Ite al leners of tile >IIphallet t fea'lt· 
Child ,an IIcId" peflCU alld draw bJ~C$llapes such a.'l squares and t"""!l'e,-
Child CJCl draw ~t le ast ~ held Jnd bOCly 01 a peMllltlck figure s!)1ll, 
'" 
:":="co-:"c'c""c'c'c''':''cc'·c':'cc''c""::'-c---c--:c-----,---cc-------------__ -,c=c.~ 
Child Can use IJreor ooj!tbl .nd toys (e.~ . the Child c"" push or pull to)'$, iJSe il'OSlJn~ 
bo;.: lC11O, build $fl1 aI r tower of block»_ ,,, 
CMd Can Ill"' " PluposefLOl movements with object, ,e_g. bJ~ on • dru~ ",_'_," __ ",_"':'1" __ --,c-,· t." 
~ 
Child " " hold arid let eo or ob~cts sum as a rJttle or feMi lli: boU:"C, ________________ = '" 
CMj ,an hold an .dull fin i!"T but m1lf noed help to rel""s. it. 
CP'j ld <anm1 do "'i af the tI1in~ listed ooooe. 
Child', ",,;Jity is the ",me as most other mildreD af tile sanle age. 
Body movement 
enid si<ips ~.I arid can ,a1l:h a small bailie .. , a tem;,; 0011) 
Chil~",," jlJ11p an~ tan hop on each Illg, 
CMd c,," hoo on ofle leg, 
Child eM walk a/ld oan ron" I.w stE!J)' 




'-' - ' ,.o, 
-- ~ 
--, <-"" 
Chikj CiO'l I'<JII himsOiI c< ~.stll from floor to " S!andln~ pu< t ioo ood may be ablt to --
'tarld irldeperi<l,,",~ '- -" -- --------== 
Ch id ,an ""~ or m"," tomseJl or her.;elf alOI1g tne fIoor_ l..--, C1IO 
Child tan ';IIse head oflflO<li' ""e. ~~ DI1 hi. or her stomach 
Ctlikj 00"''''' de a~ of tho tti~ listod aoo,.", 








r--;pO,.:-:RCT=-A:------,cc--,:--:-------,----------'~"'"'"'£~~'~"'~'-''''-''' '"' Functional assessment 
Instructions for Questions 9-1D 
• Please iridlcO/e aW stlwm~"ts !h;Jt d~scribe \'{M c~ id'. beh<llioUIS Or spl!C:ai c~re rl\leds 
• rho questions .hoold be II!ft ~I",", jf no"" 01 the Sl1;lernent. "PIl~ to 1M chik1. 
• Yoor rl!>ponse s/lould ~ based On 1110 cnjj(l's b~haI'io,," when th~i are recei,;r>g arlj' jlfescnbOO mediCl!tian 
t B~h;oviour: 
Read the liS[ and tick In 
statements thllt ~p!>i\' [0 
)')'-" CMj. 
Nc C'!l" v""~ 
-, ' ".; - 1-~ 
Behaviour 
Child p<.tl>OSeftJi"! irljure, ~mself or heMlf throu~ flead b""gilg, hand Mmg or 
."cc'Oc'_"c'cmcoc'_'co'c'c'c-cc·c· ______ :-C-____ -: ____________________________ --'. 
Child dis!JIays e:wiosMl"rid Ll1l>f\ldictabl~ "..,lerK ~"ha\r" ... kllwam, oUll!r P"opi" or 
plO!I8fIy "llu,t Oll<~ • mooth. ~- " .. , 
Child is aged fi , e \'.ars <lr oIder!lrld has pOOr .... "'ene" at d.,,&e' 
le, ~ , ,<llS"[o traffic ()l Jump. into w~!er ";{haLl: OOi"tl ••• "o. ""' •• 'm"'"' ________________ .:::: '" 
Child rontirKJ>11! runs .way. Chi kl requires GOo5tant supe,..;,;oo "00 lIouse "rid 
other care ~tliogs rru~t be IoGl<ed_ 
C~il<f, bena .... iGur i, ,ud1 ~11K the '~ild CIlr1not be Ia~ wim "'¥"'" otoor th,n 
I"" D" "'"!S or oLJlSide the pare,,!:. home. 
Chil~ displayS obse", onal "'P"!~ivt hehaviG...s 1"-8- 00,""'-"" wit~ particular objects 
_____ c_ .. 
or !,,;rlng 0' spinning abject!; for extended t>eriO<1S of tl~1. __ c. 
-----
enid i$ obse<lsed ~,~~ foIICIII'illi: ~~",fic r(}lJ(in es i'II'ld ~,omes !lX!reme~ ups.!"nd 









10 Special care needs: 
ReO<! tn. Ii~t 3I1d 0Ck III 
&.11"",""rs that app,! to 
)!lur ,~ikl. 
Functional assessment 
Speeial (lare needs 
C~!Id i~ a8"d Ol'er f<>.r Y""" ..,d is iI1COf1t;"",,( (i.~. wets (tr soil~ I"J< Of h'" pant, or 
"ilPr"e.\ boIh day aM '"gilt. 
Child i~ a~e<l over three Y""'" anO caMot $ta~d w!lxlut suwo,t. 
C"ikl reqLi"" a wheelchair, Quad .ticks. pro5tOe$i<. crutch es Of woll<i"~ trome 
__ .' '.'0< 
0·10< 
__ .J Cillo 
bU( Cd. """" around with littlo BS5i>tooce u<i"lllhi< equipment. __ ~ 0 ,0-
==========~~==~------­
Chikl "Sf' "" oiectric wheelc 'air. c·w, 
_____ -'.'01 
C'hikl rea",!'I!S spec .... 5e<l equipment prostlleslS. (}t tochwklgy to COO1mUmCJle 
(e·8_ a co~t"rised ,,,,,,,,,,",oaeor. l,"e~".l)'Pewri!e, (TI\'). 'O/GO syntheSlser. 
cOGhlear impl",,!, he.oo~ ai<l. '" ,o..ptaOOrl!l to" 'taM"" oomputer) 
C~Ii(j is a~ ,,'eo" five yOilr\ 11M requires Cd" J)roVt(1ed by par.,,($. more (han 
twice each rligot tJotween the """", ollOpm.rJd 6am. 
____ ~ ,. t~ 
Cti ld is "&1!~ over five fl'M; and has pel!&ent difficulties witn ,,,"mot'!, 
oon""mr.noo, pl'fVIin~ and or£aj1i",tiOll. ~i C_h> 
~========~~~~~~--­
C",kl has Cilrorlic ""d progressive ,uPPUl3til'e 100& eli""",,, for whiGJI ongoing daily 
airway oleoraoC!! is proviOed "od/or ef1l)'rne "'pla'ecJ1ef1! therapy ..,d 'outrillOnoi 
sUPPiemer1!S a", requied ""C prtll'ided 00. daily """'. 
CI"old nos an iIlh."te<J metabolic disor~er {M! i, beill ~ {'""ted by medical y p~"nt>e~ 
dil!! "" {he basis 01 treJtrnem SD {m{ it ",11 001 lead to neurcklgical disability 
Child i, a$>ist~d wit~ the adcrinistnlion of rnedi""tion Qn" daily oasis to ,ontrol selm,.s 
afI<I mediCOOOn dOes 110t sublt'!r>tially rMuce the heQuency of ,;ei'ures a[l(l the child may 
reqLJi'" irrmediate ()f ernerj,le1lCy attertkln ttl p"",ert harm rl!sLJltlllg 110m a se;rure. 
Chikl i, assisted O/l a daily oa~, wfth atleastt"" blOOOteslS to measure bOJod l!iuoose 
levels. inj~()f1s .[I(I ~pe~ai d"'t"'l' rn""ll"ment Md the ct,-jd" nat capablo! 01 











U Your statement I docl or. th.t 
I "ooeroland tn.1 
Signature 
D,,:. 
• je/it"",,!,;iV ~r.;,~ tat. or rr.:,"',d L,. infm nor.ion [I' 
..etiw. o.~' "I<;e _ 
• P''''''Ji informatio, is prul"Cted by la ... ",d Cd' be &Nto 
to wrnem", ~"" oo~' in "',' , ... "., <:i 'ourns!anoes. wh "," 











Development of the Child Disability Assessment Tool- TimeIine 
(Q. at lJ.3.2()()1) 
The Child Disability Assessment Tool (CDA T) is utilised to assess a child's level of functional 
ability against what might normally be expected ofa child at their age (developmental 
milestones). The tool includes a list of manifest conditions that confer autOCUUlic qualification for 
Carer Allowance (formerly Child Disability Allowance), 
lfm'o children in a family are each below the qualifying threshold in the assessment tool, but 
together have a score exceeding the threshold, one Carer Allowance may b e paid. 
Children who do not meet the qualifying threshold in the assessment tool, or do not qualify under 
the manifest conditions list, may be granted a Health Care Card. Their additional care and 
attention needs must be above that expected for a child of their age without a disability, and 





Work on the development of the Child Disability Assessment Tool (CDAT) 
commenced in 1993 as part of a review of the Child Disability Allowance 
(CDA) program. [n October 1993, a policy discussion paper produced by the 
Department of Social Security identified a number of directions for refonn. 
1200 copies of the paper were circulated to community organisations. Written 
responses were overwhelmingly supportive of the proposal to develop an 
assessment tool that measured disability. 
Coopers and Lybrand were engaged to test the feasibility of developing child 
disability tables that assess the child's level of functional ability. Functional 
assessment tables and scoresheets were developed in consultation with a 
medical reference group. Over 500 claimants completed and returned a survey 
focused on the adapted scoresheets. Based on 11. comparison of the data 
resulting from claimant, treating health profesSional, Department of Social 
Security and Australian Govermnent Health Service assessments of the 
functional ability ofa given child, the study concluded that child disability 
tables were a feasible way of testing eligibility for CDA. This conclusion was 
established by considering the perfonnance of the data against four criteria: 
validity; reliability; bias; and administration. 
The draft assessment tool and the parent and treating health professional 
questionnaires were developed by the department with assistance and advice 
from Ernst and Young (Adelaide), The consulting team included staff with 
qualifications in paediatric medicine, nursing and intellectual disability, 
psychology and speech pathology. Additionally, the draft assessment tool was 
developed with the aid of three reference groups that included experts from 
advocacy groups and health professionals dealing with children and was 
overseen by a Steering Committee in which representation included peak 
disability organisations and specialists in childhood disability-
The draft questionnaires were distributed in two field tests during late 1996 and 
early 1997. Over 800 claimant and over 400 treating health professional 
questionnaires were returned for assessment. In addition to this claimants and 
treating h ealth professionals were asked to pro~ide comments on the 
questionnaires. These comments, along with the assessment of the 
















In lune 1997, a consultation paper was released to over 350 organisations 
inviting comment on the draft assessment tool. There were over 80 written 
submissions, many assisting with the refinement of the tool. 
On 10 November 1997 the Senate Community Affairs and Legislation 
Committee held a public hearing on the assessment tool. 1he Department 
presented a submission and other organisations gave evidence. 
The legislation relating to the implementation of the new tool was passed and 
the Government anoounced in the 1997 - 1998 budget that, from I July 1998, 
new claimants fur CDA would be assessed under the CDAT. 
On I July 1998 two levels of CDA were introduced. One provides for a 
fortnightly payment and a Health Care Card and qualification is detennined by 
using the CDAT or by using lists of severe disabilities and chronic medical 
conditions that pennit automatic entry to the program. The second level of 
assistance provides for a H ealth Care Card fur children with disabilities who 
require at least 14 hours per week of a&:Iitional care and attention. The CDAT 
is not used to assess this level of assistance. 
On I luly 1999 CDA was combined with Domiciliary Nursing Care Benefit 
(administered through the Commonwealth Department of Health and Aged 
Care). The combined payment is known as Carer Allowance (CA) and is 
administered by the Department of Family and Community Services. 
An evaluation of the CDAT and new assessment arrangements was completed 
in March 2000. The evaluation methodology included the collection and 
analysis of data from three sources: a full Centre link data set on CA customers; 
feedback from four focus groups ofCentrclink staff nationwide; and written 
submissions from community, peak organisations and medical professionals 
with an interest in child disability issues, individuals and parents. A reference 
group comprising medical experts and representatives of peak organisations 
advised the department on the evaluation by considering and commenting on 
issues raised in submissions. 
June 6 2000 -the evaluation report on the CDAT was tabled in Parliament by 
Senator Herron, in Senator Newman's absence. 
June 7 2000 - the Goverrunent response to the evaluation report on the CDAT 
was tabled in Parliament. 
The implementation of the recommendations of the evaluation accepted by 
Goverrnnent were completed. 
The revised Child Disability Assessment De/ermination 2001 (CDAD) is 
effective 1.1.2002. 
A review of the Recognised Disabilities Lists contained in the CDAD will 









APPENDIX B: THE AUSTRALIAN CDAT 
A SUMMARY OF THE CLAIM FORM, THE FUNCTIONAL 












THE CLAIM FORM 
The claim form consists of three sect,o,lS relevant to Ihe carer applying for Carer 
Allowance. 
Section A comprises questions concerning the carer's background information and 
personal details For example, questions thai address residency status, contact 
del'3ils, '1larital status and employment sl81US are mduded. Questions on payment 
details are also included, as benefit payments are made into the bank and similar 
provisions. 
Section B requests information about the child being cared for. Information such as 
the number of children with disabilities that is in the applicanfs care, and personal 
details about the child, including the relationship of the child to the carer, if any, is 
requested. Other information that proves relevant is details about the child's main 
health condition, details about the length of time the child has been in the 
applicant's care, whether the applicant is receiving any other benefits for the child 
and details about regular periods wilen the child is not in the applicant's care. 
Section C consists of claim details, and the final section requires the applicant to 
sign a statement of consent A checklist and information about necessary 
accompanying documentation is provided at the end of the form. 
THE FUNCTIONAL ASSESSMENT 
The second form the applicant is required to complete is a functional assessment 
for a child under 16 years of age. This form consists of two sections. the first 
section measures the cllHd's functional ability in key functional domains, while 
section two addresses the behaviour and special care needs of the child. The form 
is structured in a checklist fashion 
The first section measures the child's functional ability in the following areas: 
communication - listening, reading and understanding. as well as talking, writing 
or signing; feeding and mealtime skills; hygiene and grooming skills; dressing 










ten options is provided in eacll functional area, describing abilities or skills that a 
child should master at each developmental stage, from birth to late adolescence. 
For example, an option in the communication area reads: "Child responds to his or 
her own name," (Carer Allowance: 9, refer to Appendix A). The applicant is 
requested to choose one ability or skill out of the range, lha! best describes the 
child's functioning within each domain. 
The second section descr'lbes various behavioural difficulties in a checklist format, 
e.g., anti-social behaviour, self-injury or violent behaviour. The applicant is 
required to indicate all the options that apply to tile Cllild concerned. Similarly with 
the special care needs question, a list of varying scenarios indicating special 
needs are provided, e,g" "Child has a tracheostomy:; "Child uses an electric 
wheelchair" ; and 'Child requires urinary catheterisation several times a day: 
(Carer Allowance; 8, refer to Appendix A). The applicant must indicate all the 
options that apply to the child. Finally, the applicant is required to complete a 
statement of consent, verifying that the correct information Ilas been provided II is 
clear Ihat the COAT is predominantly functional, and has a greater emphasis on 
the medical repon than the caregiver's report 
THE SCORING PROCESS 
The first step involves calculating the child's chronological age, Raw scores are 
assigned to eacll response in the THPs' and caregivers' questionnaires, based on 
the child's chronological age in relation to his or her functional age A table is 
provided 'In the Child Disability Determination 2001 (Commonwealth of Australia, 
2001 a: 25) that illustrates tllis relationsllip and indicates a resultant score, Scores 
range form 0 to 10. This procedure calculates the scores to the responses from the 
first section of the caregiver's instrument. 
The second section of the instrument records the special care needs and 
behaviour responses. Each option indicated Ilere is given a score of 1; with the 
exception of special care need options indicating chronic lung disease or metabolic 
disorders, Wllich are given a score of 2. The sum of the scores for each domain is 













Hereafter, the raw scores are amended according to questionnaire weighting, 
milestone we:ghting and functional weighting. Additionally, an average of the 
feeding and mealtime skills, hygiene and grooming skills and dressing skills raw 
score is calculated and named the 'self care skills' score. 
The questionnaire weighting involves dividing each score by 2, as a consequence 
of using responses from the THP arid the caregiver Milestone weighting involves 
multiplying all scores by 10110, with the exception of the hygiene and grooming 
score, and the body movement score, which are multiplied by 9il0 This 
adjustment is necessary as these domains represent 9 milestones in their 
statements, wllile the others represent 10. 
The funct'lonal weighting is applied to the scores of the receptive communicat'lon 
and special care needs domains. These scores are multiplied by 1.2, and 2, 
respectively. This is conducted to illustrate that a disability affecting these domains 
.... has a greater impact on the child and family" (Commonwealth of Australia, 
2001: 2). 
The weighted and adjusted scores are added together to obtain a THP score and 
caregiver score, and these scores are then utilised to determine IIle eligibility 
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.Notes about claiming 09-09·2002 11 :23:1£ P"9 Q 1 of 43 
Disability Living Allowance 
fiJI' a child under 16 
What is Disability Living Allowance? 
Disilbility Living AI OWilnce is il tilx-free loci "I sewrity benefit for people with iln ill-
ne" or" dil"bility vvho need 
_ help witll getting around 
_ 01" help vvitll penon,,1 Cilre 
_ or help with both of these 
It is not "ffectcd by "ny money tile cllild or tile child"> filmily might Ililve ilS income. 
or by any Silvings they might h"ve_ 
People can stili claim Disability living Allowaru;e even if they do not actually get 
the help they need. 
[hi:; i:; il clilim pack speciilily for children. If you usc thi, pack to clilim for a per50n 
over 16, it mily take longer to deal with ttle clilim You c"n get a claim pilck for 
ildulb from ttle Silme plilce tllilt you got ttli\ pilck 
Ihere are fixed ilmountl ot money tor DiXlbility Living Allow"nc~_ Tll~ current rilWS 
ilre in leaflet GL23 50cial5ewrity Benefit Rate,_ You can get this leilflet from any 
social security office. 
When to claim 
CI"im straight aWilY People "r-e norm"lly only ~ntitkd to Di'ilbility Living Allovv"nc~ 
when th~y hilve needed help for 3 month5. But it you clilim now. we Ciln ITUlke 5ure 
thilt ttle child getl DiXlbility Living Allowilnce il, :;oon as they are entitled to it. 
Invalid Care Allowance 
If you ilre claiming the Cilre component ot Di\abi lity Living Allowilnce ilnd there i5 
lomeone looking ilfter the child tor 35 hourI or more il week. tlley may be ilble to 
get Invalid Care Allowan~e See form 05700 Tor more information which you c"n 
get from your ,ociill :;ecurity office. If ,omeone think> they m"y quality tor Invalid 
Care Allowance trley :;hould not de lily putting in ttleir clilim. even it your clilim for 









The questions in the claim pack 
_ Answer l:llithe questions th;)l apply to th e duld you are (1011111109 for 
And lI~ the spo1~es to hm us '" your own words as much as you can 
ilbout the help they neecl I he morc you citn 1ell us the easier It IS for 
us to get ,) r.ICi)r p Icture of the ~tllid s problems. Do not worry If you 
,)re not Sure 110W to ~pcll anyttling or have 10 cross somcthln9 out. 
But please do not u~e (lny COfrection flU id 
Benefit the I..hlld 98tS beCl:luse of thiS dilim may be delilyed If you 
hMe not filled In tllO clnim form proper ly. If you find it (lIffrcult to 
fill In th ese forms, do not worry One of Our sldff c~n help you, 
Help and advice on page 3 of lilese nOte<; t c ll~ you Wll~t help you 
can get filling In the forms. 
_ We know th~t n disability or illness ~~n affect people more on one 
d~y and less 0 11 iltl01ller _ Hl ey fl ~ve good day~ ,md b,ld days Wilen 
you leillt l how til e Cfl tl d's tll ne~ses or uis~bilitie~ affect tllem, tell U~ 
about the help tfley need most o f the ttme If you ~rc not ~urc if we 
need to know i:lbou t ~omet I1tng, le ll u S ,1 rl'fW~y 
• We know tholt lOme of the ql.leStlOfl ! we ,lsk Ilre very personal. And 
sometime. thmklng IlIJOUt the !hings a chil<t C<lnnot do i~ up"ettlng. 
But we need to know the>e {lllng$ to m<lke sure thilt the child get. 
aU the OisablltlY liVing AIlOW,lnce they .:rre emltie<t t o. 
_ If ther e i~ not enough sp<::lce on ttle form for C'lerything you want to 
leli us, u se II sep,lrme piece o f pllper .:rnd >end It wllh the fOlm Milke 
~ure you ~u t the (..tltld 's Odme alld r""ftc'rer)(;"" number on ilny eKtHI 
ple(:es of paper. If you uo not know Hie re ference number, usc tholr 
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If you want help filling in the claim pack or any part of it 
• Ring the Benefi, Enquiry lin~ for' p~opl~ w ith clis:lbilities (BEL). 
Trre rlumbor is OBOO BB 22 00 
The person you speak to m~y need to :lrr~nge for SOn180n8 to prrone you back. Th8 
person who ciliis you back i, spocially trained to Il~lp you fill in th~so form, Th~y w ill 
hav8 iI copy 01 Hre claim pack and they will go througrr it with you over Hre prrone. 
Or thoy Ciln fill in :l claim pack fur you 
II trrey f'll in the clilim pilck for you. thoy w ill ">l'ncl it to you. You C:ln thon check. sign 
:lrld 5erld it bilck. They can send you a complet8d clililn pack in brilille ur large prillt. 
Thoy will ~nd you an onv~lu~ It will nut n~~d il stamp. 
• If you cilnnot US8 tr,e prlOne. we qn send someone w viSit you. Pleas8 got in touch 
w ith your loc~1 Di,ability Bondit Contre If yuu Ilav~ a visit, it mily t:lkc u, long~r to 
deal wiH, your ciaim. 
• You m:ly be ~bk to get help from iln organi,ation th~t speci:llisos 111 helping people 
with tho child'~ illn~ss or di"lbility_ Phuno them and ~sk ifthoy can holp you 
Help and advice 
If you w~m gonorill ildvice ilbout Disability Living Allowilnc~ or any othor t}{m~fits you 
nw y be able to claim 
• Ring H,e Benefit Enqully L ino for people with disilbilitios (BEL) 
Tho numbor i, 0800 BB 22 00 
Tho person you spe~k to w ill ~ ilbk to glvo you g~ll~r:l1 adviw abuut 
OiSilbility living Allowilnce, And thoy Ciln toll you ilbout othor orgilnisiltiom thilt 
m:ly be able to r,elp you, 
Poople witr, speed, or r,eilring problems using il t~xtphono C:ln di:ll 0800 24 33 55_ 
If you do IlUt Ilav8 yuur uwn textprlOf'8 sys tem. H,ey ilre available in SUITle libr aries 
Mld Citizolls Advico Buroilu 
• C-.et in touch with your sociill s~cur-ity offic~ You can find tho pllon~ Ilumbor ~ncl 
Jddr-ess on H,e advert in the bUSiness numbers senion of the prlOne bOOf;, Look 
under Benefits Agency 
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Problems with getting around 
Children can only get Disability Living Allowimce for help wiUl getting mound if 
they are 3 years old or over,l~le r,lte of Dis.<lbility Living Allowance that children 
get depends on the type of help or supervision UleY need ~nd their ilg('_ If they 
need reminding or prompting or encouraging to walk, it depends on how mUnl 
r-eminding. pmmpting or e)[1COurilgement they need There me 2 rates, 
Lower rate 
If the child is 5 years old or over ~nd any of the) follow ing ilpply 
_ if the dlild can walk, but needs someone) with them to milke sure they are) safc 
_ if the child can walk, but need, someone WiUl them to he)lp them find the)ir 
Wily ilmund in plilcc. they do not know well. 
Remember thilt elil childr-cn need some help Olnd supervision when they ilrc out of 
doors, Hle child you Me cliliming for must need more help or supervision thiln 
other children of the s.<lme age who do not havc their particular problem" 
Higher rate 
Ihe child is 3 years old or over and any of the foliowillg apply 
.,f the child is severely mentally impelire)d w ith severe) behilviourell problem. and 
needs help with per50nOlI CMC both dely elild night 
_ if the child is dmf ~nd blilld and they need 5Omeone with them when they are 
outdoors, they must havc a large ilIllOUllt of hearing ioss and ,ight 105\ But 
they do not ~lOlVe to be totally deaf eI[1d blind 
_ if the child (iln only wellk J shOli: di.tancc before they fee)l ,evere discomfort 
_ if the effort of willking could be dangerous for them 
_ if the child hels had both legs amputated aoove the ankle) 01- through the) ~Ilkle), 
or was born without legs or feet 









Help with personal care 
09-09-2002 11 :23:16 P.ge 5 or 4e 
Children can only get Diso/)ility Living Allowonce tor help with personal 
cme if Uley me 3 months old or over, And remember that ~II children 
need some help 01 supervision The child you Me d~iming fOI mUlt need 
more help or supervision Ul~n other children of the some WJ8 W~lO do not 
~l~ve theil- p~rticular problems, Hle rilte of Di>abili:y Living Allowonce Uwt 
dlildren get depends on the amount of help or oupervision they need, ond 
on the sort of help or lupervision they need, For example, they may need 
'iOmeone to keep ~n eye on them, or look after them while they are on 
dialysis, Or U18Y may need help with thinql like washinq, drel'iing, using 
the tOilet communicating with other people, or 'iomethinq like this, If 
f hey need reminding or promptinq 01 encouraging to do :hings, it 
depends on how much reminding, prompting or encouragement they 
need_ 
There are 3 rates_ 
lowest rate 
_ if the child needs some ~lelp during Ule day 
Middle rate 
• if the child needs help dUllng the da  or 
• if Uwy need help during the night. 
Highest rate 
• if t he dlild needs help both day alld night 
Special Rules 
$Qnre people can get Disability Living Allowance under the Special Rule!>, 
These r-ules me explarned on paqel 7 and 8 and ore called Notes about claiming 
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About your National Insurance (NO number 
Tu link yO~1 wiHI the right NI <JCCOUIlt and keep that aCCO~lIlt secure, we need pruof uf 
yuur id"lltity and th" right information frqm y(j~1. 1\ ~JI numb"r cmd on its own do", 
l10t pr()\le your identity' It l , your rbf,JUmibil ity to giv" u, th" right information to Illlk 
you w ith the right accoullt 
If you do IlOt provlcie us with your NI number, ther" may be some delay in processing 
your GlPplic~tion, If you do IlOt have a NllllJmb~r, or you have a temporary olle 
beginning with Hie letter, ZZ or TN, get in toUdl wIth yO~lr social 50curity office, they 
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Claiming under the Special Rules 
for a child under 16 
About the Special Rules 
Sadly, some children suffer from a terminal illness. We have therefore 
introduced Special Rules' Just for them so that they can get benefit 
quickly and easily. 
Getting paid under the Special Rules means 
• they get the highest rIlte each week for help with personal care 
_ they get paid straight away. There is no need to walt until the child 
has needed help for 3 months 
_ their claims are dealt with more quickly 
But children can only get mooey for help with getting around if they 
have difficulties with getting around, 
Claiming for a child under the Special Rules 
Please read the notes on the other side of this page. They tell you 
what to do it you want to claim for a child under the Special Rules. 
So that we can deal with the claim as quickly as possible, It is 
important that you send a doctor's 051500 Report with the claim. 
These notes tell you how to get a 051500 Report . 
• Tho Spociol Ru"" 0F'Ply to poop!< who m"y '''It ,,," ""9" tho" 
~,mooIh, beeo"", 0( on il~" Bllt it I,. or ,ounc. illlpo»ible 








HOvv (0 chlitn {'or a child under the Special Rules 
Section 1 09·09·200~ 11 ,23"6 Page e 01.8 
.. Please fill In section 1 in this claim pdck. 
Tick 1M box on Pilge 5 to show llldl you are claiming for the ctlild under tl1e 
Special Rules. If you do not tick t hiS box, we canll(lt conSider the clallrl under 
tile Spec/dl Rules 
Section 2 
.. 11 t he chIld need~ he lp with getting around, fill In page 1 to page 4 Then rill In 
page 23 
Answer all the q~tlon~ t hat apply lO me cllild U~e tile s.paces to tell us in your 
own wordS as mu~h as you ~an about t he help that the ~h"d n~ds 
_ If the chi ld dO(l~ not I'lC(!d help w i th getting around, p lease keep section 2 for 
(UIUIe U!.E! 
About the doctor's report 
_ Ask the Chlld'~ doctor or specialist for a 051500 Report , 
This is a report about the child's medical condition, 
YOU will not have lO pay for it. 
You can (lSk !t~ doctor's roccptloni~t or a nurse or a SOCial worker to arrange ltlls 
fOf you The doctor does not tlave to see the child, 
You ~hou l d be g iven a 051500 Report straight away. A~k for Ihe reporl in a sealed 
enve lope If you do not want anyone to sec it. 
What we want you to do 
.. Please ~end liS 
- section 1 
- section 2, but only if t he child needs help with getting around 
- 051500 R~port 
P~ase re turn this form a~ sQ(Jn as possible. 
If you wa,t IO"!JCr the chIld could to-;e money. 
Remember II WIll take a few days to reactl u~ by post 
If you cannOI gel Ihe 051500 Report In t ime, ~end m the claIm straight away. 
























Claim for a child under 16 
09-09-200211;23:16 PaQ" 9 0148 
DlA1A Child 
section 1 
Please complete and rRtllrn thi, F,,~~ :: ~C0" ,n )J"'~~J[)le 3S you;- cate u f claim will 
cepend on lhe date we receive a completed claim form. 
You may find it easier to fiJi in the forms in this claim pack if you read the Notes first. 
If you need help filling in this form, or any part of it, phone on oaoo aa 22 00, 
About the child 
Surname I 
Other names I 
Any other surnames 
I the child has had 
So< D Male D female 
Address where the 
child lives 
Postcode 
Previous address if the 
child has moved in the last 
two years 
Po,teode 
The child's date of birth 
, , 
Letters Numbers Letter 
Child reference number D I I D if you know it . 
What is the child's 
I nationality? 
We may get in (ouch with you for more information. 
Has a claim been made 
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About the person claiming Disability Living Allowance 
for the child 
Tell LIS Joout yourself h", .. , not the child 
Tell us your full nams 
,,- - , .. . ' 
.~-, -_.- _. -", .. 
Letters Numb"" Letlf'r 
Your NJ!ional Insuranoe (NI) 
number = "-----__ ~I D 
Your address 
Daytime phorIC number 
where we can contact you 
or le~'Jc a rneslage. 
Please tick ths appropriate box 
What j, your relationship 
to the child? 
for e~ample, parent. step-raren(, 
tOIler parent. guardian, etc 
Do you reoeivB 
Child Benefit for the child? 
If someone else receives 
the Child Benefit, tell us 
their nJme. 
What is the Child Bcrocrit number 
for the child? 
Th, is on the front of the 
Child Elenefit order book or on 
iell?;"1 Joout the benefit. 
No 
Th;, help' us ilrrange ;:myment' quickly 
Pmtwd .. 
Code Number 
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Where you want to be paid - you can choose 
Y(>u cnn ho ve the ,hil~', Di"'bility living AIIa"vance p"id 'tr"igI1t ir1to" bank cr bUilding ,ociety ",oount, 0' 
you tan toll~tt it from" pmt office, Reod th~ note, obout the wny' you cnn be p<lid on thl< P"ge "nd the 
next p<lge be fore you decide. If you want th~ bo>,..,flt pnid into 0 bnnk or lxJilding ,o,iety, fill in the ddoil' 
on tl1i' p~ge. If you wnnt to coll~'(;t th~ bo>,..,fit from a po,t offiw, fill in the ddoil' on the next pogc 
• Straight into a bank account or a building 50ciety account 
• This type of payment is the one we recommend be'nt"e ',t ~ ,nfe, - you 00 not have to corry casll 
"round - "r1d it "'v~, trouble becou", the money i, poid In "utomotic"lly It cnn 01\.0 be v~thJr"Wn from 
J pmt ()ffic~ for" Glrobnnk or Nationnl Sn\'ing:; bon~ ~c(Ount 
• The account can be 
- ir1 your name, or n yow portner', name if you hav~ ~ pnrtn~r. W~ u,e pNtncr to meon n pe"on you 
ar~ ,,,,,,rried to or a pe"on you li\'e with a' if )'ou are mo"i~d t() them. 
- ajoir1t a"ount ir1 yoU" n"m~ ~nd ".lfnH."'~ el'~\ nnrh.' 
- "n m(Ount of ~ tru,rec, \.Oli,ito' or actount"r1t 
• We will teli you when the money will be paid il)(o tile account fcr the nut time. After that w~ will pay 
the money into th~ account at the end of every 4 weeks. 
• If too much money is paid into th~ account 
If you tl1in~ tilOt you hnv~ b~'Cn paid toc> tnlJ,h mar1 e)" pl~J'" get ir1toudl wltll u, 'tr"igI1t ~way We will 
V,Tlle ~nd tell you if you need t() pJy tl", rT1C>"'~y bak. If you Ilaw giv"" u, ',Ome r1ew infcrmation and 
tlwre" not en()ugh tim~ to change th~ an);)",t you a .. ~ paid, you v~1I Il"Ve to P"y tile extr" money 
bock, But if to() much mon~y is paid for ,orne other re",OIl. you may r10t Ilave to pay it bock 
• If not ~nough money i< paid into the account 
If you think tl1m you 11~ve not been p~id enOugll money, please g~t in touch with '" <lraigllt away. 
We will add th~ money w~ 0""" y(XJ (>Il to tl'" r1ext payrn~nt. Or we v~11 make a 'pe'i~1 p"ymer1t 
w~ will w"t~ Jrld t~11 yOCl. V~l"t we ore going to do, 
• What to do if you want tile money to be paid into an account 
Tell u, abo~t the mwunt. You wi!1 rine: tI'" information on the ch..au~ book. (>n the pa" book or on 
,mtcm~nt' f(x- th~ account 
For payment straight into an account 
Who.e name or name. i. the account in? 
n Bank account_ 
L-..-: not a mortgage account 
Name af bilnk 
~ ____ J 
Or~nch narne anti ad(lre" -l 
Fmtcode 
&itl'll< ""lir1g codc rumber 
[TIl I i 
"<0_:'"":"",0 ,c"o", ,""''--_________ _ ,-
LJ National Saving' Bank inve,tment account _ not an ordinary account 
~"''''t number 
O· Buildmg Society ~avings or cheque account - not a mortgage account 
Name of building >ociely 
Type of ac(Ount - 'or . ""'pl.? eu".n: or d. pa;i: 
C I 
Account numbcr 
---- .... ,,-~  
lluiidlr1g socie~g CO(I~ r1umber 
l_IJI_L 1_11 
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Where you want to be paid - you can choose - continued 
• At a post office 
• Each paymcr1! will norm<llly be for 4 weeks 
But peuple claiming under tl"" Special Rules [an be paid weekly 
• What to do if you warlt to be paid at a post office 
Just tell us on tl,;! page about the post offi ce you wanl lO uS(!. 
If you CannOl gu to tl>e pust offire your,.,l f, Someo"" "I", Giln go for you. 
• All sucial \.Ccurity benefit, allowance and perniun payments Cdn unly be 
collected from orle post urrico. 
For payment at a post office 
Tell uS the address of the post office 
where you warlt to get the payment. 
If you I1rH not ,ure or the addres" ilsk 
the post office to 'tilrnp their address 
~wrc_ Pmtcudc 
If you want someone to go to the post office for you regularly 
Tell u> aboul the penon you want to gu tu thrc post ufTiw for yoo. They can collect your 
money for you if you are unaiJle to go to the post u ffi ce. Yuu Can still collrxt your own 
payments wlwn yoo .lre able to go to the post office. You can rlnly ask one person at any time 
to collect your payment, Please make ,ure you tell uS aboul sumeone that you can trust 
Their surname 
1'hcir other names 
Their date of birth 
Their sex 
Their National Insurance (NI) number 
'olJe need thi' tu arrange payment, 
Their address 
lhti< daytime phone number 
""""e we [an contact them. 
PIt.,'ie tick appropriate box 
"'1",. the address of the post office 
~ you want to get the payment. 
)'Ou are not sure uf the address, ask 






I'" Code Number I 
'--------"-~ 
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Declaration 
Thil deClaration il to be signed by thc pcrson you want to go to the P05t office for you 








Signature of witness 
Po,tooele 
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About Income Support and Jobseeker's Allowance 
PIGa'" tell'" if you ace getting O[ wJiling to h"ar about Ir.:;ome Support or Job>E<'k~r's 
Allowanr,,,. Or tell us if someone d", is getting or waiting to i1Car about Incom" Support or 
Job>eeker', Allowance for you, Tell u< who is getting Imom" Support or Jobs~eker'> AllowJncf'. 
'00 
Your partner 
We lise part,,~r to mean J 
person you ilre milrril"d to 
or a persoll you live with J' 
ir you are ma,-ried fa them 
Arc you or your partner 
.,';1;"9 to hear about 
k\Oome Support? 
At. )'OU or your partner 








l I ... 
C 
Plea,e tell us ti1('jr name 
, 
L 
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About the child's illnesses or disabilities 
What are the child's illnossos 
or disabilities? 
Just tell us the name, of tile 
child'~ main illnesses or 
di,~bililie" We will ~,k YOLi 
how the>" affRct tllR child in 
section 2 of tilis claim pacK. 
If medicines, tablets or othor 
medical treatments are 
prescribod for the child's 
illrlesses or disabilities, tell us 
about them here. 
Th',s information will be on the 
printed I~bel on from of the 
Child', medicinR boille L 
Has the ~hild had a 
mod,~al examination in 
the last six months in 
w-rmoction with any 
other social seourity 
benefit? 
NoD 
Yos D If yP.', please tell us Wllich henetit? 
1--
Claiming under the Special Rules 
The Special Rules and the DS1500 Report are expl~incd in the Notes about 
Claiming under the Special Rules 
Ate you claiming for 











More about the child 
Does t~ child no'ma lEy 
live in Great Brit.llln" 
Gnml Brnnin ,~Eno;!land. 
Scotland and Wales 
Has the t hlld been abroad 
In the [as112 months? 
tID 81the. of Ihe parents o r 
~parem$ of the child 
hive any Inc:ome from 
ItJroa.d that they do not 
hIw to pay UK tn on? 
The UK II Cl1g lnrld. 















______ ~=',.t:1\.'."" ... =~_. 
Where do they Ir .. e7 Please ti ck appropriate box 
~ng l nnd D ScotlanrJ [ I Wales 0 
If y04J I, v() ,n Wale:; "rld woulcJ liK!! tu 
D re<:e lve f utura cumrnunicatio rls jrl Ws ish. please liCk Ulis box 
lell os when Ihay went abioan. 
I I I I 
Te ll u\ w here they went. 
l s ll US Wily t hey w~nt. 
We 1'1 111 'Wltll t o you about thi\ 
But ple/ISp. ~t lll fill in the rest of II,i , fu rrn . 
child 's school/nursery 
,-:---- --'"] 
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For children in hospital now 
Is I~ el'lild in hospita l 
now? 
Wr.en did Ir.e cr.ild go 
Into hospital? 
'"' 
Wl,en will too), leave hospital, 
II )'00 know tt,i,? 
Plea5t' l ell '" the full name 
and ~ddren o f the oo.pital. 
Tell ()'S ItI!! name 0'- numbel" 
of Ihe ward if you know it. 
Hospita l phona number. 
,f you know ',I 
While the cr.lld is in 
hospital is the NHS 
pa)'lr'Ig for tml1r sta), and 
treatment? 
D Go 10 the ne~1 que-uon u nder Ihe ttl'ek hne 
o 
] 
'-----L=._i = =] 1- ----
I Po" codc 
I Code Number 
Not sure I J 
For children in residential care now 
loIelildetlt lal care ",dud .. , - a residenl"'l ",1'001 or cOllcgc. a childHm·~ home. 
ho!.picc care, re-Flit<! care or anyw here Ilk\! U", 
II the child in residenlial 0 
CIA now? No Go 10 P/lge 10 
Ind atldr&ss where the child 
"U3), I09, 
number. 
d id IhB child fi .... 1 51art 
resldenlial care? 
~";'.k"" authority. 
:;~~,~;"~~l,ho"tY. an , or a department 





] I i ] 
C Not sure C 
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For children who have been in hospital or residential care 
Has the child been In 
hospital or rt'5identi~1 
earoln the past 13 weaks? 
Please tel l us the full name 
and address of w here the 
ehi ld was staying. 
PhoM numbe" 
If you know 1I. 
No D Go to til e "e~t question undCf 1110 thiCk linc_ 
I I Tell us WMn tile}' w ent in_ If lilOy t~vc come Qu t of 
_ tlo.p ltal or rU5 idcntiai carc , plca~ tell us when this Wn) 
mi I , i 
out I I I 
POS{COOf! 
Cod, Number 
i;;;-;;;;;;;::ki~y~o~u:;- to tell us about the 
child's illnesses or disabilities? 
This could bc 
e ll leather 
• a nurre. a health visitor, a ph)",01hcrapist. Il ~pc«h t llt.·Hlpist. or an oo;;cup;:!l iona I lherapist 
e loOll1"""" frolll the SocIal SeIv,t'" or the Social Work Deparlment 
• • doctor 
~ .""""II uS their name ] 
phone number, 
, ' , ... ~now it 
Prnlcodc 
Number 
... , ,, ''''''job? '-========-____ ' r - .... -~ 
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The child's family doctor or GP 
Please tell us their name i'-------------------'-J 
,============~ , 
I Postcade 
Their phone number, 
if you know it 
When did the child last see 
their doctor about their 
Illnesses or disabilities? 
~[CO=Od'====='o=m';'-'-,-------J 
The child's hospital doctor or specialist 
Tell uS aoout any hmpitill doctor or Ipeciali't Uw dlild I'as sccn in the la,t 12 month, 
because of their illnesses or di,~bilities, This might be a doctor ilt a child development 
centre, If you want to tell u, abC<.Jt more than 011e peroon, give u, tile details on an extra 
piece of paper and send it with this form_ 
Please tell us their name 
Their address 
Their phone number, 
if you know it 
1he child's record number. 








... their hospital doctor 
IDI'specialist? I======-~=-_----, 
seeing a I .-J 
on kidney dialysis 
lJ> about the hospital that ilrrilnges tllB dialy,is, '" we Cilrl contact tl'em . 
..... "'1 address 
"",''''I record number. 
)\"lu ~n"w it 
Pmtcode 
Code Number 
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Only for people claiming for a child under the Special Rules 
1 PI .. ~5C chf"Ck that you I13VC ~l1\w .. r<X1 all tI-.c quc,tiol1s on this form that ~pply to you or 
to the child you me cl~iming far. Cho:xk tlld you hJve ticKed tile IJ.ox on p3ge 5. 
2 Sign the Declaration on page 13. 
3 If you ",-,ant to claim Dilability living Allowance for the child f or help with getting 
Jround 
• rend the Notes about claiminy Disability living Allowance, where we e.pl~·ln 
wh~t we mean by 11CIp "'.'ith g .. tting aroutl<1 
• go to section 2 in thi~ clJim pack. fi!1 in About the child 'Nllich starts On p3ge 1. 
Am! fill in p~g" 1 to page 4. lioell go to page 23 arKI fill in thi~ p3ge. 
Setld thi' form to us. s.end it ",.'ith th" 051500 Report from tlw child's doctor 
Please return everything to llS~' ';OOtl~, po"ible, ~I your <1~t~ of cbim will be Ulk~n ~I 
the d~te Wf' receive this ,ection, If you I'.'ait longer you wul<1 lose mOnf'Y 
If you cannot get your DS1SDO Report ,tmight ~w~y, do not w~it to ,end m the claim 
Tick the box th<lt ~pplie, to you_ Only tick one box . 
• If you can, send us both sedions together. 
I hi, will Ilf'lp ll, to cle~1 with the Claim quickly, 
If YOll arf' \~n<1ing section 2 with this form, tick thi~ box, 
If you cannot send both sections together, 
$oInd section 1 now, ~nd section 2 wilen you h3v~ 
t illed it in 
If you ar~ going to send section 2 later, tick tllil box_ 
tf you have difficulty filling in section 2, you c~n 
phone on 0800 88 22 00, If you callilot uS<' the phonf', 
""'" can send SOmeOne to v',sit you to help you fill in 
M<tion 2, tick this box 
"you do not want to fill in section 2, YOil CJn ~sk for 
o Iklctor to vi,it, The doctor will normally eXJmine the 
ct\ilrJ 




Now ,ig" the 
Decbration 
Now sign the 
Dt.'CIJration 
Now ,ig" the 
Declaratio" 
Now Sign the 
Df'Clamnon 
if you leave section 2 with someone else so they can fill in the statement 
send section 1 to us straight ~way. Do not wait until you get section 2 back. 
when we have received section 1, If you do not hear from us within 2 weeks 
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Declaration 
• I declare 
that the information I have given on this form is correct and complete. 
• I declare 
that if I have said that I want Disability Living Allowance paid straight into an account. 
I have read and understood the notes on page 3 of this form about being paid in this way. 
• I agree 
that the Department of Social Security Or any doctor, or doctor providing medical services on 
t>ehalf of an organisation, approved by the Secretary of State may ask any of the people or 
places mentioned on this form for any information which is needed to deal with 
• this claim for benefit or 
• any request for this claim to be looked at again 
and that the information may be given to that doctor or to the Department, 
• I understand 
that the Department may use the information which it has now or may get in the future to 
decide whether this child is entitled to 
- the benefit I am claiming for them now 
_ any oti1er t>enefit I have claimed for them 
_ any other benefit I may claim for them in the future 
Warning _ to knowingly give false information may result in prosecution. 
Signature 
O~te 
we collect and use information 
of Social Security (DSS) collects information for social security, child 
, vaccine damage and war pensions purposes, The information we collect about you 
the nature of your bUSiness with us, but may be used for any of the 
. We may check information provided by you, or information about 
third party, with other information held by us. 
may also get information about you from certain third parties, or give information to 
to check the accuracy of information, to prevEll1t crime or detect crime, or to protect 
•
";m';";Cd;;S in other ways, as permiued by law. These third parties include other 
departments and local authorities. 
will not disclose information about you to anyone outside the DSS unless the law 
us to. 
Controller for the purposes of the Data Protection Act. If you want to know 
~! "~'"' wo" information we have about you, or the way we use information, you can 
fef details at any DSS office. 
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Statement from someone else who knows the child 
Please ask someolw Wl10 knows how thH child's illness Or di"'bility affects them to sign this 
statHmHnL Thi, could be arlyonH who knows the child well. for example, a carer, relative, 
friand, professional healtl1 care workHr Or SOmeOnH like this They do not rlHed to look at 





I(Child" nam .. ) 
POSlcode 
and they have J disability or illness. 
I 
Date 
What is your relationship to the 
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How the child's 




If you find it difficult to fill in section 2 do not worry. Phone on 0800 88 22 00 and 
we will help you. Help and advice on page 3 of the Notes about claiming Disability 
Living Allowance tells you how else we can help you. 
Your answers in this section will help us to get a clear picture of how the child's illness or 
disability "ffects them. This will help uS to decide if they can get Disability Living Allow"nce 
Before you fill in thi~ form. you may find it u~eful to 
• have a look through the form to lee what we need to know 
• keep a record for" day or two of how the child's illness or disability affects them. 
If there is not enough Ip"ce on the form for your answers, you can write on a separate piece 
of paper "nd send it with the form If you ule extra pieces of p"per, m"ke sure we can tell 
which question you are answering. 
Statement from a person who knows the child 
We ask you for a statement from someone who knows how the child's illnesses or disabilities 
affect them This is on page 26 ofthil form Try to get this Itatement filled in. It will help uS 
to deal with the claim qUickly. But if you cannot get the statement filled in, do not worry-
we will norm"lIy write to someone who c"n tell uS "bout the child's illness or disability. But it 
may take longer to deal with the daim. 
For people claiming under the Special Rules 
Remember only fill in this form if you want to cI"im Dil"bility Living Allow"nce 
for" child for help with getting "round, otherwise ple"se keep section 2 for 
future use. We do not need to know aoout the help that the child.needs with 
personal care. 
Fill in pages 1 to 4. Then go to page 25 and fill in this page. 
About the child 
Please fill in these details again, so that we can keep all the papers together. 
The child's full name 
II)(! address 





Chik! reference number 
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About the child - continued 
Pleas.e tick all tho boxes that apply to the child Toll uS if the child 
is blind or partially sighted 
has problems with hearing even 
with a hearing aid 
has problems with speech or 
language which affects 
communieation with other people 
i, both deaf and blind 
has physical disabilities 
was born without leg' or feet or 
t1as had both legs amputated above 
or through the ankle 
t\:I. a learning diffieulty 
till." mental health problem 
hM both a severe learning disability 











Partially sighted mo"", that they havo 
problems with their eyesight everl when 
wearing glasse\ or contact lemes 
To get help because of deaftles, iltld blitldtlll';s 
the child must have a large amount of loss of 
hear;tlg and sight. But they do rlOt hove to be 
totally deaf and blind. 
Disability Living Allowance for children 
need ~me help or ,upervision. For a child to get Di,ability Living Allowance 
must need more help or supervi,ion th~n other children ot the same age who do not 
' ",,;.tiXlir illnes>es or di>abilities. Tell us in thi' torm about the extra help the child needs . 
• 1 es much a, you Can about the ways the child', illnll>sll> or disabilities affect them. 
"'ore tell u" the oasier it is for us to get a clear pktlJe of the type of help the 
t;~:5:~::::.'~.'::n claim Disability Living Allowance for childron as SOOn as thoy are bom, to p ~ y until thoyare 3 months old. illtles>es or disabilities can affect people moro On one day than atlothor-
h~ve good day~ and bad days. If the child you are claiming for ha, good day' and bad 
. try \0 toll uS about the problem, they have most of the time. It you are not ,ure it we 
• (0 know somethitlg, tell us anyway 
some ot the que,tiotls will be difficult to answer, e'pecially for babies and 
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Walking outdoors 
By thi' we mean walking on reamnably level ground, rIOt up or down hills or ,lope, You can 
only get Di~bility Liv ing Allowance for holp with getting around at the higher rate if the child 
you arO claiming for i, 3 years old or over. 
You ,anrlOt get Disability Living Allowanco for holp with getting around at the lower rate 
until the child is 5 years old or over 
Does the child have difficulties walking? 
This may be because 
they cannot walk at all 
of an amputation 
they were born with a deformity of the 
spine, legs or feet, or something like this 
of paraly,is, weaknes, or stiffness 
walking make, them breathlm, or gives them 
pain or discomfort 
of a heart condition 
thoy refuSQ to walk, 
No D Go to Page 4, 
", D 
TeJl us about the difficulties they have with walking and about any equipment they use 
to help them. 
Tell us here if there i, anything aboot the way the child walks that causes diffi,ulties, 
ror example, if they have poor co-ordination, bad balance or a poor mannor of walking, 
Tellu' if the effort of walking might be dangerou, for the ,hild and why thi' might be 
Equipment might be crutchm, a walking stick or walking frame, an artificial leg, ,allipers, 
~Iint>, a rolMor, or wmething liko thi', 
"" , , 
a week does the child have these difficulties" 
days a week I 
child walk before they have to stop because of severe discomfort? 
,",'-'~"'''J~'''"'O' for them to go on, or they may need to stop and rest. 
metre:Jyard, 
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If the child needs someone with them when they are outdoors 
Does the child need to have someone with 
them when they are outdoors in places they 
do not k.now well? 
For ex~mple, they may need someone to 
look after them because 
• they are blind or partially sighted 
• they ~re deaf Or hearing impaired 
they might f~1I 
· they have behavioural problems or a 
,evere le~rning disability 
• they may forget where they are gOing, Or 
w~nder off 
• they need" lot of encouragement to walk 
they might put themo;elves Or other people 
in danger. 
No D Go to Page S. 
-
Remember - the child must need more help than a child of 
the same age who does not have their illness Or di,ability. 
Tell us why the child needs someone with them when they are outdoors in places 
they do not know well. 
for example, they may be easily confused or taken advantage of. 
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Someone keeping an eye on the child 
Ali Cl1ildren need ,omeone to kcep 'lil eye on tIlem to mdke sure tlwt tlley Jre IClfe. Amwer tile 
quelliom on tl1il pfl]e If tile ctlild you fire claiming for reecl~ more lupervision during tile day 
or nigm ttlafl ottler ( h',lclren oftlw ,~rne d,W wtlO do no: have their illne" or di'dbii'lty By night 
we medn whcrl the IlOmci1old hal closed down ~t the end of tile dCly 
Does the child need someone 
to keep an eye on them? 
ror enmple, beOlllS" tlley 
hdve nO Wnle of' cllnger Clnd might I,un 
tllem\elve, 01 SCHleOne elw 
m'Igl1t WJndff "bout 
ilavc bel1aviourJI problems 
c~nnot hCJr or!.ee or respond to dangcr ligm 
D 
o 
Go to Page 6. 
need <;omeone to '-llonitor tllei, ,-,,<!diedl condition or diet 
Why the child needs someone with them. Why the child needs someone awake with them. 
During the rtCly During thc ni~ilt 
-:--: _____ -1 L __________ 
the rest of tile 'lue,tio." on thi, pagc arc ditf'icult to Clnswer Clecaule of the Cllild's conrti(Oon, 
worry You CCln tell us mOle d:Joullt,is later 
;;~~~<~,~a;ys a week does the ohild with them'! 
they need 
how long do they need ,omeone 
~ ~"',," each time dUring the day? 
thi' may:,e diffkult but ple",e 
11m in minutes 
minutcs 
How many nights a week does the child 
need someone to be awake wIth them? 
night5 J wcek I 
How much of the night does someone 
have to be awake with them? 
I 
ROUgtlly how lo,",g do they need someone 
awake with them each time duritlg the nigtlt? 
We kmNi tili, may bc dirfiClLlt but please try 
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About the child's development 
We know that all children develop at different rates, but IOITte illnesses or disabilities can have 
a marked effcct on how a child develops Tell UI if the child you are claiming for has suffered 
a delay in their development, 
Does the child have a delay in their 
development of physical or sensory skills? 
for example, 
• using their flUids 
· hearing Or talking 
• sitting, standing Or walking. 
Or something el'e 
No D Go to tile next question under the thick line. n Tell u , about the help they need. 
~ 
L===========;;:-If the next 2 questions are difficult to answer because of the child's corKJition, do not worry. 
You can tell uS mOre about this later. 
Roughly how many time' a day does the child need help? 
times a day I 
Roughly how long does it take each time? 
~ .... c know thi~ be difficult, but please try to tell us in minutes. 
, . 
minute, I 
have a delay in their 
of learning skills? 
the world around them 
instrlK:tions 
daily livi,~g skills, 
el,e . 
No D Go to Page 7. 
Yes D Tell us about the help they need, 
• 
> ~.;,rf'st of the que,tiom on this page are difficult to answer because of the child's condition. 
worry. You can tell uS more aDout this later 
how many times a day does the child need help? 
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About the child's development - continued 
Does the child have a delay in their 
development of social skills? 
For example, 
No O Go to the next qlJO,tioo ur>der the lIl>:k line' 
• interacting with others 
• communicating with other5 
Or something else. 
D Tell us about the I'eip thoy need 
,------------------------------
If the next 2 que'tion\ ~re difrlcult to answer becau,e of the child'\ cor>dition, do not wG"r)'. 
Vou can tell WI more about this ~ater. 
Roughly how many times a day do~s the thild need help? 
times a day I 
Roughly how long does it take each time? 
We know this may De difficult, but please try to tell us in minutes. 
minute, I 
Does someone ne~d to help the 
,;nild develop through play? 
f or example, encouraging 
· age appropriate play 
• ~timulating play. 
0, something else. 
No D Go to Page B. 
Yes D Tell us about the help they need 
If ""'~ rest of the que,tiom on this page are difficult to answer t>ecause of the child" condition, 
Cio)l'IOt worry. Vou can tell u, more about this later. 
~h.2:. how many times a day does the child need help? , 
L tImes a day " 
-~======~--~~---------------------­~IY how long does it take eath time? 
..... know this may be difficult, but plea,e try to tell us in mInutes. r--
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Waking, getting up and going to bed 
Does the ohlld have difficulties waking, 
getting up or going to bed? 
ror "xample, tl,,,y m"y l1eed help with 
t!'in'ls like 
getling into Or out of bed 
. ,ettling in tJeJ 
, slayil1g in bed 
Or help witl, <o,,-.,lh;n9 el>e 
Remember _ tile Cllild I11ml l1eed more help ttlan ~ ~tlild of 
ttle '~rne ~se who doc, not have tlleir illl1,",s or di'''hility 
-----------------------
Does someone have to wake the 
child up, or tell or encourage 
them to get up or go to bed? '" D 
Yes C 
--~---­
Tell us about the help the ohild needs 10 wake up or get up or go to bed. 
Tell us about any equipment the [hild uses and how it helps them_ 
how long does it take the child to get out or bed or into bed? 
thi. "'''1 be difficult but pie"", try to lell u, in rninute' 









Washing and bathing 
Does the child have difficult,e, washltlg, 
or having a bath or shower? 
ror example, tlwy r.lay l1!led hpJp with 
thing, like 
clc,mimJ their lcc~h 
w~,hil1g their l"\ilil 
g"tting into or out of lI.e bath 01" stlOwer 
physical ,urrort 
copong Wltll periods 
keepi",) sate 
Or help with sOrllcthirl9 else. 
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Remember _ the chi,d musr m'('f1 more i1clp lhan a child of 
the ,ame age who docs not have their illl1('" or di,~bility 
Does someone have to tell or encourage the 
chIld to wa~h or have a bath or shower? 
kll u~ about the help or cncouragemetlt the child needs washing or having a bath or 
Wower. If they have bed bath., tell uS about thi~ here Tell us about any equipment the child 
U"" and how it help, them 
days d week 
I a day doe, the child need help with 
0.- having a bath or ,hower? 
to have a bath or ,hower? 




• , , 
~ 











Getting dressed or undressed 
Does the child hilve difficulties getting 
dre.sed or undressed? 
rm e.~mrlp. Illey lT1~y 
"eel' SOrTIeOI",e t.o Ilelp tllem, or illl"'Y 
take a 10"<:1 timp 
h~ve p:.>OC w-orc:in~tion 
11ave 11() wntrol (w", tlleir ",'m, or Icy' 
not DC ~blc to Jucge approprimp clml"", 
Or they lT1~y need help with someThing else 
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Remember - tile child must l1eel' more help that' a ctlild of 
the '~mi! ~g0 1'.'110 docs not l'~ve their ililles, or l'i~l)ility, 
Doe. someorlC h~vc to ["II or enr;Qurage 
tile ct,ild to get dres<ed or lmdresscd? 
------ -~-.-
Tell LIS about the help or ~nr;Qurag2m2nt the child needs getting dressed or undressed. Tell us 
"bout any equipment tile child uses and how it helps them. 
a week does the child n22d thi. h2lp~ 
d~y, ~ week I 
times a day does the child need this help~ 
how long does it take the child to get dressed or undressed~ 
thi' rn~y be clifficult, l)ut plpme try to tpll us irl minute, 
minute, I 
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Help with toilet needs 
,Ve knol'''' tlle>e are very perscm,,1 qu~'liom, tJut tili, informmicm 
wi I, Iwlp LJ> to dec',de "bout tile cilil(l's clainl 
Does the ohild h~ve difficultie, coping with 
their toilet needs? 
cor example 
gett'lng to the toilet 311(1 uSing tlw toilel 
using sometlling like a nappy, commod~, 
tJ~rJp~n '" bDltle ',mtc~d of tlw toilet 
Llsing or ch~rlging inwrlllnenW a',ds 
catlwterll<ltion or bl~rJrJer ~xpr~"ion 




Does someone h~ve to tell Or encourage No i ---I 
the child to attend to tile" toilet needs? 
Tell u, about the help Or encouragement the 
child needs and they use. 
I" I· 
J 
many days a week does the child need 
"nlp? 
times 3 day I 
need 
each time? 
bLlt please lIy 
Yes [_ " 
Tell u, about the help Or encouragement the 
child needs and ~ny equipment they use_ 
Duril1g tlw nlgl,t 
How many nights a week does the child 
need thi~ Ilelp? 
1---- nig~t' "w .... ~ 
How many times ~ night does the child 
need thi~ help? 
L time, ~ l1igl,t [ 
Roughly how long does it take each time? 
'We know tllis nlay be dimeult, jut please try 











1 Communicating with other people 
Doe, the child need help understanding 
other people? 
for example, they ""cd someone to 
help with lip reading 
. explain what people mean 
. interpret sign language. 
No D Go to the ""xl question ur>der the thick line. 
D Tell us about thi, 
Tell uS about the child's difficulties understanding other people. Tell us about anything the 
child needs to help them understand other people, and how useful this is. Tell us if they 
need to have physical contact or some other sign to attract their attention. 
If the .-;ext 2 questions me difficult to amwer Oecause of the child's condition, do I10t worry. 
You Call tell us more abOut thi' later. 
How many times a day do they need SOmeOne to help them understand other people? 
times a day I 
Roughly how long does it ta~e each time? 
\',..~ know be dirficult but please try to tB11 us in minutes 
minutes I 
the child need help being understood 
other people? 
, 
because or a language di50rder or ~ 
I spBBch problBm 
h~s to interpret the child's 
0; 
No 0 Go to Page 13. 
Yes 0 Tell us ~bout this. 
, difficulties being understood by other people. Tell us about any 
the child uses to help them, and how usefUl this IS. 
or the questions on this p~ge me difficult to answer because of the child's rondition, 
"''"orr~, You can tell us more about this I~ter, 
~'_"'~'>,'~'m",':' "~~~doO:;they need help to make themselves understood by other people? 
times a da~ I 
long does it take each i 
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Communicating with other people - continued 
IS l he (hil<l unwilling to 
communlCil lO w it h o ther people? 
f or C~""'I-'I". I.>cc;)uo;e or 
d,fficult <y ""tt,dra""'" h<>haviour 
. IrU\Uilt ,on or ,t,C';, 
NO ! J Go In Page 14. 
Ve~ n Te .. Ul ilbout U,,\ 
• ~ commun'~ilt'o" di,order. 
Or ;on1eIl1"'(1 1,,<,,, t hi , 
=----'----------,-----------------
Te ll U5 obout the encouragement the child needs to help the m commlmicate with Olller 
pooplo. Tell uS about any equI pment th() C~lld uso s. to help them and how usofy! thiS Is. 
I 
_.-.. _, .... _---_ .. 
-
-~ 
II me rost of u .... qu"" ,oom on Ihi, lJilqc aro dl l"T lwl! to a"'We( hee"u,,, of Ina tn,ld"' cond't,on 
do nOl w,y,y You (em , ... Ii U, m",,, "Ooe,I U,,' latcr 
How ma ny lime' iI day do they need hel p 
to co",munic~le with olher people? 
t im"" ~ dily I 
-~ --,-,-,,---
Rough ly how long does ,t t ake ea(h lime? 
We '<now th,s may I>f" d, l/ ,rull. bu, plclISe uy 1o \eli u, in m,nuW,. 
m,nUle'> I 










Eating and drinking 
Does the child have difficulties eating or 
drinking? 
For ~xumpl .. , they rlC~li i'elp 
• cutting up fuad or lwil1q I~li 
. wltl, a spC'cial;,ed f .... d'n" meti'o(;. 
Or witt1 \ornetl,ing ",1,<, 
Does someOrle have to tell or etlCOIJage 




- - ----:;-;-;-----:-:c-==~==_;_;__--__::_ 
Tell us about the help or er>eouragement the Tell us about the help or encouragement the 
child needs, Jtld any equipment they USe. child tleeds, Jnd any equipment they use 
During the day During the nigh: 
days a week does the child need 
10"9 does it take each time? 
U,j, m~y be difficult but plea,e 
:I us in mlnu\Cs 
m,nlJ:"" 
How marlY nights a week does the child 
"eed this help? 
How many times a night does the child 
need thiS help? 
[ ·",',-m-,-,-o-O-,-g-"-'-I 
Roughly how long doe,; it take each time? 
We know tlli, muy lJ~ difficull, bull-ll"~s" 
try to t~11 U\ in mlnut"" 












Help with medication 
DO~S the ohild need help with medication? 
I'or exa'"plc, 
\~King tablets or medicines 
tldvim, injections 
u,inS ~11 Inll~l~r or IwboJli'~r 
applying credms 
they do [lot co-uperate with ttle!C tr .. <ltnwnl 
Tell uS "bout the hdp or encouragement 
the child needs with medication 
During tile day -- - ----- . _- --
day' a week do~sthe c:hild need 
timc~ a day I 
-C--:--:---:c-
how long doe, it tilkc each time~ 
• ttli, ll1~y b~ "ifficult, but plea'.e 
I".', ',n m""Jl~' 
minute, 
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No " Go W Pdge 16. 
c __ J 
Yes 0 Tel: '" <liJout thi,_ 
Tell us "bout the help or erlCDuragemcnt 
the child need, wIth medication. 
[Juring tile l1igl1l 
I 
_____ --.J 
How marlY nights a w~ck dues th~ child 
need this help? 
n~gl1tS ,,';;;;k I 
How many times a night dues the child 
need th;, help? 
lime, ~ night ! 
Rougllly how long does it tak~ each time? 
We know tlli, m"y iJe difficult, but pIC~'C 
try to 1~11 us irl minute, 













Help with therapy 
Ooes the child "eed help w ith therapy" 
TI1E'1'?py m~y t>e dOl)e fly n trI...-~p"l or by 
~)m~'("w cl,c, It may t>e at nome or 
\.O 'I'l<:wh .. r .. cl,c It rl1 ~y Inv<) lve exerc;,,,,,. 
rClCl l,ne, or m .. lhlxh dC>l9IX'd 10 help the ch il d 
develop. for e.",np,o. 
flnl'~iOlhHarY 
, speech ther~rY 
. "lay thc'apy 
Or ~oml!l hlng cl..;: 
'-:--:--,----
Te l! us about the help Ot el1(our~gement 
the Child rweds with therapy. 
Ouring Iho day 
~-
Ho-.v miln)' da% a week does the child nee , 
dllS h elp? 
---d~y\ ~ W~k I 
times a day d="'' -''''''-'''':'':''''''' 
'--__ "'nc~" d~ --- ._-- -
~hly how 10"9 docs it take each time? 
Wot ~r,)·", thi' m~y i"l Ulfriw ll, bUl rleme 
It YlO : .. 11 u, '" m!"Ul ",~ 
[---- - - -- ."--m'''Ula~ 




Tell uS ~bout t 
,------ ---
he help 0< encoUfil~e"t 
with thl;rapy. 1M Child needs 
C urir'l 9 rh ", Il I ~JI1[ 
I 
-- - '--, 
, , , 
L. 
-
How many nigh 
n&cd this hclp~ 
, . -
1119 I,r, n weak I 
How many Urn es a n lgl1l does th l! chi ld 
need th i5 hclp~ 
, tir 
I 
Roughly how 10 
We Know this rn 
"9 docs It takC e~<h timc~ 
~y t; a d ifficu lt. t;"t pleme 













Help with medical equipment 
Docs t h o:: child need he lp Wl lh mediul 
equIpment? 
rllr "'''mple, 
CO IOllomy D' cJU, ,,t~r c:. ro 
. tr:'d'~()Slomy c,;1f P. 
• u.,ng 'plint>. <lJil.(:rs Qf .p~Ci'" cl"tl,inq 
Or ,<u:lHh'ng <.:1,"-, 
lell uS abou t tI'e help or Cr'\(;ouragemem 
tile th ild needs w ith medical equipment 
, ______ --",)"';n9 ,he oJ"Y 
L 
daY" a 
times a day doo~ tho:: child need 
how long docs II la ke each t ime? 
thj~ m"1 be I'lIfficu'!. but pi""'" 
I us in mmutl;S 
.------
No ~ __ J Go t o Page 18 
", --.J fell us Jbll\lt tlH~ 
TeU U~ about the ho;lp or ¢nt.Qur"gcmcnt 
Ille chIld needs with medocal equIpment 
DUlln9 Ihp. "c"e"c''--_____ -, 
How many n,g ht. a week (loes lhe child 
need Ih;5 help? 
[-===c"=,g="="='~W~'~"'co'-l .,., ----ccc--
How many times a night doc~ thc child 
1'.(:0:: (1 this help" 
times J n"Jht 
RolJghly how long do ..... 1\ lake ""eh l Ime? 
1'11(, know lhi' mll1 be d,rritulll.>ul ple",e 
try 10 1. .. 11 us in minl)t~'S 
L.... m i I'U;~S I 












Blackouts, fits, seizures or something like this 
Doe, the child have blackouts, fit" seizures 
or something like thi,? 
roc e'~Il1r.le, hec~LJse of 
ep,lep,y 
. (iiJbNL'S. 
Tell us what happen, 
We l1eed to knON 
--. 
No Go to Page 19, 
Yes [~J Tell lJ< ~hOLJi tlli'_ 
what ~lappL'ns Iwtorc they ilavc a IJlackout. fit or seizure 
if Hw)' li~t any wclrl,il'9 or what is going to ilaprerl 
wh~i I,appem during the fit or ,eizur~ 
if tlw)' 10'''' comcioumess 0;- if their limbs ,hake, or if lhey lJit~ their lonCjue 0"-
are incontinent 
....... ~Iat happens atler a fit or S~l7ure, if they "eed to 5le"p or if th~y Mil conru,,,d 
T~I! uS ""ydli,-,g HI"l willlwip LIS gel a cl~ar picture of wllat Ilap",,,"" to tlw rl,ild if th~y h~"Je 
a h1clCkoLJt, fit or seizure 
Tell us about the help the child needs. 
Dur;'-'g Hie li~y 
lIS roughly how often th" happens, 
how long does the child need help 
thi' may iJe (liff"ulr, but pl~clse 
,II lK in minutes 
minutes -! 
I 
Tell us about the help the child need,. 
During th~ l1igl1t 
"======C;=--===-=-j 
Tell us roughly how often thIS happen" 
1-
Roughly how lang does the child need help 
each time? 
Wc know this ",ay Ill' clittiwll. I)Ul please 













The child's mental health 
Doc< the ohild have difficulties because 
of the way they feel? 
For ~x~mpl~, they ll1~y ,omctin,c, 
[]f'l. ~miOLJ, or p~nicky 
gel uplet or fru'tr~i~cJ 
teel \Orl\cone may 11arm thl>m 
try to fldm' them,elves 
be verbally or physicdll)' aggrc;\<ve 
lry to d~l11~g .. tI,iIl9' 
be impulsive Qr de,(run.ivl' 
tecl Lhey cannot cope with l'''I'''tI1l' ,Iight .. ,t 
cllange to their dilily rout;llc. 
Or sornettling elsf' 
Yus 
03-IH-2UUl 11:23:16 Po~e.1 of 4ll 
C Go \u Pagl' 20. 
~'---'-l Tell u; ~boUL til;' 
~~~~~~~~~--~-.-­
Tell us about the help the ohild needs and the thir1g~ the child doe~ because of their 
mental hcalth problem., 
I 
j 
lelll.ls roughly how of ton this happe"', and how long tho child neud. hulp when it happer1~. 












Movement and co-ordination 
Doe, the child have diH,ol.llties with 
movem""t and co·ordination? 
For cxmnple. ,hey 
c.onnlJl muve ~i all 
Sl1ff~r p.li" wilen lhey move 
m.,y injure lhem,~lvc, if Liwy move 
cantlot co-ordin.xe mov~m~nt< of their 
am)s or legs 
Or sumelnin9 else 
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,I Co:a .:he next questiun ull<"le,-
U :he thick l"'le. 
CI Tell U\ atlOlJ: th" 
---- ~~-----:C--~------,-C-----­
Tell us about the help the child rleeds with movement Jrld CQ.ordmatiotl 
Moving about indoors 
Pees the child Ilave difficultie, movirl9 
abuut irldoors? No 
Fn- ~xmnplc, with things like 
• 9:ning oui of J chQir 
• .... blking druurlCi indours Ye, 
o going up lJr dllwn ,tairs 
• v.W"XJ a wh~~lchair or Major Buggy 
• Itamfcrrinq rrom a wiwelchair or Major llu90Y 




- tne Cllild 1l1U',t n~ed more help lllml a cnild of 
age who doe, no: hav~ lheir illne" ur (Ii,abilily, 
have to tell or encourage 






'bout any 11('lp or enoouragement the ohild rleed~ movirlg dbout indoor" rell us about 
""Y~ the ohild'~ home 11~5 been adapted, or about any equiprmmt they u,e to help them 
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When the child is in bed at night 
By night wc mcan when the household has clos.cd down at thc cnd of the day, 
Does the child need help when they are in D 
bed at night? ,NO Go to Page 22. 
For example, thc), may need help with 
thing, like 
• changing Iheetl or nightclothes 
• getting bedclothcs back on the bed if they 
falloff 
turning over 
resettling to slecp after waking because of 
night terrors Or irregular sleep patterns 
getting back into bed after falling out 
• settling and Itaying in bed 
Or something else, 
y" D Tell us about this, 
Remember - the child must need more help than a child of 
the san .... age who dcwcI not have their illne" or di'Mlbilit)' 
Tell us about any help the child needs when they are in bed at night. 
a week doe, the child need help? 
nights a week 
need help? 
timel a night 
how long does it take each time? 











Help the child needs when they 
or in the evening 
(}9..()9..2Q02 11 '23 I' p~~ ... of"~ 
go out during the day 
PleMe tell u<; in th~ pmt 3t)Qul thu help the thlld "eem from another pOfSOn!!lt hom .. OJ 
when they go out. For oxample, thl~ cm'! be help with thmgs ilke \(.lCO.!i 0)I'\d reli "ious 
aCt ivit ie s, interests aM hODbics. ;; 
Remembet- - t hey ean be helped in lots of dilfeo-ent ways. S..neoI'K! spc.tung to them 
can <;ount as help ,t they 
• t .... them or e~r8ge them to do thing. 
• te ll them hOW 10 d o things 
• 11'11 them if t nerll IS danger, 
Evon Willeone read.ng to them or he lp ing them to communicate wIth otnc. people ean 
CO<.irlt as help. ,or exomplu, Ihey may need $Omeoru~ to mtcrpret H'lel, 1Ign ~ge 'or 
other people. O. tllO)' may o[1ly be aWe to make themsclf undorstooxllo tOmUOtlIt 'I\'h(o 
knows them well, who not'Cli to inte rpret whot they 01'1' \~ying for ot"- people 
You should tell u~ aboul the help they need even if they do not actu<IIII, .. tnat htlp 
We want you to l ell u~ abOut <Jach o f the dlfff;fenl th'ng~ they usually do or woulO ac II' 
they had thc help they need. Use a i>ep<lra!c box 10 leI! us about each Thony We hftoc 
givM you t hrce SCl$ o f bo~~. but you do not have 10 fill on <Jvcry!oUt UI'IIcIs you nlM(! t(l 
l ell u~ about 3 dif'rt'(()Ilt t hings. If you want to tell us about mar" th"n J thong,. usto. 
sepi>.at" s,h""t of paper aM lend it to uS wit h m ,. form. 
Wh~t they do o. would do i' they had 
.'C"':::,:"c";'cPC'o":"c'C"C":c'c,,,-o--c=,,,,,,,ccc----, 
When mey go out during the day 
01' even,ng 
How many d~y~ II 
Week? 
How many time. '" 
0.,1 
I time. a day I 
!low long do lney usually need help far 
_h time" 
What help do they need from another 
.... ~1 __________________ --; 
[ 
WhBtthey do or would do.f U")' Nod 
the help they n .... d 
It ow many day' II 
w eek? 
daYl a wce~ t~ a OIly I 
==.~ How Io"1g do they usuAlly .... Mtp for 
e-.:h lime? 
I 
'=====:: _. --.J _ ' ' ''----
What help do they neo(! hom .no .... 
person? 
- - -------









Help the child needs when they go out during the day 
or in the evening - continued 
"-'-'''---
Wh~( IhCy do III wou ld do if they had 
t he help they need 
When mlly go nuT dur'''9,hit u<'Y 
What Ihey do Or WOuld do if t hey had 
t h e help t hey need 
,...---- ._-
Nhumc 
"' ~"""9 ...~ L 
~=:===== 
How many (layS- II 
w __ ., _____ _ 
" . 
How mony tunes" 
dlly? 
L_ t,mll'S J <:lay I 
How lo ng rio tlley u~uolly need help for 
e~<h t ime? 
W hat help 110 \hey need from "nother 
per~Ol1? 
How many d iar.; d 
week"> 
Gaw~~~: 
How ,,*,y times • 
"'~'----, 
[ tim",. Clay I 
How long do tile)' u~ .... , neecllMfp for 
e,..; h time? _____ -, 
I 
What h e lp do they nMd from another 
pers"re 
i ____ . __ .. HI l __ .. __ _ '-J 
What they d () or WO\J1(l do if t hey h~d 
too help they need 
When Tn!')' go OI,;l CI.mnq lhC'(j;yl 
or pv;,:",nq 
kow ,n1l0Y (llIy~ a 
V._k "> ____ _ 
d.1yS a week 
- ---
How many limes a 
day1 
Mow lon g do they u~uil il y need help for 
_11 lime"! 
[=-~-.-.-... -.~-
What hllip do they nllEld from ano thcf" 
pa~n1 r--- --
, 
W hM they do or would do i' u.e, hid 
Ihc he lp t hey "",ed 
AI hom" 1 
L 
How m,," y daY"" How 11*1)' times III 
week? d'Y":-___ • 
days a w""k [ LIffit'S III (IllY l 
How 1009 do Ihey usualy .-d h.ap for 
"~th l ime? C - .- .J 
='---
What help do they need from , nother 
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Anything else about the way the child is affected 
by their illnesses or disabilities 
Tell us about any ways that the child's illnesses Dr disabilities affect them that you have not 
been able tD put anywhere else on this form. 
For example, the child may need ,pecial help at ,chool or nursery. Or there may be places on 
this form where the questions have been difficult to answer, arKJ you want to tell us more 
about the help the child need, Or you may want to tell us if the child's condition change' 
from day to day. Which means that the amount of help they need varies, 
Tell us anything that you think will help us get a picture of how the child is affected by their 
illnesses or disabilities, 








About the child's condition 
Tell us when the child started to have the 
problems you have told us about. 
If the problems with getting around and 
with personal care started on differetlt 
dates. tell us about this. Tell us the exact 
dates if you can. But if you cannot 
remember, tell us roughly when this was. 
Do you think the child will have the 
difficulties you have told us about for the 
next 6 months or longer? 
Tick one of the<e boxes. 
Declaration 
Please sign this form here. 
09-09-2002 11 :23; 16 P~g. 47 of 46 
, , 
rven if you ha~e already signed section 1. still sign this form here 
The information I have gi~en about the way the child', illne~5e~ or di'abilities affect them 
i~ correct and complete. 
Warning _ to knowingly give false information may result in prosecution. 
Signature Date , , 
What to do now 
('oCt the ~tatement on the next page filled in if you can. It will help u~ deal with the claim 
If cannot get the statement filled in, do not worrj. We will normally write to the 
or to someone else who can tell us about their illness or disability But it may 












09-09-2002~';'~~~~:'::';O~';':'~ ____ • 
People who can fill in this statement 
This statement will help us deal with the claim quickly. 
Please ask a per,on who k,lOWS how the child's illnesses Or di'abilities affect them to fill In 
this statement, This could be someo"" el,e who look' after the child, a c~rer, a relative, 
~ friend, ~ soci~1 worker, ~ community psychIatric nurse, a te~cher, a therap ist, a "urse, 
a doctor or specialist, or anyone who knows the child well. 
Notes for people filling in this statement 
Please fill in this st~tement straight away aoo give the form back to the 
per:;on who asked you to fill it in. Please fill it in from your Own krlOwledge-
you do not need to look at their answers on this form. 
Plea~ fill in the name and addr"" or 
the child this form;5 about 
Child's name 
Please fill in your own name alld address 
Your full name 
~--------~I I~ ________ ~ 
Child's address Your address 
Postcode Postcode 
Tell us when you last saw the child Your phone Ilumber 
I I I Code Num~r 
'---------~ 
Tell us your job or profession or relatIonship to the child this form is about. 
Please tell us what their illnesses alld disabilit;e' are, and hOW they are affected by them. 










APPENDIX 0: THE UNITED KINGDOM'S DISABILITY LIVING 
ALLOWANCE FOR A CHILD UNDER 16 - CLAIM FORM 










SUMMARY OF SECTION 1 
Section 1 requests details regarding 
• Other social sec~rity benefits received by the child or carer; 
Payment details, as benefit payments are directly paid into bank accounts and 
the like, 
The child's main disabilities or illnesses, 
• Details at-out the child's place of residence. school'lng, periods of 
hospitalisation and residential care; 
Contact details of another irlformant for verification of child's illness or disability_ 
e_9 .. teacher, health professional, social service worker or doctor; 
Contact details of the ch'dd's famity doctor arid hospital or treatment doctor or 
specialist; aoo 
• Signed declaration of the applicant and signed statement from another person 
who is familiar with the child's disability or illness, e,g" carer, relative or friend. 
(United Kingdom Social Security Benefits Agency, Disability Living Allowance for a 
child under 16: claim form, Appendix C) 
SUMMARY OF SECTION 2 
Measures of time are contained in questions such as: 
• How many days a week does the child experience tllese difficulties?: 
• How m~ch of the day and how much of the night does the child need someone 
with him or her?: 
• Roughly how many limes a day does the child need this help?; and 
• Roughly how long (in minutes) does it take each time to help the child? 
(United Kingdom Social Security Benefits Agency, Disability Living Allowance for a 
child under 16: claim fOnTI, Appendix C) 
Section 2 requests a description of: 
• Tile type of disability or illness - the carer is requested to identify which 









The child's difficulties wilh walking, the child's use of assislive devices to aid in 
walking, and the nature and frequency of Ihese difficulties, e.g, the child's need 
for supervision when the child is walking outdoors; 
The child's need for supervision during the day and night: 
• The assistance the child needs as a resull of a delay in their development of 
physical or sensory skills, leaming skills and social skills; 
• The assistance a child needs to help him or her to develop through play; 
The assistance or encouragement a child needs and their use of assistive 
devices to: 
wake up, get up or go to bed 
~ wash, have a bath or shower, including acbvities like brushing teeth 
~ dress or undress 
~ attend to their toilet needs during the day and night; 
The child's difficulties with understanding other peopte and being understood 
by other people, including their need for assistance or assisbve devices to 
facilitate their communication; 
• The encouragement a child needs to help them communicate with others, 
including any equipment used; 
• 
• 
The assistance or encouragement the child requires, and his or her use of 
equipment te: 
~ eat or drink 
administer medication 
.. engage in therapy; 
The assistance a child requires if a child experiences blackouts, fils or 
seizures; 
• The child's difficulties because of their mental health condition, specifying the 
assistance the child requires and the child's actions; 
• The assistance or encouragement a child requires with movement and co-
ordination; 
The assistance or encouragement a child requires to be mobile indoors, 
specifying whether the child's home has been adapted and what equipment the 
child uses to assist in their indoor mobility; 
• The assistance a child requires when he or she is in bed at night, e.g., if the 









The assistance a child requires from another person at home or when they go 
out, e.g, help with social and religious activities; 
• The applicant is given an opportunity to provide additional information about 
how the disability or illness affects the child. other than that described 
previously; 
The applicant is requested to specify when the child started to have the 
difficulties described, and the applicant is then asked whether they perceive the 
child will continue to 1·lave these difficulties for the next 6 months; and 
• Signed declaration of the applicant and signed statement from another person 
who is familiar with the child·s disability or illness. e.g. carer, relative or friend. 
(United Kingdom Social Security Benefits Agency. Disability Living Allowance for a 
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~ - Dl!:t>ENDEnCX: GRANT 
MEDICAL CERTIFICATE: CARE DE,-, - '". ro;;:m ClI!LO 
A. TO BE COHPLETED BY ADl1lfIlSTRATIV'E OE"FIC:.:a 





l_'_'_'_'.T_ A. '. '. '.'.C. A. T_,o_N.l __ 11 RE-APFL ICA':'IONI 11'-"--1 • • • L. ____ .L. ~ . '.0. 
CARE DEPENDENT CHILD 
IdentitY"number ________ _ Date of Birth _______ _ 
Surname 
Full names 
n. REf'EtutAr .. LETTER 
CLINIC! PHYSICIAN/MEDICA!. A'ITE:flDANT 
PER."!ISS ION 
I, the undersigned herewith give my permiss10n tb~t the car e -
dependent chi 1d' s medical history be made a':;li l able for ch.e 
pu r pOse of an application for a care - dependency qrar.t . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
11l::0ICAL HISTOR't IN ORDER TO Aft'LY FOR A CARE - ;)!PI::tID£e.Cl' GRANT 
':'0 enable the <1bO<lementioned to apply for it ca.:::'e - dependency 
9rant for care dependent children, it would be apprecia.t.ed if you 
~ould supply the state Medical Officer (District SurseOn) with 
a medical report in respect of the child concerneC. 








56 NC.17016 GOVERNMENT GAZETTE, 1 MARCH '9~ 
C. TO BE COMPLETEO AND SIGNED BY STATE MEDICAL OFFICER 
HAS CARE - DEPENDENT CHILD BEEN IDENTI FIED BY IDENTITY DOCU~lENT? 
"If no, stat ", :::-eason ________________________ _ 
MEDICAL EXAMINATION 
0 • VERY. POOR 
• POOR , • FA!R , • S .... TISFA CTORY , 0 GOOD , • VERY GOOD 
, Ca:::-diovascular 0 , , 3 , , 
, Respirato:::-y 0 , , 3 , , • 
3 Musculo-Skeletal 0 1 2 3 4 5 
, Ne::::vous syst em 0 1 , 3 4 5 j , Vision 0 1 , 3 4 5 
6 Hearing 0 1 , 3 4 5 
, Comprehension 0 , , 3 , 5 
6 Mental condition 0 1 , 3 4 5 , 
9 Epilepsy 0 1 , 3 4 5 
1 0 Other 0 1 2 3 4 5 
Di agnosis 
• Prognosis 
MEDICAL OFFICER'S OPINION 
i. "Is the mental and/or physical disabilJ.~· :':y:' ______ , __ , 
SEVERE t I MILD I I NOT DISABLED I 
ii. Spec.~al t:::-eatment and/or rehabilitation :::-e comm e nded 








ST ...... TSKOEFl ... NT.' .......... RT '996 No_ 170'6 5' 
iv. Does the c hild require permanent home cilre, d.ue to his/her 
severe mental or physic~l disa~ilty? 
v. Re-eva:uation recommended at age of four yea r s 
Si.gnature 
PRINT ______________________ __ 
Telephone number 
D. FUNCTIONAL ASSESSMENT 




U stl;lndlng - a:one 
'-' Walking indep"ndentl y 
'-' Running well coordinated 
YOur opinion: 
2 . SELF CARE 
1 : TOTAL DE~ENDENCY 
3 a 50 ~ DEI'ENDENC1 
5 • INDEPENDENT 
2 . , Eating 
2.2 Groom lng 
2.3 Bathing 













Date ..... _ ... .... . . 






J 4 5 
3 4 5 
J , 5 
3 , 5 








,~ No. 110H, GOVERNMENT GAZETTE, 1 MARCH 111% 
Your opinion; -
3. COMMUNICATION, 
J . 1 Compr~h!!:nsion 
Ask ~he child to fetch the book on the table and 
it to you. 
to bring 
3.2 Exp:cession 
Ask the child to t e ll you ",t-.at he did yesterday. 
3.3 Speech intelligibility 
Listen to what the child is telling you in response to the 
question in 3.2. 
4. PSYCHOSOCIAL ADJUSTMENT: 
4.1 Social interaction 
Observe how the child interacts with you, his mothe:c, or 
other children in the vicir.ity. 
4.2 Emotional response 
Ask the mother how the child r e acts to anger or frustration. 
Eg. Tantrums, Aggression, Withcruwal 
5. COGNITIVE FUNCTIONING: 
5.1 Copying 














1<0. 17016 It 
S.2 Memory 
Listen to the story ~,., 3.2 ch"c;" ""it h tt:e n,~ther 
s.) Orientatio'" 
Ask the ch :dd what cay it is. 








ASLE TO ".0\1\£ 
FOR HJI": /HE:! 
SEt. 
Da te: 





















REsPONDENT NO: __ _ 
University of Cape Town - Children's Institute 
Care Dependency Grant Assessment Tool Study 
CAREGIVERS CONSENT FORM 
The Children's Institute wish to talk to parents and care-givers of children with illnesses 
and disabilities about the needs of their children and the additional problems they face in 
caring for them. It is hoped that this information shall be used by the government to 
improve the support given 10 care-givers and improve the access to the Care-Dependency 
Grant However, this may take a long time. 
Please note that this is not an application for the Care-dependency Grant, nor will there be 
immediate assistance from the government. 
Everything you say will be kept private and confidential - your name shall not be recorded 
on the forms, nor given to anyone else, You do not have to answer any question if you do 
not wish to, and you may stop the interview at any time, without any prejudice, risk or loss 
of benefits. 
I would like to ask you a few questions now for about one hour, and then I would like to 
come to your home and talk with you there again. If you agree to this, and have 
understood the information given, please could you sign below. The information on this 
paper is only so that I may come and visit you again - none of the information will appear 
on the question form. 
Do you have any queries or concerns? We thank you for your assistance, 
____________ hereby freely and voluntarily give my permission to 
(parent or caregiver's name) 
be interviewed for this research. I understand the purpose of the study as explained to me. 
I understand that my answers to the questions will remain private I understand that I may 
refuse to answer a specific question. and that I may request that we stop the interviews at 
any time. 
Signature, ______________ Address: ____________ _ 
---- _____ Cod€: _____ Tel. No; _________ _ 
Oate' __ Place: ______ _ 
Thank you for agreeing to be part of this research. 
